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A Broadband Megawatt Hollow Beam Multicavity Klystron

By

Lindsey B. Anderson, Raytheon Company

And

Abraham Bers, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering and

Laboratory of Electronics

I. Introduction

In recent years there has been a great interest in incorporating a hollow
beam in high power klystron devices. This interest is based on the fact that
with the higher perveance achievable with a hollow beam, lower operating
voltages would be necessary and a larger bandwidth could be achieved. It can
be assumed that rf power output Prf of a klystron is proportional to the total
beam power, Pol of the device,

Prf :•P

whereq is the efficiency of the klystron. Since,

P 0 = IcVo = k V051 2

where Vo is the beam voltage, Io is the beam current and k = Io/Vo3/2 is the
perveance, it can be concluded that,

Prf =nkVo5/2

It can easily be seen from this expression that the rf power output is
directly proportional to the pervehance (assuming all other properties of the
device remain constant). Therefore, an increase in tie perveance of a klystron
can result in an increase in the rf pow•;r output, without an increase in beam
voltage, provided that the efficiency does not deteriorate.

The small-signal gain and bandwidth of a multicavity klystron are essen-
tially determined by the characteristics of a single stage; na~iely, the band-
width of each cavity and the gain hetween successive cavities. ,2

Electronic bandwidth Af, of a klystron cavity can be defined as:

Af fo
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where Qel is the electrtronic Q of the cavity and can be written in general
terms as;

Qel (R-Q- Gel

where R/Q is the intrinsic iripedance of the cavity and Gel is the electronic
conductance of the cavity. The electronic conductance is proportional to the
beam conductance, Io/Vo,

Gelf*) Go -.6 = PO k

It is also a function f th• beam-gap geometry and space charge. The per cent
bandwidth of the klystron •avity cart then be expressed as:

Awl f /V)(R/Q) P01/5 k 4/5.

Awo

Thus, it can be seen tF-riat an increase in the perveance of a tube keeping
all other factors constant will rusult in an increase in the electronic band-
width.

It should be reeremberec---i, however, that an increase in perveance may cause
a decrease in the gain of z device. In a very simplified manner, the power
gain of a klystron stage IMs proportional to,

912 2/ M4

where M is a coupling coefmricient, mostly a function of geometry, and Pq is
the reduced plasma radian M're!,iency. For a fixed geometry and beam voltage,
the expression can be apprr--)ximately written as,

I .
k

It can be seen from th_ýds expression that, if the dimensions and beam
coupling of a klystron are held constant, the gain will vary inversely with
the perveance.

It appears, therefore, that an increase in beam perveance of a klystron
could result in lower voltage operation with greater bandwidth; however, these
new features may have to bew achieved at the expense of gain. With more care
in the design of -a hollow k*)eara as well as the proper selection of gap lengths,

3
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an optimum condition viay be. reached in whi.ch acceptable tube design could be
achieved. It should tilso be noted that an increase in tube efficiency may be
expected becaune of the 1-ýtter rf coupling that can be achieved with a hollow
buim. Because of' thoso considerations, it wa folt that the application or
a hollow beAm ShOUld be studied in a hroadbxtnd klystron to determine the
reAsibil~it~y of such ai corbin~~ion. It is, there-fore, the intention of this
paper t o report on the obsorva lionis made on a broadband hollow beami klystron.

The major design IproblelirtzI. which had to be overcome in order to study the
effects of A hollow heorn in a broaidband klystron were the construction of
the proper anode arid cathode structure which would give a stable hollow beam.
Also, prop or design of *the rf structure had to be considered so that rea'sonable
gain, and e~ficiency could bo eAntablished. Since the consideration was for a
broadb~ird tUbO, A Syrst(e', )f offer'inric a constant iw.pedance to the bunfched
current at the output giip overT a r'easoniable frrquency range had to b6
entablished. This 'led to the consideration of 'an output filter which would
he incorporated in the output n.,vity of the klystron. Based on these design'
cons idera tions, a sevon-cnvity hollow beam broadbaind klystron was constructed

and the resuil ts obi,,' med ont this 'device are presented.

II. Anode and Caithode Design

The ':ont suitable tLype (if hollow beanl gunl. that could be emp)loynd in the
5Ovell-criv1ty klAYnt ron wian a form of' wagrignerron iiijection gun. The, baic design
o1' t~hi~s type rAFI guin tn t~o lImer5( a ay 1 iindiiciil cathode in a uniform magnetic'
f ield. Thorne are, at plresenit, no soltiticins 'known: to prov'ide a laminar hollow
ci ectron boam eminating !`roi~i a cylindrical ca thiodo ill a unriform~ marne .tic
field; houwev(er, by er,1qi,.oy~ri-n co~nical cathode goomotry,- it is possible toI
obta ill La sallittion and cOv-veloji a tcchnintie for- de~signing such a gun'.

Tho ciesirn is f'urther- siiiplificcl if it is pos: ih)e to find the equations

of thio ti.,jectorl-(:5 i.i (?1.05(d form. Tuchriq(UE_11 of analytic 6ontinuatiori ofA
the 1pOt-cnt.ifils it the beam ed,-e trizjuctorivs can then be used t6 determine
the n1CeS.-Mry guLn electrodes. Such a procedure has been used successfully'
in the- dosigr: of' fnu:; r- crossin-rinld beaum tui)os".31 4 Work was carriedf out .'at
Raytheoon5 in which ani anasloifous I'(ceduro was devoloped for the design of a,
gun for longitudcinal buear' tubes. Electr-on trajectories were detetroined inI
closed f'or-n foi, I ;irihplified two ch1ionensional cathode geometry and equations'

deterinining the electrodes worec nolved. An appropriate set of traji'setories
44ndL electrodes were then del~r'mincd and corroc tod to ap~ply stpproximately to

a onical geome ttry. To reduop Lthe amount o1r calculitions whiach had to be
clone, the equastionis th-.t determrine the shape of the eltectrodus were ,;olved by

adigi tal computer. With the bulk of arithmetic dorne electronically, the

comnplmte( riesi.1go hpi'r~cedure for obtainirigj the desired hollow beata war, carried

5 Best Ava~beCp
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Figure I shjovs tile result of' the coriputor prograw utilized in determininjg
the necessarY electrode shapes that provide. the -proper beem formation.

The dimensions of the beam given by titis program were thle following:

a = 1.608 cm anode radius
b = 1.286 cm outer beama radius
c 1.093 cm iliiriur beam radius

These beamn dimensions were based on a beawr voltage of 50 kv which would
produce a beam perveance of 7 x 10-6.. A cýAthode current den.9ity of 2.2 arnps/
cm2 was selectedI corresponding to a uniform inagnetic field of 1500 g:auss and
a cathode cone angle of two (2) degrees. Figýure 2 depicts the actual conical
gun that was constructed based on thle computer design.

IlI. Design of t.he !IF Structure

With the information on thle boam shape, the electrical design of thle
broadband klystrcra was carried out using~ thle avoiL;ible weak space charge
theories of interaction. The reduced glasna wavelength Aq was calculated
based on the work of B~ranch and NihrAri resulting in a Aq=81.4 cm. This
value was established for a 50 kv beam at a center frequency 01' 1300 Mc.

The electrical drift lengths were then chosen as follows:

612 ' 600
023 600

Y = 600

where e = (2.1-/.A q)) rand is the separation distance betweten center gaps
of succe."'sive. C.Vitios.

This particular beaw desigsn yielded an .998 and 1. = 151. In
previous experiment~i on hollow bean devi .c4.1 7 with be~amrs of tile same dimensions
and beam volta~ge, electronic Q's in the order of 50 to ~0 were measured. Cal-
culations of the electronic Q) b;,sed orir the work of Dc's? were correlated with
these mieasurnments arid reasonable agreement wazs rnoted.. Employing thle. work
of Bers, an electronic Q4 of 52 was, calculated for the sevc.n-civity klystron.
Actual ricasurempnt~s of tire 'electronic ,Q) in the seven-cavity device yielded an
electronic C. of 45.5.. The calculations- of, the (4el were based on a beam with
dimensions indicajted interacting with gaps on~e radian in length.
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FIG. 6 - Output Filter on Se!ven-C-avity Hollow-Beam Klysta-on



Some preliminary work on the broadbanding techniques of a hollow beam
klystron were carried out on a digital computer; but, because of the miany
variables that existed plus the lack of sound information on all the inter-
actions of the electronic cb'cuit with the hollow beam, it was felt thot it
would be more prudent to employ tuners in the first six cavities. Therefore,
each cavity of the klystrcn was eouipped with a ring tuner which permitted a
tuning ranne of from 1200 Mc to 1400 Mc. With the use of such a tuner, the
R/Q would be, of course, low (75). It was reali5ecd that the low R/Q of the
cavities would have a groat effect on the gain of the tube when broadbanded.

Figure 3 summarizes the important characteristics of the hollow beam
klystron showing the variation in the calculated values to those actually
measured. Fjrure 4 shows the sewvn-cavity hollow beam klystron that was
constructed. This particular photograph does riot include the gun structure.
It can be noted from the photograph that each of the cavities has a tuner and
rf loops to obtain measuremrents of gain I)per stage, electronic loading, and
frequencies of the various cavities. It can also be noted from the figure
that an isolated collector was erployed. This was utilized to provide an
electronic measurerment of the beam transw.ission of the device. Since it was
intended to operate the tube at a relatively low duty cycle (1.1 x 10-4)
calorimetric measurerents of the bean trnsmission would not prove suitable.

IV. Output Filter Circuit

Since it was the intention of this study to build a broadband klystron,
it was felt that a nore constant impedance should be offered to the bunched
current at the output gap. Because of this, an output filter circuit was
considered. This output filter was patterned after a Tchebycheff network; how-
ever, in this case, one of thc resonant circuits vias active. This circuit was
the seventh cavity of the klystron. Two external circuits were coupled to this
active cavity forming a three-suction Tcnheh4cheff network. The external
circuits consisted of coaxial stubs which offered the correct susceptande to
the output coax of the tube. In this manner, a broadband filter arrangement
was established. Figure 5 shows the output filter characteristics as a
function of electronic loading of the gap. The filter was desigined for an
electronic Q of 52; however, since the possibility existed that the calcula-
tions on electronic loading ceuld b•e in error, v:,riations in the electronic
Q from 32 to 92 were measured and are indicated in this figure. The electronic
loading of the output cavity was simulated by teledeltos paper.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that a bandwidth of approximately 130 Mc was
achieved with the proper electronic load"nig in the cavity. This output filter
design was incorporated in the seven-cavity tube. A picture of the filter on
the seven-civity tube is shown in Figure 6.

III
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V. Test Results

Based on the design considerationis previously outlined; a seven-cavity
hollow beam broadband klystron was constructed; and the characteristics of
the device were then studied. It should be pointed out that in the early
operatio of the tube, severe amounts of n ise power and beam breakup were
observed. This noise powr was closely related to the adjustmernt of the
magnetic field. It appeared that there w(.re values of ,agnetic field which
would cause exceedingly high amounts of noi e power to be generated. At other
values of the magnetic field,. the beam behavedwell and was reasonably quiet.
One must realize that with-the bearm employed, changing the magnetic field
greatly affects the perveance of thu deYige. With proper control on the
magnetic field, a perveance of 7.26 x 10`9 was established at a beam voltage
in the region of 50 kv. At this perveance, a beam transmission of 98.8 per
cent was measured.

The c;,vities wer' tuned for maximum power outp, t from the tube. This
data was taken at a frequency of 1272 Mc. By ;.djustinr, the cavities for
maximum efficiency, 1.86 megawatts 6f powe.r were achieved under saturated
drive conditions. This results in ,efficiency of 48.5 per cent. The details:
of this measurement are slhwn in Figkirc 7.

The magnetic field configuration tha:t at|tainedth>. efficiency was

reasonably close to the actual design value of 1500 gauss. Even with the
relatively high efficienacy of this d(eViCC,. the gain of the tube W,',s low--23 db
at saturation, and 31 (ib at the beginning of the small signal region. The
cavities were riot all synchronously tuned to achieve this efficiency. The
frequenciers of the .'vitA,. weri, the followinrg:

Cavity No. 1 t289 Me
Cavity No. 2 1283 Mc
Cazvity lo. 3 1371 Mc
Cavity DO. 4 1233 Mc
Cavity Do. 5 1i!64 Mc
"Cav•y fl. 6 1277 Mc

It is intere,;tiiq, to note that th'(: third c;,vity is quite removed from
the drive frequeWncy of 1272 Ile.

In ord(er to st.udy the broadbarid characteristics of this tube, ,easurements

were takent tit vanrius 1-un pr:rveank:(-;. By ;'ju:;ting the rii!gietic field, a beam

perveance of 9.1 x 10-6 was established. The cavities of the klystroiu were
adjusted to giv, maximum bandwidth and the broacdband characteristics were
then. studied.

Fi:•uee 8 shows the bandwidth charcteri.stics of the tube .s ii function of

14
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various drive powers. -It is clearly seen that the efficiency as well as the

gain of the device operating under these conditions is low. However, a
landwidth of 9.25 per cent is established. It is also interestin;, to note
that the sixth cavity was in the pass band. Attempts to nove the cavity out
of the pass band into the high frequency lvewl resulted in very poor performance
from the klystron.

Readjusting the rxaainetic field such that the perveance was 5.87'x 10-6,
other broadb;und characteristicz; of the klystron were studied. Figure 9 shows.
the results obtained with operation at this perveance. It can be observed
that the efficiency was in the order of 30 per cent and thit the bandwidth
for the particular c:.vity settings was 8.75 per cent. Again,.the sixth
cavity of the klystron was within th, pass band of the tube; and any attempts
to raise the sixth cvity frequency re'sulted in poor operation of the device.

The magnetic field was reaadjust(td such that a perveance of 7.26 x 10-6.
was re-established. Since the output filter that was ermployed in the klystron
vas designed for an electronic Q of 52 in the output cavity and since the
electronic U of the c:,vity was different from this designed value(45.5), a
matching section was placed between the tube and the waterload. The cavities
were adjusted for broadbnd operation and Figure 10 shows the results of these
measurements. It can be sef:n from this figure that an electronic bandwidth of
6.3 per cent was achieved, at a ,aximui efficiency of 35 per cent. Again, it
should he noted that tVi sixth cvity was in the pass band of the tube.

VI. Corel us ion

As a rc.;ult of thi.s; study, it has been shown that a high perveance
hollow beam will, interact with a microw v(. circuit such as a klystron. Relative-
ly gocO efficiency can 1,o attained by proper matching between the beam and
the output circuit. There alppears to be a serious problem associated with
the !,ain that. can be achieved with a hollow beamri device. The noise character-
istic of a crss-field boam must he seriously considered. Data has been
pres .ntr-d to supi ort the theory that a hollow beaam tube can be easily broad-
banded; however, .inore considerIation should be given to the method of broad-
hand ing.

One of' the priiar:,.' f:ictors that ,ust be, conoidered in the design of a
kly:itromz employing a hollow beam is the b(ean design and stability.. More
study is necess; ry to understand the beam stability problems and the proper
coupling of a ,ilcrowaive circuit wit!, a hollow beamy,. With improved beam
desigrs and !,iore inforiation retarlding the interaction of n* hollow beam with
a nictrwave drcui t, it appears that a high (-.l'ficiency device can be rchieved.
hlowev;wr, the amounrt of gain th;at can he attained with such a tube m.ust be
frirt!i- r |udi,;d.

16
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THE MULTIPLE-BEAM TRAVELLING WAVE KLYSTRON

By

M. R. Boyd* R. A. Dehn T. G. Mihran

General Electric Co. , Schenectady, N. Y.

In addition to the need for very high power levels in present-day micro-
way," systems, there is a growing requirement for wide dynamic bandwidth.
Banmwidths of 100 to 300 Mc only satisfy present specifications and values
up to 1000 Mc or 30% at S-band may be required in a few years.

The technique for utilizing a multiplicity of electron beams in a single
rf interaction circuit has led to the multiple beam klystron as a means for
generating very high power levels. The MBK can also be broadbanded by
conventional stagger tuning and loading techniques. These approaches may
lead to 10 or even 15% bandwidth, but greater values do not seem probable.
However, a modification of the MBK circuit results in a traveling wave
klystron with a very large bandwidth capability.

This approach stems from the traveling-wave klystron (T WK) which
Ginzton proposed in 1948.: This tube was analyzed and a model was built
by Mihran in 1949. The basic TWK is illustrated in Fig. I. Here an
elongated ribbon beam of electrons traverse the gaps of two ridge-loaded
waveguides which constitute the input and output circuits. These guides
are terminated in their characteristic impedance, hence the bandwidth
will be as large as the guide bandwidth itself.

The operation of the elementary TWK can be seen in Fig. 2. The top
part of the figure shows the cross section again and the lower section
shows the rf voltage o( V which propagates on the input guide due to the
rf drive power. This voltage will velocity-modulate the beam in a
progressive phase as the input signal propagates from left to right. In the
drift distance between the two guides, bunching takes place and a density
modulated current will induce waves in the upper or output waveguide.

The build-up of signal in the output waveguide can be seen by
considering small current elements, AX , in width. If we assign a
magnitude £ I to the ac component of the first current element, this

*Now at Mictron, Inc., Albany, N. Y.
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current will set up a voltage in the output guide equal to At o2./
at the start of the transient build-up of output signal. This wave will
propagate in both the positive and negative X directions. In the positive
direction, the next element will be in phase with the wave arriving from
the left and its contribution to the output will add to produce a wave of
increased amplitude propagating to the right. Waves propagating to the
left in this output guide become increasingly out of phase with the driving
current and effectively cancel. When steady state is reached, the output
guide voltage will build up to the right in a linear manner as shown in
Fig. Z and very little energy will propagate to the left.

If the X dimension of the structure is made long enough, the output
guide voltage will eventually reach the level required for optimum energy,
extraction from the electron beam, shown by a value V I p where V is• .0.

dc beam voltage and p is a gap coefficient. This lengtR of structure is
called the build-up distance. Since the efficiency at the high voltage end
will be the usual two-cavity klystron efficiency and vary linearly to zero
at the left end, the efficiency of a buildup unit of TWK will be half of a
two-cavity klystron. Additional tube structure could be added and operated
at full efficiency, provided the waveguide characteristic impedance. is
tapered downward with distance to hold the voltage at the optimum value
as power builds up. The overall efficiency will then asymptotically
approach the full two-gap klystron value.

Ridged waveguides have low impedance, hence a long build-up
distance is required. Also, the techniques for producing stable sheet
beams have not been developed. It was these problems which prevented
Mihran from achieving a practical TWK amplifier in 1949. The gain of
this first model never exceeded unity, although the basic principles of
traveling-wave bunching and directed output were demonstrated.

An operational TWK can be made by optimizing the waveguide
characteristic impedance by periodic loading and then utilizing conventional
cylindrical electron beams instead of sheet beams. The &j -P diagram of
Fig. 3 shows the characteristic of a ridge-loaded waveguide as the solid
curve. The horizontal axis is in P D units where D is a chosen periodic
distance. The bandwidth of the unmodified ridge guide is excessive -

usually more than 2 octaves and the impedance is low. Impedance is
inversely proportional to the group velocity,* di /dp

The impedance can be increased, by reduction of the bandwidth. This
can be accomplished by either periodic capacitive or inductive loading, or
a combination of both. Since the use of cylindrical beams is contemplated,
the capacitive loading will take the form of conventional drift tube gaps.
Then the bandwidth and impedance are determined by appropriate inductive
loading. In addition, some form of taper is required to match the resulting
TWK structure to appropriate external transmission systems over the
desired bandwidth. Here the techniques of cavity filter design can be used.
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When the periodic loading is optimized for given bandwidth and unit
beam, the number of beams required to achieve optimum rf voltage in
the output guide is easily determined.

If the impedance characteristic is essentially flat over a given banuA-
width, the impedance-bandwidth product is a constant. The consequence
of this relationship is that the number of beams required for build-up is
directly equal to the ratio of the TWK bandwidth to the bandwidth capability
of one of the beam units. This means that factors of 5, 10 or more in
bandwidth can be achieved by, in effect, investing some beam power in the
build-up section.

In order to experimentally verify some of the predicted characteristics
of the TWK, an 8 beam L-band amplifier was constructed utilizing external-
circuit klystrons. These were relatively low-power, low perveance beams
with only moderate bandwidth capability but with good efficiency and
excellent adaptability for circuit modification. At a 0. 5 microperveance,
the bandwidth of the unit klystron is 3. 4 Mc at 725 Mc. Gain is 24 db and
efficiency averages 44% for a ten-tube sample. The TWK wias'designed to
utilize four of these beams- in the build-up and four more at high efficiency.
Thus the expected bandwidth would be 13, 6 Mc.

Physically, the circuit was a modification of a multiple beam klystron
which had been built earlier. The sketch in Fig. 4 shows three filter
waveguide circuits in which the capacitive interaction gaps periodically
load a waveguide with appropriate inductive loading provided by iris
apertures midway between capacitors. Transition sections at the ends
couple from the filter waveguide to coaxial line terminations. Each
circuit had twelve sections and standard maximally - flat filter design
techniques were used to determine the sizes of the inductive irises
required to achieve a 14 Mc bandwidth centered around 750 Mc.

In the conventional filter design, impedance tapering takes place from
the cehter outward toward each end, so that it is not practical to drive
each filter section with a beam. The L-band amplifier had ten electron
beams which could be operated in various .combinations, but eight beams
resulted in the closest to optimum performance.

The penultimate circuit in Fig. 4 is shown as a terminated filter,
although it was not always operated in that fashion. For. optimum
bunching efficiency the penultimate gaps should present an inductive
impedance to the beams as is the case when a resonator is tuned to a
frequency higher than the operating frequency. The problem of how to
achieve this condition over the broad bandwidth of a TWK was bypassed
in early tests by either reducing penultimate gap impedance essentially.
to zero or by closing off the inductive irises completely to create
individual tuned resonators for each gap.
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Fig. 5 - L-Band TWK Amplifier
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The far end of this input filter is terminated to absorb the drive power
which was not dissipated in the bez m loading and a similar termination at
the reverse terminal of the output filter absorbs the backward energy due
either to imperfect cancellation of the waves induced by the beams, or
energy reflected from an imperfect load.

A photograph of the TWK amplifier is shown in Fig. 5. The twelve
sections of the filter are arranged in a circle with the collectors of the
individual beams shown as the dark cylinders at the top and the three
filter decks shown below. The output filter terminations connect to the
top ends of the coaxial lines rising vertically from the top deck. The
remaining terminations are not visible in this view.

The guns are located below the iron base plate which serves as the
lower pole piece for the focussing magnet. One large solenoid surrounds
the entire system to simultaneously focus all beams and a top pole piece.
shown in partial section below the collectors, completes the magnetic
circuit.

Typical performance of this amplifier is shown in Fig. 6 with the two-
gap case in the lower curve and a three-gap result in the upper curve.
The two-gap curve was taken by radically detuning the perultimate gap
circuits. While this corresponds to an overly long drift length, the
experiment verified the expected hot bandwidth of the tube circuits and
did result in positive gain. The upper curve shows the output obtained
when optimum impedance is developed at each penultimate gap. This was
done by retuning individual resonators at each of these gaps for every
frequency of measurement. The optimized bunching results in an increase
in efficiency from 8% to 28%. In both cases the bandwidth is essentially
four times that of the prototype klystron. In the light of further filter
circuit work which has been done,* the bandpass flatness and skirt
attenuation can be improved over the characteristics~shown here - flatness
within 0. 5 db over the bandwidth appears possible.

The gain of this amplifier was around 9 db for the two-waveguide case
and 15 db for the case of tuned penultimate gaps. Comparison of these
figures with the 24 db of the prototype klystron reflects the lower impedance
of the input filter circuit. The development of a. higher gain TWK will
require the incorporation of more interaction gaps along the beam with
associated filter circuits.

The efficiency of a TWK can'be made to asymptotically approach that
of the unit beam by utilizing a number of beams following the build up.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for the case of 44% efficiency of the prototype
beam. Also shown are experimental points taken by operating various
numbers of beams, up to nine, in the L-band amplifier. The departure
of the 7, 8,and 9 beam cases from the theoretical curve is largely due to
the low impedance we were forced to use at the ends of the filter network
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as it was designed. Filter designs with impedance taper optimized for
good efficiency are possible and should permit attainment of the higher
values. For the case illustrated here a total of 12 to 20 beams, four of
which are build-up, would yield efficiencies in the high thirties.

Of course, the operation of a TWK with tuned penultinate gaps negates
the otherwise broadband capabilities of the amplifier. Various methods
for achieving prover penultimate impedance over a bandwidth were
considered. The most promising at the time this work was done was to
utilize a filter circuit for the penultimate gaps,but to offset the bandpass
of this filter with respect to thdeother two. This is shown in Fig. 8. By
raising the bandpass of the penultimate circuit, the phase shift in it is
less than that in the other circuits by an amount AO which is essentially
fixed over the bandpass of the tube. This offset was chosen to be roughly
300 per section, so that the phase of the penultimate gap voltage would
progressively lead the driving current. The system is a compromise in
that the phase continues to slip beyond the desired 900 value and
eventually becomes too large.

With the given amount of phase slip, optimum performance was
achieved with six rather than eight beams. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Now the efficiency is 20-22% as compared with 8% two.waveguide and 28%
tuned penultimate cases. There is now a 1. 4 db variation over the design
bandwidth. While this is a workable system, another approach to be
discussed in a companion paper promises to give superior performance.

As far as is known, this was the first successful TWK amplifier to be
constructed. The performance, while not superpower or super bandwidth,
verifies the principles. Now by the use of several beams to build up the
rf level, the bandwidth of linear beam tubes can be extended well beyond
10%; values in excess of 25% appear realizable. After the build-up stage,
power level can be increased by using additional beams without degradation
in bandwidth. In addition, the bandpass characteristic can be made very
flat in amplitude and linear in phase by using many filter sections.

This study was initiated under the sponsorship of the Army Redstone
Guided Missile Agency.
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THE DESIGN OF WIDE -BAND TRAVELING WAVE KLYSTRONS

By

M. R. Boyd* and W. J. Pohl

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss the salient design problems of the TWK and
describe how these have been tackled during the course of the preliminary
work on an experimental 15% bandwidth, 1. 5 MW, 3 guide, S-band tube
having the specification shown in Fig. I. Notice particularly the low
operating voltage which can be obtained by the use of multiple beams.
Fig. 2 shows the general schematic of the tube. We shall discuss the
general design of the periodically-loaded guide; the impedance taper in
the output guide; the transition from loaded guide to standard S-band guide;
broadband windows, and the penultimate guide. Finally we shall briefly
review the calculated overall performance capabilities of this type of tube.

(a) The Uniform Periodically-Loaded Waveguide

The interaction gaps in the three waveguides of the structure produce
periodic capacitative loading and we shall discuss first the properties of
suchperiodically-loaded structures. This configuration can be accurately
represented by an equivalent circuit in which the capacitative loading is
considered to be lumped, and the connectingtransmisSion line to be uni-
form since the gap dimensions are small compared to a wavelength. Fig.
3 shows the w /P D curve calculated from the circuit analogue of a
transmission line loaded with- lumped susceptances and also the
experimentally measured points obtained for the same loaded waveguide.
The basic equations relating phase shift per section and impedance to the
circuit parameters are shown in Fig. 4.

From these we may calculate the constants for given bandwidth
requirements and. physical dimensions. From equation (1) and (3) it can
be shown that, for moderate bandwidths, the impedance bandwidth product

*Now with Mictron, Inc., Albany, N. Y.
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is given by the expression:

We see therefore that for a given gap configuration the impedance-band-
width product is constant.

(b) The Efficiency-Bandwidth Relation

The build up of rf voltage takes place linearly in the periodically
loaded guide whose impedance is dictated by its bandwidth. The greater
the bandwidth, the lower will be the impedance, and hence the greater
the number of beams required to build up the r. f. voltage to its optimum
value. The overall efficiency for a fixed output power will be reduced as
the bandwidth is increased since more beams will be required in the
build-up section and these contribute power at only 1/2 their normal

* efficiency. The number of build up beams required is approximately
equal to the required bandwidth ratio. For example, to attain a flat
bandwidth 3 times that obtainable from a single beam requires 3 beams
for build up. In a ten beam tube the overall efficiency would be
(1M-3/2)/10 = 8.5, i.e. about 85% of that of the prototype single beam
tube. Thus a bandwidth improvement of three times is obtained with only
a small decrease in efficiency. It is also evident that as the number of
output beams is increased the loss in efficiency becomes smaller.

(c) The Impedance Taper in the Output Guide

The efficiency of each beam in the power section may be kept a
maximum if the r-f voltage remains constant everywhere along the section.
V4 "/7 is the power in the circuit at any point. Therefore, as power

is progressively added the iniyedance of the circuit must be progressively
reduced. From equation ( 3• -we see that-this may be done by progressively
reducing the R/Q of successive sections of the guide. In addition the same
W/ D characteristic must be maintained at the successive sections in

order to maintain the passb.and, to insure phase linearity, and to maintain
synchronism with the input signal.

Fig. 5 shows how the above was accomplished in practice. Perturba-
tion methods were used to determine the R/Q values and it should be
emphasized that it is the power-voltage impedance as seen by the wave
which is being successively reduced. The beams see a constant impedance
insofar as the circuit r-f voltage and the beam injected current are kept
constant. Examination of equations (1), (2) and(3) reveals that since Z
and R/Q are proportional to the height of the guide they may be
progressively reduced by reducing the guide height. To maintain the
same J / D curve at all points additional lumped capacitance and
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inductance must be added. This is accomplished by the addition of the
larger cylindrical protrusions and the tuning slugs. These are adjusted
to the correct values experimentally during cold test.

(d) The Transition From the Loaded Guide to Standard S-Band Guide

The loaded structure with its relatively narrow passband must be
matched to an unloaded S-band waveguide. The t I j D curves for the
two structures are shown in Fig. 6. The change in slope of the curves,
which represents the group velocity, must take place in the macthing
filter. This can be accomplished by building a number of filter sections
which have 0 / g D progressively changing from that of the loaded
structure to that of the S-band guide, at the same time maintaining the

i / 2 phase shift per section at band center. Such a matching filter
section was built and consisted of a linearly tapered waveguide successive-
ly loaded with progressively smaller lumped capacitances, which disappear
when the taper assumes the S-band guide dimensions. At this point the.
periodicity D is A8 /4 for unloaded waveguide. Fig. 7 shows such a
tapered filter and the cold test equipment which was used to demonstrate
it. Experimentally, it was found that a taper having 10 loading points
provides adequate squareness of the transmitted frequency response curve.

(e) Wideband Windows

The first solution to the wide band window problem consisted simply of
replacing one of the lumped capacitative susceptances in the filter by a
window having an equal susceptance. Such a window, being in a guide
with very small height, does not have a high-power carrying capability
because of high electric field gradients. Also, the capacitative protrusions
in the transition outside the window present another arc-over hazard. A
solution to this difficulty was found by making an abrupt change from
capacitative loading to inductive loading inside the tube, and then
integrating the window into the inductively-loaded structure.. This permits
the use of a sizable window in S-band guide having a reasonable thickness
(130 mils) and adequately low-voltage gradients. The transition filters
were built with irises in S-band guide. Transmission and reflection
curves for the output taper and window structure are shown in Fig. 8.

(f) The Design of the Penultimate Guide

In conventional klystrons the maximum efficiency is usually obtained
by detuning the penultimate cavity to a frequency above thaf of the
operating frequency; i. e., working at a point on the inductive skirt of the
resonance curve. Under this condition the circuit voltage reverses as the
bunch center traverses the gap, and as a consequence the bunch is further
compressed. To achieve a similar enhancement of efficiency in a wideband
TWK requires a circuit which presents a high inductive reactance that is
constant over the band of interest; i. e., the traveling-wave voltage should
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always lead the current bunch by 900. It is possible, by introducing a
phase difference either in the circuit or in the beam drift, to have the
current bunch arrive at approximately the required phase. There is
also a second requirement. that the voltage swing in the penultimate
gap should have the correct magnitude, which in normal klystrons is in
the region of 0. 2 to 0.4 times the beam voltage.

The adjustemnt of circuit phase velocity as described in the preceding
paper has serious limitations since it is accompanied by a restriction in
bandwidth capability. The more promising method for this phase control
is in the variation of drift distance between gaps. This technique avoids
bandwidth limitation almost completely. Fig. 9 shows the vector addition
of successive voltage contributions. Here only the forward-wave combina-
tions are considered, and the constant phase shift in the circuit is ignored
since it is the same in both waveguides. The lengths of the individual
vectors are the same, indicating equal driving currents at various gaps.
V , V?, and V are the in-phase contribution of the first three beams.
Tese must be in phase in order to effect a voltage buildup, to the
required value of voltage swing in the output gap, so for these the drift
lengths are equal. If the drift angle of the fourth beam is increased by an
angle 0 4 relative to the first, the resultant voltage will differ in phase
from V4 by the angle Q . 0 4 is the angle between resultant voltage and the
driving current in the iourth gap and should be approximately 900. The
resultant angle 0 5 between V and the fifth driving current can also be
made to be 900. This condition can be maintained for any number of
beams by progressively slipping the phase of the subsequent driving beams.
The resultant voltages should be of constant amplitude (i. e. , about 0. 4 V 0
to insure optimum efficiency, as was mentioned previously. We see from
the configuration of the vector diagram that to achieve a constant magni-
tude the phase angles have to be somewhat less than 900.

This method was simulated on a computer and Fig. 10 illustrates the
result, showing the magnitudes and phase angles relative to the incoming
beam current bunch. This result was achieved after several trial
adjustments of the drift lengths, and indicates that consistently good
bunching conditions may be obtained. The effect of frequency variation
across the band was also investigated and it is readily shown that the
deviation in phase slip is proportional to the fractional deviation in
frequency. Thus, for example, a 1000 band center phase slip between
two beams would become 107. 50 and 92. 50 at the band edges for a 15%
bandwidth tube.

(g) The TWK Performance Equations

The computer program permits the accurate calculation of the
voltages and currents and phase angles in a periodically-loaded trans-
mission line for given induced currents. It therefore gives an accurate
picture of performance at all frequencies taking both forward and back-
ward waves into account. However, the design data supplied to the
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computer must be derived from approximate performance calculations.
Such a set of approximate performance equations has been derived for
the TWK and serves to make a good preliminary estimate of the tube's
capabilitypand also indicates the limitations accompanying given output
power and bandwidth capabilities.

Starting with given power output and bandwidth requirements and a
suitable prototype beam current and voltage, we assume that the currents
and voltages in the penultimate guide correspond to maximum efficiency

of operation in the power section of the tube. From this, from

from conventional small- signal klystron theory, and from a knowledge of
impedance levels at the gaps for given bandwidth requirements, we can

calculate:

(a) The R/Q required at the gaps, and the waveguide dimensions.

(b) The number of buildup beams required.
(c) The number of power beams required.
(d) The average lengths of the drift tunnels.

(e) The number of buildup beams in the penultimate guide and the

buildup rate in the output guide.

(f) The power gain of each waveguide and hence the overall gain
and drive power requirements.

(g) The efficiency.

Fig. 1 I shows the effect of additional intermediate guides on the gain

of the build-up section and demonstrates the cost of bandwidth at the
expense of gain.

Fig. 12 shows the overall efficiency of a three-guide
TWK. Again we see that increasing the bandwidth requires the number of
build-up beams to be increased and hence reduces the overall efficiency.

The mechanical and electrical design for the experimental S-band
tube is now nearly complete and the tube will soon be constructed in order
to demonstrate the principles outlined above with practical results.
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G. V. Taylor and 8. Sohneider

U. S. Army Ilootronics Research and Developuent Laboratory

The superpower amplifier dowelojoaet progra. have pesesnted aMd oentinue
to present .a tremondous callenge to the tube designer. lt-aae~o3.y, a
challenge Is presented to select and design the most effective modulator for
pulsing those suporpowor tubes. A variety of factors must be considered Ina
deteuining the modulator design.

Nodulators fall into the following two basic classes: 1) the cathode-
(or plate-) pulsed typal and 2) the awdliary-olectrode-pulsed type. The
oatbod•-pulsod type can be accomplished in either of two ways (FIA. 1).
FIg. I& Is the line-type modulator where the required single-pulso energy Is
stored during the interpulso period and then delivered at the required time.
The only available lino-type modulator switch tubes for high powers ame the
hydrogen thyratron and meroury-pool tubes. fig. lb show a storags-condenser-
type modulator with a series-connected switch tube, In this tnpe modulator
the pulse energy is drawm from a large enera-storage reservoir. The pulse
energy is controlled by the switch tube, which is a high-vacuum type.

PFN

STORAE

A. LINE-TYPE MODULATOR B. STORAGE -CONDENSER MODULATOR
(SERIES TYPE)

FIG. I CATHODE- PULSED



the second class of modulators the audixary-eleetrode pulsed, can also
be accomplished in two upy (Fig. 2). fig. 2s is a floating-deck Mdulator,-
which uses two higb-vacuum switch tubes. One tube is used to turn on the
beao of the rf tube. Thls tube charges up the capacitance of the auxiliary-
electrode circuit to the desired voltage and supplies the mall loss associa-
ted with leakage and intercepted bean current. The second tube turs the
beam off by discharging the capacitance and then clampe the auxiliary elee-
trod* to the cathode with suitable bias. Fig. 2b shows an auxiliary-electrode-
pulsed modulator with the pulse-voltage transformer coupled to the auxiliary
electrode. The switch tube may be either a gas type or a high-vacuum type.

-STORAGE

STOWAE'
CONDENSER{

A. FLOATING DECK B TRANSFORMER COUPLED

FIG. 2 AUXILIARY-ELECTRODE-PULSED

IWUIAMO GHPUtACTSRISTICS

In selecting which of these modulators is best for a particular system,
zany factors must be considered. The more important factors that should be
considered are shown in Table I. It can be seen that, relatively speaking,
the stored energy is low for only the line-type modulator, which stores only
enough energy for a single pulde. In all the other modulators the total
stored energy must be much greater than that required by a single pulse. For
example, if a minimum pulse droop of 1% is required, a maximiL of 2% of the
stored energy can be used for each pulse. The stored energy can be reduced
somewhat in the storage-condenser cathode-pulsed modulator by using the modu-
lator tube as a regulator; however, the stored energy will. still remain con-
siderably greater than in the line-type case. The amount of stored energy
also effects the need for protective circuitry. The res of protective devioes,
such as crowbars, is considered essential in superpower work if the modulator
is an auxiliary-eleotrode-pulsed type or a storage-condenser cathode-pulsed
type. Protective circuitry such as inverse and backswing clippers are strongly
reommended for the line-type modulator.
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Another very important factor that the modulator designer must consider
is modulator flexibility. By the term flexibility we mean the ability to vary
pulse width and pulse repetition rate and to operate with close-spaced coded
pulses. The cathode-pulsed storage-condenser and auxiliary-oleotrode floating-
deck modulators have the greatest flexibility. Although the other two types
could be built with flexibility they would generally be more complex.

Two additional factors that must be considered are pulse droop and ripple.
There will be no pulse droop for a line-type modulator if network and pulse
transformer are correctly designed. It is difficult, however, to reduce pulse
ripple much below 1% without the use of clamping circuits. Pulse ripple an the
other type modulators can be made very low. The auxiliary-eleotrode-pulsed
modulators present a problem of pulse droop on the main supply voltage if the
stored energy is to be kept within reasonable limits. In the case of the
cathode-pulsed storage-condenser modulator, good pulse droop characteristics
can be obtained using the switch tube as a regulator.

MODULATOR SEIECTION

Although the comparison chart (Table I) gives many important factors that
should be considered when selecting the type modulator, it is impossible to
recommend any one of the modulator types as being preferred to all other..
Bach particular system requirement, if intelligently examined from the stand-
point of equipment performance characteristics against such items as weight,
size, and initial and maintenance cost, will provide the answer for that par-
ticular system. In general, however, it can be stated that, if only one or
two fixed pulse widths are required, and at a limited range of repetition rate,
the cathode-pulsed line-type modulator is smaller and more economical. This
has been shown for a particular case by C. J. Kichenauer, Jr. and R. D. -itth
in a paper entitled "Superpower Klystron Pulsing Considerations". 1  They cow-
pared a line-type cathode pulser to a modulating-anode pulser for the case
where the peak power requirement is 150 megawatts at 3000 kilowatts of average
power and the pulse duration is either 10 or 500 microseconds. For the 10-
microsecond case, the volume, the weight, and the cost of the line-type pulser

.are 28%, 54%, and 72%, respectively, of the condenser-bank pulser. For the
500-microsecond pulse length, the volume, the weight, and the cost of the
line-type pulser are 12%, 53%, and 67%, respectively, of the equivalent equip-
ment utilizing a condenser-bank pulser.

If continually-variable pulse widths or close-spaced coded pulses are a
necessity, the situation reverses and either the storage-condenser cathode-
pulsed or the floating-deck auxiliary-electrode-pulsed modulator is preferred.
The cathode-pulsed type has the advantage of simplifying the design of the
rf tube but obviously requires the use of a modulator tube capable of passing
the peak pulse current. If, however, phase stability is important, a series
regulator capable of passing peak pulse current will possibly be required any-
way. Because existing modulator tubes are voltage-limited, it is often necessary
to use an auxiliary-electrode-pulsed modulator with transformer coupling. ULis
type of modulator, even with a high-vacuum switch tube, has somewhat limited
flexibility.

These remarks on modulator selection have considered two extreme *ases
where the choice is relatively clear cut. For Intermediate cases the choice
is not as clear and all factors must be critically examined.
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Since the choice of modulator tubes is an Important factor# let m look
at some of the available high-power switches, Table II shows the Important
ratings on three ommercially-avallable hydrogen thyratrons and the highest-
power developmental thyratron:

W"3L Ii I 1101-POWER MAO= TRMA?80U8

Under

_Caracteristic 1257 7390 7890 . - .

Peak Forward Voltage (kv) 33 30 40 50

Peak Pulse Current (A) 1980 1000 2400 2000

Average Current (A) 2.6 4.0 4.0 8

3BS Current (A) 60 75 75 126

Prr (pps) 360 1300 360 4o0o

Pb Factor x 109  20 39 55 400

Average Power (KCM 33 60 80 200

Peak Power (NW) 33 15 48 50

*At reduced Pb has potential of 16 amperes average
(cathode area 4 times area of 7890)

The comercially-available tubes are oharacterized by average power capabili-
ties of tens of kilowatts and peak powers of tens of megawatts. The develop-
mental tube has a rating of 200 kilowatts average at 50 megawatts peak. De-
velopment of this tube is near completion and all ratings showm have been
demonstrated simultaneously on a limited number of samples.

The next type of device to be considered is the mercury-pool switch,
as typified by the Ignitron. Ratings on three of the higher-power devices
of this type are shown in Table III:
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Characteristi MPAM Z Z -SM3Zi4

Peak lowrrd Voltage (kv) 25 30 30

Peak Inverse Voltage () 1 1 1

Peak Anode Current (A) 1600 1600 30

Average Current (A) 160 160 320

M Anode Current (A) 50 500 10

Prr (pps) 60 60 60

TO (015) 1000 1000 1000

lubes of this type are only partially evaluated for modulator seruaes* In-
herently, this type of Modulator tube is capable of handlin very-hi* average
power.

Table IV shows a few of the awvalable high-vaesu switch tubes together
with their characteristic ratings.

TANA IV HIGH-VACUX 300UIATOR TU1 8

a. For StgranM Condenser
Peak Output

T •abr 1b (kwd.) Peak lb (A) Tp (jus) Duty (NW) Pp (KW)

7560 50 550 1000 .01 20 175

6398 65 350 15 .002 - 100

Wx-445 80 600 - .01 37 -

6038 125 175 1000 .(01 20 5

*A-.134 40 275 3000 .05 10 41

"*D-103 61 650 - 0 -

b. For Floating Dock

7668 150 15 1000 .01 2 0.75

L-3406 200 30 10 .006 - 12,
* _-36_o 320 30- 09, 30.

fIgevelomsnt Tpnes
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The tubes in Table IV have peak output powers of tens of megawatts and
average output power capability of fom tens to hwndreds of kilowatts. Al-
though these power-handling eapabilities are impressive, they fall far short
of the power required. For the modulator designer to meet the challenge pre-
sented by the superpower program and build the modulator required for the
Job, it is felt that higher-power modulator tubes are required. Specific
recommendations for the required modulator tubes are shown in Table Vs

TABLE V PUTURE MODULATOR-TUBM OBJECTIVES

Oas Line-Twie Modulator Phase A Phase a

Peak Forward Voltage (kv) 100 100

Peak Power (MV) 200 400

Peak Current (A) 4000 8000

Average Power (KW) 400 4000

Ilh-Vacum_ Modulator

Plate Voltage (kvdc) 350

Peak Current (A) 1200

Peak Output Power (MW) 400

Average Output Power (M•) 4

This table shows both a hydrogen thyratron and a high-vacuum switch tube cap-
able of giving a peak output power of 400. megawatte at an average output of
4 megawatts.

MO•UIA7R CIRCUITRT

All modulators require protective circuitry of one form or another to
avoid the damaging effects of an arc occurring any place in the system. The
discussion will be limited to high-speed protection. The damaging effects
of an arc in a line-type modulator are not as severe as in the other types
since the stored energy in the capacitors is limited. It is still necessary,
however, to provide adequate protection. The simplest and most effective
method of protection is to install a matched far-end-of-line clipper on the
pulse network. The circuit is shown in Fig. 3:
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CHARGING DIODECHOKE

E bb'-s
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SWITCH LIPE
TUBE I TUBE

MATCHING
SRESISTOR

" PULSE
.F TRANSFORMER

FIG. 3 INVERSE B BACKSWING CLIPPER CIRCUIT

The resistor in sries with the clipper tube is matched to the network and
dissipates the inverse enewrg. This protects the circuit omponente again"t
the effect of load faulting. When a load fault occurs, the negative mis-
match of the circuit increases and the inverse voltage rises. This, in turn,
increases the voltage to which the line charges. Successive faults can pro-
duce extremely-high voltages across all the circuit components. Since the
clipper tube removes the inverse voltage after each pulses this type of run-
away condition is avoided. Other advantages of this circuit are Improved
regulation of the output pulse and Improved performance of the gas tube
switch by the resoval of inverse voltage and energy after each pulse. Tubes
designed for this operation are available for use with hydrogen thyratrons
up to the 1257. Above that level conventional thyratron must be used. It
is also desirable to use a backswing clipper across the primary of the pulse
transformer as an aid in protecting the microwave generator. Nomally, the
use of clippers Is sufficient protection in a line-type modulator. The one
exeeption may be the case where long pulses in the order of hundreds of micro-
second* are generated. In this case, if the microwave generator has a ton-
dency to arc early in the pulse, a simple shorting circuit across the primary
pulse transformer may have to be employed. 7his decision mut be dictated
by experience with each tube type.
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In the other types of nodulators, the primary protection required Is to
divert the stored onergy in the oondenser bank In the event of afault, We
have established the following specific requirements for a crowbar and its
associated circuit t

1. Fast Firing The crowbar device itself
should be capable 'of firing
in 0.1 microsecond.

2. Logic-Driver Delays The total delays, including
the sonsing circuit and the
logic-driver circuit should
not exceed 0.5 microsecond.
This requirement should be
rigidly adhered to since the
qdickor the energy diversion
the greator the odds are of
-extinguishing the fault arc.

3. Infinito Voltage Range The device should have an in-
finite voltage range that is
Vmaxt/Vtin equal to infinity.
This provides the ability to
check the crowbar with zere
voltage applied. More Impor-
tant, it permits the next re-
quirement to be met.

4. Repetitive Firing Repetitive firing should be at
a spacing of one to ten aIlli-
"sconds for a period of time
longer than necessary to per-
mit the circuit breakers to
act. This provides continuous
protection against the effects
of storage-condenser recharge
and the reignition of the are
in the event the microwave gen-
erator has beacme gassy.

5. Low Trigger FEnrgy The energy required to trigger
the crowbar should be less than
a few joules. 7his simplifies
the trigger design and also pre-
vents the possibility of large
amounts of trigger energy being
dumped into the rf tube.

6. Low Voltage Drop A low arc drop, in the order of
a few hundred volts, is desir-
able. This aids in quenching
the rf tube arc or reducing the
residual current flow thlu the
tube.
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7. Self Firing The crowbar should be eelfafi•-• g
in the event of a fault at high
voltages should the logic circuit
fail, thus providing a minimas
protection at all times.

8. 100% Overvoltage Gap Setting A 100% overvoltage setting on the
gaps helps prevent spurious fir-
ing due to envirormental condi-
tions.

9. Quiet Operation Quiet operation permits place-
ment at the most convenient point
in the circuit, even if in a
working area.

10. Low Inductance Configuration A low inductance configuration
permits rapid reduction of vol-
tage across the rf tube.

The crowbar should be placed in the circuit as shown in Fig. 4. The
sensor should detect any fault in the tube circuit. The resistance between
the condenser bank and the crowbar should be the maximum necessary to pro-
tect the condensers. It should be capable of withstanding the full operating
voltage of the equipment, since this voltage will be impressed across the re-
sistor when the crowbar fires. Inductance in crowbar-capacitance bank loop,
to slow the rate of rise of current during a fault, is desirable. This per-
mits the crowbar to act before excessive current and a well-established aro
appear in the rf tube, and it improves the probability of the arc being ex-
tinguished. At the same time, inductance must be avoided in the crowbar-tube
loop. The inductor prevents lmmediate reduction of voltage across the rf
tube and may dissipate its energy in the tube. This inhibits the quenching
processes and reduces the probability of arc extinction. Since there is fin-
ite possibility that arc extinction may not occur in the rf tube, it is nec-
essary to provide as large a series resistance as is compatible with system
operation to limit the residual current in the crowbar-tube loop.

A system2 "3 that has met these requirements has been developed at this
.Laboratory and has demonstrated successful operation in the VA-852 and the
SAL-155 equipments. It is a sequentially-fired multiple-gap system. It is
flexible and can be designed with relative ease for most applications. Fig. 5
shows the effect of the crowbar on the fault current through an 852 klystron
at full voltage. In this case the current was limited to 300 amperes peak
rather than several thousand amperes and decayed to zero within two micro-
seconds. The gas change noted in the tube was negligible and permitted in-.
mediate reapplication of voltage.
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Conditions:

Full Capacitor bank at 140 KY

Current Scale - 200 A/am

Time Scale - 2 pusec/as

1 cm-

Fig. 5 Tube Fault Current with Crowbar Operating

To date, the crowbar developed by this Laboratory is the only proven typethat maeet the discussed requirements. Other techniques are being worked on
or have been proposed that may also met these requirements.
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SUPER POWER GENERATION BY LINEAR EM TUBES

By

Thomas Sege

Sperry Electronic Tube Division

Sperry Rand Corporation

Great Neck, New York

This paper deals with present day high-power linear beam tube technology
and status.

Before presenting some power frequency curves, a review of the basis on
which they were prepared is described. The plots of peak power, average
power, and energy per pulse as a function of frequency are based upon tubes
that are available today. Power performance of specific tubes is shown on
these figures. The curves were prepared by drawing a line of constant beam
power density through that existing tube which represents the highest figure
for this parameter. The plots thus represent the power that may be achieved
by extending to other frequencies the techniques used in existing tubes.

These techniques incidentally are far from being the most advanced known
laboratory technology. They represent, rather, today's commercial manu-
facturing feasibility; namely,

(a) Collector and interaction structure power dissipation densities of
under 500 wattsper square centimeter, less than one-tenth the
figure attained with advanced vortex cooling schemes.

(b) Electron gun area convergence ratios of typically between 30 to 1
and 70 to 1. This contrasts with convergence ratios, ten times as
great as this, which have already been demonstrated in various
laboratories.

(c) Conservative cathode current densities as shown in figure 1.

For constant perveance, it can be shown that power output varies as
I/F3.3 up to the relativistic voltage region. In the plots shown, a more
conservative 2.2 to 2.4 power of frequency is used.

Figure 2 shows peak power available as a function of frequency. The
numbers 1 through 6 as skhown on figures 2, 3 and 4 correspond to the listed
companies and university which have existing tubes which operate in the
designated areas.
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THE NUMBERS I THROUGH 6 ARE APPUCABLE
TO THE COMPANIES AND UNIVERSITY
SPECIFIED IN THE TEXT.
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THE NUMBERS I THROUGH 6 ARE APPLICABLE
TO THE COMPANIES AND UNIVERSITY
SPECIFIED IN THE TEXT.
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1. Eitel-McCullough

2. Litton Industries

3. Sperry Electronic Tube Division

4. Stanford University

5. Thomson Houston (France)

6. Varian Associates

The perveance is allowed to vary with power level, with low perveance at the
lower powers, and higher and higher perveance at the higher power levels.
Finally, above a certain power level, it is assumed that a high-perveance
hollow beam would be used in order to keep the voltage from becoming
excessively high. A hollow beam is used since it does not appear practical
to operate a high-power klystron with a solid beam of micro perveance much
higher than 3 to 4. With a hollow beam, this limitation is removed to some
extent. Magnetron injection guns are typically considered for use in these
designs with perveances of 8, 10 or higher. In addition to the lower
operating voltage due to high-perveance hollow beams, there are some band-
width advantages accruing as well.

It can be seen in figure 2 that if present day C- and X-band megawatt
tubes are scaled to lower frequencies, extremely high peak powers become
available.

Figure 3 is a plot of average power capability as a function of frequen-
cy. Two lines are shown, one for cw tubes and a higher one for the average
power of pulse tubes, the latter being higher due to the larger size beam
that can be used in these tubes. Again, based on achieved X-band power, it
can be seen that the average power capability of the klystron is extremely
high.

Figure 4 illustrates the energy per pulse capability of klystrons.
These curves are based on consideration of instantaneous heating occurring
during the pulse; heating affecting the surface of the metal only, which
cannot be helped by improved cooling.

Figure 5 shows some 6ypical combined operating characteristics for
possible klystron designs based on established technology. The efficiencies
shown are very much on the conservative side. Higher efficiencies have been
achieved, in tunable klystrons: 40 to 45 percent in S-, C- and X-band; 50
to 55 percent in UHF and L-band and up to 60 percent by SERL in 10 megawatt,
400 megacycle klystrons.

So these are the power levels attained or attainable in the field (as
opposed to the laboratory) today. Before pole vaulting into superpower -
not defined at the present time - two figures representing limiting beam
powers as a function of frequency based on achievable cathode current
densities are presented.
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THE NUMBERS I THROUGH 6 ARE APPLICABLE
To THE COMPANIES AND UNIVERSITY
SPECIFIED IN THE TEXT.
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Figure 6 shows attainable beam powers as a function of frequency for
solid beams, for various perveances, and area convergence ratios as limited
by cathode current density. It is noted that beam-power input in excess of
3 megawatts is possible at X-band.

Figure 7 shows similar curves for hollow beams. The variation with
frequency for this is slower since hollow beams can be used at larger
diameters due to their finite thickness as compared to solid beams. However,
this is compensated for by the relatively lower area convergence ratios
realized to date in magnetron injection hollow-beam guns. The power limita-
tion for hollow-beam tube is less than for solid beam.

A review of some other implications of a large jump in power from
today's reality is considered. First, consider a 20 to 40 fold increase in
power level to one megawatt ow at X-band.

It has been shown in earlier curves that cathode current density need
not be a limiting factor - thus examination of some of the other parameters
of such a design, is considered.

Collectors are the least of the problems in designing linear beam tubes.
They can be made as large as needed to dissipate the residual beam power at
a conservative density, Cor example, a 6 to 8 inch in diameter, 3 foot long
collector could dissipate 2-1/2 megawatts of beam power and keep the power
density below 1/2 kw/cm2 .

In order to assess interaction structure limitations on superpower
highlights of a hypothetical one megawatt X-band klystron design are utilized.

Figure 8-A shows some of the design parameters; the design efficiency
is very conservative; the small beam diameter selected means the beam power
density is fairly high. However, it is only a little over twice what has
already been achieved under experimental conditions.

Confined flow magnetic focusing drift tube interception of 1 percent
or less as already achieved would be used. The conservative assumption that
all of the drift tube interception will occur in a single drift tube even
though this tube would probably have 4 drift tubes is made. Under these
conditions, the dissipation power density is 2-1/2 to 5 kw/cm2 ." It must be
considered here that 1 percent drift tube interception is not inherent in
such a device; consequently, there is reasonable expectation of doing better.

Figure 8-B shows calculations for r-f losses in a single gap output
cavity. From this calculation it can be seen that assuming a Qo of 5,000
for the output cavity, and a R/Q of 100 optimum, Q loaded is 100, and the
power loss in the output cavity is 5 kilowatts. If the very conservative
assumption that 1/2 of the r-f losses are in the gapface, then the dissipa-
tion density is 6 kilowatts/cm2 . A more realistic assumption of uniform
power loss on a cavity surface makes the dissipation density 1 to 2 kilo-
watts/cm2 . High turbulent liquid cooling would be required to dissipate
these powers. Much can be gained on this through the use of extended inter-
action output structures - as a multiple gap cavity. For instance, for a 3
gap arrangement the overall R/Q of the interaction structure is 3 times as
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Choose K =1 0.5 I perv

Then, for 40% assumed efficiency Pb = 2.5 2.5 Megw

and Eb =90 120 Kv

Ib =27 21 amps

Electrical Dimensions

To get good efficiency, choose y b = .5 .5

then b = .16 .185 cm

and rb
2 = .08 .11 cm2

and beam power density = 31 23 megw/cm2

for a/b = 1.4 1.4

a = .22 .26 cm

Drift Tube Dissipation

For 1% beam interception, the last drift tube Pd.t. 25 25 KW

For drift distance L 3.5 6.0 cm

Intercepting area Ad.t. 5 10 cm2

Power Dissipation Pd.t./Ad.t. 5 2.5 KW/cm

SKETCH
Cavity RF Dissipation

For single gap output cavity, approximate

gap dimensions would be
Cavity Qo 5000

For R/Q 100, Load QL 100

Ratio of cavity loss to output power Qo/QL 50

Cavity Loss 20 KW

Assume 1/2 RF loss in nibs, then per nib 5 KW
2

Dissipating surface area per nib 0.8 cm

RF loss power density 6 KW/cm2

Cathode Loading

Area convergence ratio 200:1 300:1
2

Cathode area 16 33 cm
Cathode loading f 1.7 0.65 amps/cm2

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR ONE MEGAWATT C-W X-BAND KLYSTRON

FIGURE 8
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great am for a single ovity, and results in an optimum loaded Q that is 1/3
that for a mingle output cavity. Conmequently, the total losm in the 3
coupled cavities to 1/3 what it would be for a mingle cavityj on a per cavity
basisit "eoemes 1/9, This brings the dissipation density down to losn than1/2 / .

In this paper some very difficult problems have been glommed over -
the last of which in the problem of transmitting very high power through
waveguide windows, but this im a subject of other papers. There are other
problems, for instance, the problem of even a momentary loss of beam control
due to magnetic field failure or mimadjuatment. It in clear that in
dealing with these kind of power densities that a tube could be destroyed in
a very few microseconds in the event of much a failure. Much work will need
to be done to resolve the problems to improve interlocking and the develop--
ment of improved waveguide componentsm These types of problems a,7 common
to all superpower electron devices.

It may be moon from this presentation that considerably higher powers
may be generated at the lover waveguide frequencies than have alr"dy been
accomplished. This appears possible by the application of those technique.
now used in the more advanced high frequency tubes to thee" lower frequen-
ciem. In addition, a great stride forward in excess of an order of manai-
tude, may be made through the careful application of the most advanced present
laboratory techniques to superpower linear beam tubes.
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THE BIASED-GAP KLYSTRON

By

Ibrahim Hefni

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract

When an accelerating DC potential is applied across the output gap
of a conventional multicavity klystron,. the available RF output power in-
creases as the applied bias voltage increases. It was found experimen-
tally that the available output power is related to the bias voltage by the
simple linear equation Pav = 'I (Vo + Vb)' where Pav is the available

output power, I is a constant representing the fundamental component of
the RF beam cuItrent, V0 is the beam voltage and Vb is the bias voltage.

With the output gap biased and the collector depressed to ground
potential, it was possible to increase the tube efficiency, sometimes by as
much as 10 percent, in spite of the fact that the collector was not designed
for proper depressed oparation. The highest efficiency achieved was
about 65 percent; however, it should be possible to attain higher efficien-
cies after modifying the collector.

Besides increasing klystron efficiency, the biased-gap method offers
other advantages, such as .reducing both the beam interception and the
possibility of multipactor at the output gap. Also, the technique can be
used for automatic phase and gain control and for the quantitative evalua-
tion of the various parameters of the klystron.

*Operated with support from the U. S. Advanced Research Projects Agency
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I. Introduction

Linear beam amplifiers, such as the klystron, are known to be less
efficient than cross-field amplifiers. Our aim is to investigate quantita-
tively the various factors affecting klystron efficiency, and devise methods
to increase the efficiency without sacrificing the stability or high gain of
the klystron.

Theoretically, the efficiency of the multicavity klystron is known
only through approximate analysis based on many simplifying assumptions.
The theories can be summarized very briefly as follows (Fig. 1):

SPACE-CHARGE THEORY

I TORDER ,'Ieve5

;-V.- -. 1
P&- I- I. ,/2Vo1. RF IN
1• *50%

3 no ORDER:

1.21 0 (2/0"2"

17-54.4%

BALLISTIC THEORY
I I. 1610

NUMERICAL (3covities)

S• 75%- S0%

Fig. I. Theoretical efficiency of multicavity klystron.

For a beam with input DC power given by IoVo, the RF output power is
given by 11 VI ... , where Il is the fundamental component of the RF current
in the bunched beam and VI is the corresponding RF volt~e developed
across the output gap. The peak value of the RF voltage V1 cannot exceed
the beam voltage V. very much; otherwise electrons will turn back towards
the cathode. The peak value of the RF current Ii, on the other hand, is
determined by the bunching mechanism. Various theories predict different
values for II. For instance, in the first-order space-charge theory all
the quantities are assumed to be sinusoidal. Thus4l1 will be equal to 10
and the maximum efficiency is only 5? percent. Using third-ord~er @.opxi-.
mation in the space-charge theory. [1 Jwe find that the maximum efficiency
is about 54. 4 percent. On the other hand, if we use the simple ballistic
theory, where all the space-charge forces ar# neglected, we find that the
maximum efficiency is about 58. 2 percent.tLJ

These values were derived for klystrons having two cavities with
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infinitesimal gaps. For three-cavity klystrons the previous values will
still apply if the three cavities are synchronously tuned and have high gain.
But if the second cavity is tuned to a higher frequency, the current modu-
lation from the first and second cavities will be more in phase-addition
rather than in phase-quadrature, and higher efficiencies can be expected.
Numerical calculations show that under ideal conditions the theoretical
efficiency of multicavity klystrons can be as high as 75 td 80 percent. 13]

In practice, efficiencies as high as 60 percent have been achieved
with conventional design, but the majority of commercial klystrons still
have much lower efficiencies of 30 to 40 percent.

From this brief review of klystron efficiency we come to the following
conclusions:

(1). There is a large gap between-the experimental efficiencies and
the efficiencies predicted by the approximate theories, and it is desirable
to narrow this gap.

(2). The maximum theoretical efficiency of multicavity klystrons
under ideal conditions is less than 80 percent. Therefore, if we are
aiming at a practical efficiency of 80 percent or more, a nonconventional
design should be sought.

The various attempts to improve klystron efficiency follow two main
lines of research. In the first, the efforts are toward improving the bun-
ching mechanism, for instance by devising RF structures other than the
simple resonant gaps. In the second, it is assumed that the klystron bun-
ching mechanism is fundamentally inefficient and the aim is to recover the
energy from the spent beam before it is dissipated as heat in the collector.

At Lincoln Laboratory we are taking both approaches because we
feel that, even with very good bunching, it would be necessary to recover
the energy from the spent beam in order to achieve very high efficiency
over a wide frequency band. However the techniques we are using in both
cases are somewhat different from those used previously. In this paper
we describe some of our efforts to recover energy from the spent beam.

The method used previously for recovering energy from the spent
beam is known as "depressed collector. "1 In this method, the energy is
recovered in DC form and fed back to the DC input. Unfortunately, the
success of this method at present is rather limited and does not seem to
justify the complications added to the collector and modulator. In the
method we are using, the energy from the spent beam is recovered directly
in the form of RF energy, and the isolation between the DC input and DC
output is maintained. This is achieved by applying accelerating DC poten-
tial across the output gap.

II. Biased Output-Gap

As mentioned before, the maximum RF power available from the
klystron is limited by the maximum RF voltage, which can be developed
across the output gap without turning back too many electrons. Therefore,
if we apply an accelerating DC potential across the output gap we should
expect an increase in the available RE power. Consequently our first task
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was to find experimentally the relation between the gap voltage and the
available output power.

The vehicle we used for this experiment is a commercial 2-kw CW
klystron amplifier. * It has a floating collector and four external cavities.
The efficiency of this tube is relatively high (40 to 55 percentS. We re-
designed the output cavity so that we could apply a DC potential across the
output gap. Figure 2 shows the output power P rf vs the bias voltage Vb
plotted for different beam voltages Vo.

The output power was optimized at zero bias voltage each time the
beam voltage was changed. The bias voltage was then increased, and *ith-
out changing any of the other tube variables the output power increased as
shown by the points on the solid lines. Naturally, as we increased the bias
voltage we expected the beam impedance to increase also. Therefore, for
maximum output power, we had to increase the load impedance to match
the new beam impedance. This we achieved by reducing the output coupling.
The output power after the impedance matching was always found to be the
available RF power. In other words, except for the tuning of the output
cavity, which had to be adjusted very slightly, all the other tube variables
were still optimum. The available power is shown in Fig. 2 by the circular
points which lie approximately on the dotted straight lines, giving the simple
experimental relation between the available power and bias voltage as

av = Il (V0 + Vb)

where P = the available RF power, I! = a constant proportional to the
fundameftYal component of the RF beam current, V = beam voltage, and
Vb = bias voltage. 0

Actually, this simple relation might have been expected from this
type of klystron because the gap transit angle was relatively small. (The
maximum change in the coupling coefficient was less than 3 percent. ) The
difference between the solid and dotted lines represents the mismatch due
to the change in the beam impedance.

An important point worthy of mention concerning this experiment has
to do with the beam transmission. At full drive power, the beam trans-
mission at zero bias voltage was about 94. 5 percent. As the bias voltage
was increased, we noticed that the beam transmission also increased; and
at* full bias voltage, the beam transmission was over 99 percent. This
shows that most of the beam body interception at full drive power takes
place near the edges of the output gap. Such a result also might have been
expected because of the strong retarding RF field at the output gap.

Returning to the efficiency, we found that the RF output power in-
creased directly in proportion to the ratio of the bias voltage divided by
the beam voltage -- Vb/V' ; and since the beam transmission was almost
100 percent, the DC power input increased correspondingly in proportion
to Vb /V . Therefore, the total tube efficiency remained !unchanged% In
order to ?ecover the energy from the spent beam and thus increase the

*Eimac 4 KM3000LR
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tube efficiency, we could simply depress the collector to a ground poten-
tial as shown in Fig. 3. The beam current would then divide between the

ELECTRON BEAM

RF OUT [- OUTPUT GAP

RF CHOKE 0*

COLLECTOR

r Pdc.' ZoVo 16 ( 0" ) Vb

P_. I. (V_ Vb
Pf a If-, (V0+ Vb)

Fig. 3. Biased-gap depressed-collector ldystron,

collector and the accelerating electrode. However, should we operate a
collector at a depressed potential, we would have to satisfy two require-
ments for proper operation. First, the retarded electrons should have no
adverse effect upon the RF characteristics. Second, the electrons should
be collected with minimum kinetic energy.

Judg4ng from previous work on the depressed collector, particularly
at Varian, t4 i the first requirement seems to be easily satisfied by using a
flycatcher design and by properly shielding the collection region from the
magnetic focusing field. The second requirement depends on the velocity
distribution in the spent beam and is a matter of compromise between the
complexity in collector design and the desired increase in.efficiency. Ex-
perience has shown, moreover, that a collector with at least two segments
is necessary for efficient operation. The collector of the tube we used in
the first experiment was not designed for depressed operation and, as
Fig. 4 indicates, the two requirements were far from being satisfied. In
fact, the axial component of the magnetic field extends right through the
collection region. This axial magnetic field tends to focus the returned
electrons back to the RF interaction region, and can bring about spurious

However, before trying to modify the collector, we ran some tests

on the tube with the collector grounded, and it was rather surprising to
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find that it was possible to increase the efficiency of the tube sometimes by
as much as 10 percent. Figure 5 shows the results of some of these tests.
It shows at the top a plot of efficiency vs bias, voltage for different values
of beam voltage, and at the bottom, a plot of bias current vs bias voltage.
For bias voltages up to 15 percent of the beam voltage, the output power
increases in almost the same way as in the case of the nondepressed col-
lector. But when the bias voltage is further increased, it becomes some-
what difficult to optimize the output power and the magnetic field adjust-
ments become critical. The highest efficiency achieved was by 65 percent.
However, the results shown are by no means optimum, and after modifying
the collector we hope to increase the efficiency to 70 or 75 percent.

IMI. Conclusion

Besides the increase in klystron efficiency, the bia•sed-gap method
offers other advantages. (1) The focusing action of the DC field reduces
the beam interception where it is most serious -- at the output gap. (2) The
electric force acting on the electrons at the output gap has different values
in each direction, reducing the possibility of multipactor at the output gap.
(3) The accelerating DC potential in the gaps increases the directivity of
the beam, and thus improves stability. (4) The biased-gap method promises
to be useful in the evaluation and studies of various klystron parameters.
(5) Finally, the technique may'be used for automatic phase and gain control.

The main limi tation on the biased-gap technique seems to be the
voltage hold-off capability of the RF choke for very high power. However,
we do not believe this to be a serious obstacle.
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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC AMPLIFYING LENS; PROGRESS AND POTENTIALrIES

By

W. C. Brown

Raytheon Company

Significant advances in obtaining greater amounts of power output from con-
ventional approaches to microwave tube design have been made by taking advantage
of higher beam perveance, better beam containment, higher efficency, better cool-
ing techniques, and the like. In the case of the Amplitron. for example, it has been
possible to increase the power-handling capability of the continuous-cathode, orossed-
field device by one to two orders of magnitude by taking advantage of the inherently
high efficiency of the device and greatly improved cooling techniques.

However, as the desired power levels are further inoreased two limitations
of conventional tube approaches become apparent. One of these is the difficulty of
handling high average and peak power levels in conventional waveguide feeds and in
conventional vacuum windows. The second limitation in the conventional tube ap-
proach is in the small electronic interaction area which presents an upper limit to
the amount of power that can be handled in the interaction region. It is likely that
if super tube development is to be carried further, we will have to look for new ap-
proaches which will adequately handle the high rf power levels at the terminals of
the tube and provide greatly enlarged interaction areas.

Consider the problem of handling the power at the input and output of the device.
If we avoid the influence of contemporary tube design and think in more basic terms,
we note that the ideal situation would be to amplify the free space wave directly as
shown in Figure 1, without channeling it first into a conventional waveguide.

A passive device aalogous to the active device shown in Figure 1, is the
microwave lens. In one form of microwave lens, shown in Figure 3, the free space
wave impinging upon the input face of the structure Is split and channeled between a
number of parallel plates and processed in such a manner as to change the shape of
the wave front. The microwave lens concept in which the input wave is fed into a
multiplici~v of waveguides suggests a similar device for prooessing a free space
wave in such a manner as to provide gain. In this form, such a device could be
accurately described as an "Uleotromagnedo Amplifying Lens".

The symmetry of the situation shown in Figure 1 suggests that the p.asse front
N of the wave being amplified be everywhere normal to the axis of tro tube. However,
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an effliient electronic interaction mechanism and a low operating potential an de-
sired. These requirements suggest the equivalent of a slow-wave structure in the
interaction area. On the other band, we would like an interaction structure of suft-
slent generality to be suitable for handling very high frequencies, If necessary, and
this suggests a clean waveguide-like structure unencumbered with straps or inter-
digital fingers. . Such clean structures usually propagate fast waves only.

This seeming contradiction in requirements can be resolved by employing fast wave
propagation of the signal through the lens while arranging for the signal to interact
with an electron stream whose transverse movement with respect to the direction of
propagation is established by crossed do electric and do magnetic fields. It then be-
comes necessary that the input wave be processed in such a manner as to make
possible the transverse slow-wave interaction between the electron stream and the
rf wave.

hI the EAL concept, this processing is accomplished, as shown in Figure 3, by
the use of a large number of waveguides which are symmetrically arranged with
respect to the free space wave excitation and so are excited with equal amplitude and
phase; however, in the transition region between the input face of the tube and the
electronic interaction region, adjacent waveguides are dimensioned to have different
phase velocities so that the energy in adjacent waveguides arrives at the input to the
interaction region 1800 out of phase.

In the interaction region, the use of half-width waveguides establishes electric
fields at the edges of the waveguides which face the cathode. A rotating space charge
interacts with these fields. The half-width waveguides serve the same function as
vanes in a conventional magnetron and the analogy is further strengthened in that
the potentials on adjacent vane tips in a plane normal to the axis of the tube are 1800
out of phase as they are in the conventional pi-mode magnetron.

Some explanation of the interaction between the fast moving waves in the axial
direction with the slow moving electrons in the transverse direction is necessary to
complete a qualitative introduction to the EAL concept. The shape of the space
charge in the interaction area is much like that of a large revolving helical gear. The
rf energy, which is introduced at the input, phase focuses the electronic space charge
into spokes which interact with the rf wave in such a manner as to convert the poten-
tial energy of the electrons directly into rf energy--in exactly the same manner in
which the magnetron or Amplitron operates. Because of the helical nature of the
space charge spoke configuration, the traveling rf wave and rotating space charge
spokes keep in synchronism as the wave travels along the structure. The inter-
action between the space charge and the rf circuit is shown in Figure 4. It is inter-
esting to note that the interaction mechanism works equally well whether the tube is
initially excited at the input or output by an rf signal. However, once the space
charge spokes and the proper direction of spiral of the space charge cloud is estab-
lished by the introduction of rf, the induced currents tend to add in phase in the out-
put direction, and tend to cancel towards the input direction, providing directional
gain. A quantitative analysis of the interaction and gain mechanism has been made. 1
1 Analysis of a New Crossed-Field Amplifier, The "EAL", or Electromagnetic

Amplifyin Lens - by W. C. Brown and G. E. Dombrowski - IRE Transactions - Vol.
ED-9, No. 2, March 1962 %I
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At this point, we would like to report on the progress that has been made
toward reducing the MAL concept to hardware and experimental evaluation. Because
of the importance of evaluating the quasi-optical method of handling the power at the
input and the output feeds, It was found desirable to build a tube of substantial size
relative to one free space wavelength. Since such structures are physically very
large in the L- and 8-band regions, it seemed advisable to do the initial evaluation
work in the X-band region. It also seemed desirable for construction reasons to use
a geometry possessing cylindrical symmetry. The resulting schematic for such a
device is shown in Figure 5; the actual device in cold-test status is shown in Figure-6.
A flat window will be used on the input of the device and an ogival shaped radome on
the output of the device. Otherwise, the input and the output structures are identical.
There are 220 separate waveguides which are symmetrically excited by means of a
TE0 1 coaxial line mode, which is simply obtained from a TEO0 mode in a hollow
waveguilde. A triangular wedge is inserted in alternate waveguides which decreases
the phase shift relative to that in the adjacent guides. As waves in adjacent wave-
guides emerge from the full-width guide, they are 1800 out of phase. There is a
broadband matching section between the full-width and half-width guides.

Although this is the first cold test model of an HAL tube, the cold test results
approximate closely those characteristics which are desired. Figure 7 shows a
cross-section of the field pattern of the energy radiated at the output end. As ex-
pected, it is doughnut-shaped and well defined demonstrating that the integrity of the
phase front of the wave at the input is maintained as it emerges from the output.

The attenuation through the device has been measured at 9, 000 mcs/sec.
which is near the center of the intended operating frequency range. The measured
attenuation was 1.01 db. The calculated attenuation assuming only 12 R losses was
.48 db. The circuit losses in an amplifier having appreciable gain would be im-
portant only in the output half of the interaction area section and in the output transi-
tion section. Circuit efficiencies based on this assumption are 89% and 94% for the
measured and calculated attenuations of 1.01 and .48 db respectively for the com-
plete tube.

Figure 8 shows the field patterns in the interaction area obtained by a bal-
anced dipole probe. Although there are some irregularities, it should be noted that
the field pattern compares very favorably with field patterns that have been taken in
efficient and well behaved magnetrons.

The three-dimensional w-P diagram for the interaction region of this tube is
shown in Figure 9. In the circumferential propagating direction designated as plane
% of Figure 9, the situation is identical to that of an unstrapped magnetron with the
cathode surface behaving as one side of a transmission line. This configuration re-
sults in characteristics which are those of a low pass filter with an upper cutoff fre-
quency of approximately 5600 megacycles. 5600 megacycles is also the low cutoff
frequency of the purely axial mode system. The operating frequency is much above
this at 9000 megacycles, providing an opportunity to selectively load the system near
the cutoff region, thereby discouraging unwanted oscillation in this region. It should
be pointed out that the most likely defect in the HAL device will be its tendency to
oscillate in unwanted modes, and the success or failure of the device may well rest
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upon the ability to control these modes. In this respect, it is noted that the use of a
multiplicity of symmetrically excited waveguides provides an opportunity for novel
methods of mode control.

The expected electrical performance characteristics of the particular EAL de-
sign shown in Figure 6 are shown in Figure 10. It will be noted that this device
operates at low voltages but very high current levels. The 0. for this particular
design is 7, 900 amperes. If it is assumed that the tube will operate at 10, an opera-
ting value consistent with analogous magnetron and Amplitron operation, we find a
total input power at 25 kilovolts of 197 megawatts. Th. corresponding input im-
pedance is 3.2 ohms. The corresponding microperveanoe is 2000. At 60% efficiency,
the peak power output would be 117 megawatts. There is sufficient anode dissipation
represented by the 450 square centimeters of vane tip area to allow a pulse duration
of 28 microseconds at this rf output level--assuming a ratio of peak dissipation to
average dissipation density of two, and a maximum vane tip temperature rise of
5000C.

The average power-handling capability of such a device, when outfitted with
advanced cooling techniques is very large. Five kilowatts per square centimeter
is a conservative dissipation density. With i ratio of peak to average dissipation
density of two, there would be a total anode dissipation of 1. 12 megawatts for the
450 sq. cm anode. A corresponding average rf output, assuming 60% efficiency
would be 1.7 megawatts. If the average dissipation density is raised to five kilo-
watts/sq. cm., an apparently feasible value based upon data reported on by Mr.
Zettler, elsewhere in these proceedings, and an efficiency of 67% is assumed, the
average rf output would be 4.5 megawatts.

Figure 11 gives the predicted gain1 for a tube witha = 0.02 as a function of
interaction area length. The radian distance traversed, 8, is measured in terms
of the interference wave number, 2 0, of the cold waveguide. 8 = 4w I/XAg
where Xg is the cold wavelength in the guide, and I is the interaction-area length.
A stable gain of 20 db is predicted.

It is intended to operate the first hot test model of this tube with a cold
platinum cathode. Mr. Zettler, elsewhere in these proceedings, describes an
experiment in which a water-cooied platinum cathode was used with success in a
high power CW Amplitron. It was found that the tube would draw no current with
the application of proper anode potential and magnetic field, but that current would
immediately flow upon the application of rf drive power. In the EAL device, the use
of a cold platinum cathode will greatly simplify the construction of the device.
Platinum was chosen as a material because it has the highest secondary emission
ratio of any of the pure metals. The use of platinum should also give indefinitely
lopg cathode life.

The electrical and mechanical design features of the EAL device are of special
interest for high power millimeter wave tubes. In the millimeter region, a large
interaction area and high emission current density from the cathode are mandatory.
A cathode in a crossed-field device has an almost unlimited emissiun density because
of the secondary emission phenomena which is the dominant emission mechanism.
The anode dissipation capability of an EAL tube in the 4 MM region is about 3
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kilowatts per square centimeter. This results from the fact that as shown in Figure
12, the transmission path from the tips of the vanes to the water cooling chaimels at
the base of the vanes is comparatively short.

A proposed 4 MM tube is shown in Figure 13. This tube can be made to the
necessary mechanical tolerances by means of available machining and assembly
techniques. The total anode area of this tube is approximately 49 square centi-
meters. If a temperature drop of 300 0 C between the vane tips and the water cooling
channels is permitted, then 3.9 kilowatts of heat would'be removed for each square
centimeter of anode area. After making allowances for the ratio of peak to average
dissipation density of two to one, the total effective dissipation is 96 kilowatts. If
an electronic efficiency of 60% is assumed, a value consistent with the high magnetic
field that will be used, a total of 144 kilowatts would be generated.

Circuit losses cannot be neglected in this type of structure and they compute to
be 7% in the interaction region plus another 8% in the 2 cm long phase conversion
section at the output. It is estimated that the circuit efficiency of the amplifier would
be approximately 85% bringing the total power output dowrn to 120 kilowatts. The EAL
design approach to high average power in the millimeter region is most effective be-
cause there is adequate room at the base of the vanes to employ water cooling
channels to take care of the dissipated heat. The advantage of this feature is shown
in Figure 14 where the EAL construction principle utilizing a multiplicity of wave-
guides is compared with a tube design with a single cylindrical waveguide operating
in the TEOI mode at the core of the tube.

In conclusion, it may be stated that the desirable features of the EAL device
as an approach to very large amounts of power in the microwave and millimeter
regions, are (1) the handling of the energy at the input and the output of the device
in a quasi-optical fashion, (2) the very large interaction areas which are made
available, (3) the clean mechanical construction which makes it possible to extend
the design into the millimeter region, (4) the use of a water cooled metallic cathode,
and (5) the high efficiency of crossed-field interaction. The control of modes in the
device is likely to constitute a major problem. The development of the EAL device
has been successfully carried through the cold test stage.
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IMPROVED PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MEGAWATT WT' S

By

M. Chodorow, R. A. Craig and D. K. Winslow

Microwave Laboratory
W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics

Stanford University
Stanford, California

A number of related structuresI are used at Stanford to evaluate and
improve the performance characteristics of megawatt traveling-wave tubes.
The cloverleaf, centipede and the long-slot interaction circuits have been
evaluated with respect to peak power output, efficiency, and bandwidth in
the S-band frequency range. The centipede tube has to date given the
largest saturated 3 db bandwidth (18 per cent) at a peak power of 3 mega-
watts and 30 per cent efficiency with relatively high small-signal gain
(30 db). An amplifier zomprising the long-slot coupled circuit has ex-
hibited the possibility of bandwidths of about 25 per cent, but lower gain
and efficiency prevented definitive measurements. A tapered cloverleaf
circuit has been tested as a multimegawatt amplifier, and the results and
analysis indicate that both oscillation suppression and efficiency improve-
ment should be obtained in an amplifier with a properly designed circuit
taper. A cloverleaf circuit was designed for high peak power operation
and delivered eight megawatts at 200 kv. The operation of this tube at
higher power levels was not possible because of upper passband oscilla-
tions. Improved attenuators and electron gun optics should improve these
results. The selective attenuation of undesired modes has been accom-
plished in both cloverleaf and centipede tubes by using lossy ceramic at-
tenuators properly located in the rf fields of the structures. Recent
calculations and cold test measurements show that the higher order modes
(as well as the band-edge frequencies which are responsible for the pulse-
edge oscillations) can be sufficiently loaded to obtain the required sta-
bility by using resonant slots to couple the undesired frequencies from
the structure to an external guide.

THE LONG-SLOT TWT

The long-slot coupled circuit 2 TWT uses the interaction between the
electron beam and the electromagnetic wave of the second passband of the
circuit. The long slots cut into the magnetic field region of the coupling
plates are resonant at a frequency below the desired operating band. This
gives a "slot" passband which may be either backward- or forward-wave de-
pending upon how the coupling is perturbed by the "fins" inserted in the
cavity over each slot to properly shape the operating passband. Figure 1
shows a sample slot, a fin, and the sever termination used in the tube. In
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Fig. 1. Photograph of section components and a sever

for the long-slot TWT.
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the tube described here, the "slot" passband is a forward-wave and is quite
narrow (approximately 1%). Figure 2 shows the measured w-p character-
istics for several passbands. Notice that there are two slot passbands.
These arise because there are two different length slots used in the cir-
.cuit. In order to prevent the slot passband from oscillating it is neces-
sary to break it up in some manner, and this is accomplished by providing
two disks with slots slightly longer than the next two. and so on. Thus,
the structure consists of two "long" slots and two "short" slots which
give rise to the two passbands shown. Each of these two cavity sections
is too short to give sufficient gain as a TWT to cause oscillations, and
the tube should be stable in this region. The difference in slot lengths
does not cause an appreciable difference in the fundamental passband, but
does cause a slight shift in the TM0 2 passband as can be seen from Fig. 2.

Tests on the first amplifier were quite encouraging. 3 Small signal
gain in excess of 20 db for voltages over 110 kv was obtained from 3100 -
3900 Mc/s. Efficiency as high as 30% was measured at 125 kv. The low
gain of the amplifier, 25 to 30 db, made it difficult to saturate the am-
plifier, but a combination of magnetron and high power TNT's gave some
data which indicates that saturation bandwidths of 20 to 30% at megawatt
power levels might be obtained. Relatively poor impedance matches at the
couplers cause the extreme variations in the small signal gain and detract
from the reliability of the saturation gain measurements.

Oscillations were observed at about 5400 Mc/s, corresponding to inter-
action in othe TK02 passband and at 1490 Mc/s, which is related to the slot
passband. The latter appear to be monotron oscillations and, unlike those
in the upper passband, were not suppressed by the application of sufficient
rf drive. Monotron oscillations can occur because the alternate cavities
formed by the "long" and "short" slot disks can be resonant with fairly
high values of Q . It has since been found that the application of Kan-
thal, a lossy metal, in the vicinity of the slots will lower this Q by
a factor of 20 or more and thus eliminate these oscillations. The upper
passband oscillations, it has been found, may be the result of a slight
misalignment of the slots and/or fins which cause high reflections at dis-
crete frequencies in this passband. However, it is difficult to obtain
a good impedance match to the coupler and sever termination in this region
so a selective loading scheme has been developed to suppress these oscilla-
tions.

Adding a series of resonant slots which radiate into a lossy wave-
guide to the outer periphery of the slow-wave circuit has given a net at-
tenuation of about 1.8 db per cavity at frequencies near the low frequency
cut-off of the TM02 passband. 6 Since the lossy waveguide is below cwt-off
in the fundamental passband and the slots are not resonant at these fre-
quencies, little power is lost at the normal operating frequencies. The
attenuation in the upper passband is more than the nominal gain so oscilla-
tions should not now build up in the structure. Note that the observed
oscillations were not backward-wave since they were not voltage tunable.
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Now that the oscillation problem is solved, in principal, a new tube
is being constructed which should have at least 20% bandwidth at multi-
megawatt power levels with efficiencies of 30% at midband. Circuit taper-
ing, easily applied to this simply constructed tube, should further en-
hance its performance.

THE TAPERED CIOVERLEAF TWT

A cloverleaf tube was designed and constructed3 in which the circuit
taper was linear in velocity insofar as cavity height is concerned. Typi-
cal cloverleaf sections are shown in Fig. 3. However, the slot length
and. central hole diameter were changed in such a way that the low fre-
quency cut-off ("0" mode) was unchanged while the upper frequency cut-off
("Ci" mode) was gradually increased in frequency. Th:s, while the cavity
height varied from 0.750 in. to 0.625 in. in a linear manner, the phase
velocity at midban* (2950 Mc/s) varied from 0.588 c to 0.516 c (V0 to 0.7
VO) . This is considerably less than the velocity variation between the
two upper cut-off frequencies of the first and last cavities of the ta-
pered sections as can be seen directly from Fig. 4. The last six cavities
of an eleven-cavity output section were tapered. The entire tube consists
of ten uniform cavities at the input, eight uniform cavities in the center
section and the eleven cavities in the output. The small-signal gain var-
ied from 35 to 38_gb near midband when the beam voltage was 120 kv with a
perveance 2 x 1 0  electron gun.

The particular design was used to prevent pulse-edge oscillations
which are the result of the beam at some voltage below operating voltage
being in synchronism with rf wave at the upper cut-off where the interac-
tion impedance is high. The combination of the frequency "taper" at the
up:. r cut-off and the velocity taper should decrease the effective length
of the output section to both backward-wave and pulse edge oscillations,
but not affect the forward-wave gain and efficiency. If this is truly the
case, attenuation in this section of the amplifier can be reduced to a
value sufficient only to suppress forward-wave regeneration and thus pro-
vide the possibility of optimum efficiency.

The first model3,4 constructed as described above had attenuation suf-
ficient to stabilize a nontapered tube, so no increase in efficiency was
observed. An efficiency of 28% based on collector current was obtained.
This is probably quite realistic because a misalignment of the electron
gun 3 caused most of the interceptions to occur on the input section. The
bandwidth to the 3 db points at saturation was about 12% and the output
was symmetrical about the center frequency.

Figure 5 shows normalized curves at output power vs input power with
frequency as a parameter. It is easily seen that the power characteristic
is more linear than a corresponding tube made with exactly the same cir-
cuit dimensions but with no tapering. At frequencies below the synchronous
frequency the tube behaves as a linear amplifier until about 1 db below
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saturation. Beyond this point it saturates abruptly as the drive power Is
further increased. It can be seen that at frequencies near midband the
gain increases slightly as the drive is increased. This effect begins at
about 4 db below maximum power output and becomes more noticeable as the
frequency is raised. At a typical frequency of 3060 Mc/s, this increase
in gain has a maximum value of 2.3 db above the small signal value of 33
db. At still higher frequencies the gain is too low to observe this gain
increase with the limited drive power available, although the performance
is expected to be approximately the same. At the lower frequencies the
small signal gain is so high (38 db at 2920 Mc/s) that a small increment
in the gain could not be easily detected. At higher operating voltages
the results are essentially the same, but with a higher power output. It
is important to note that the tapered tube requires a much smaller varia-
tion in arive power to bring the tube from the linear region to saturation
than did the nontapered tube.

Pulse-edge oscillations did not occur in the output sections of the
amplifier even though it was one cavity longer than the input. This type
of oscillatioxd was generated in the input section, however, and was am-
plified in the output. The input was more heavily loaded than the output
as can be seen from Fig. 6, so the misalignment of the gun must have en-
hanced oscillation generation in the input section. It was impossible to
suppress them in the input by adjusting the magnetic field without ser-
iously affecting the power output of the amplifier. The identity of fre-
quencies measured at both the input and output ends proved that the output
was not oscillating independently.

The taper of the slow-wave circuit was not designed to improve effi-
ciency. Analyses made by Hess of the University of California and Meeker
and Rowe of the University of Michigan indicate that when one tapers the
circuit velocity to remain in phase with the electron bunch, theoretical
efficiencies of 50% should be attained. The limit appears to be caused
by the fact that if one maintains the proper phase, the velocity spread is
excessive or, conversely, if one attempts to hold the velocity spread at
a minimum, the phase sp- tad of the electrons will be excessive. Each of
these problems is compounded as space-charge is increased. In the tapered
cloverleaf tube the space-charge is small enough to allow efficiencies of
45% or so when the taper is proper and loss in the output section is not
excessive.

THE TEN MEGAMATT CLOVERIEAF TWT

The objectives of this program were to construct a TWT amplifier a-
pable of delivering 10 mw of peak power with good bandwidth and efficiency.
It was decided to modify the cloverleaf circuit shown in Fig. 3 for this
purpose. The cold passband ranged from 2.7 to 3.5 kMc/s and the one-inch
beam aperture provided good beam coupling at all frequencies. The wider-
than-normal bandwidth for this circuit results in a somewhat lower interac-
tion impedance and, consequently, a somewhat lower electronic efficiency.
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Figure 7 shows the measured w-P characteristic of the final circuit.
Note that the upper (W02) passband may present oscillation difficulties
at operating voltages.

Thg first tube3,4 was designed to operate at 200 kv with a perveance
2 x 10i electron gun. It consists of three sections, each comprised of
eleven identical cavities. The first model so constructed exhibited vio-
lent oscillations at the lower cut-off of the TM0 2 passband, so a modifi-
cation consisting of additional attenuation was mide. This attenuation
was essentially uniform in the central section, but was tapered from about
2-1/2 db/cavity down to zero in four cavities such that two cavities from
the input and output couplers were loss free. The result, of course, was
a considerable reduction in efficiency, the price of stability.

Since the beam in this amplifier is well into the relativistic region
it was desirable to check performance over a fairly wide voltage range to
see if any improvement in efficiency could be observed at higher voltages.
It can be shown from a simple ballistic analysis, assuming that the same
change in beam velocity at saturation occurs in the relativistic beam as
well as in the nonrelativistic beam, that the efficiency should increase
by the factor

2
I1rel/' = + 3X/2 + X /2

where

X = eVJmoC2

This result also assumes that the frequency of maximum power output remains
constant as the voltage increases, a condition not true in practice since
the synchronization frequency decreases as the voltage is raised. The in-
teraction impedance, therefore, also increases, which tends to improve
the efficiency somewhat although not a great deal in this tube because
the initial value of the g- .i parameters, C , is relatively high, and
the variation of efficiency with C above this point is slight.

Values of power output up to 8 mw peak were obtained as shown in Fig.
8. Efficiency as a function of beam voltage is shown in Fig. 9. The
measured efficiency improvement is greater than that predicted from purely
relativistic considerations for several reasons. Optimization of the focus
fields, choice of reference voltage, and the assumption of constant im-
pedance are all factors, but we can at least conclude that the predicted
trend is apparent.

The additional loading for oscillation suppression caused a downward
shift in the w-P characteristic, so it is difficult to ascertain the
froper value of impedance to use in computing the gain and efficiency.
Measured values of small signal gain as a function of voltage lie about
Ralfway between those calculated, above that assuming constant impedance
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and below that obtained using the value at the frequency corresponding to
maximum power output. Thus, we conclude that the range of impedances at
maximum power output should be lower than those shown in Fig. 10.

There were no detectable oscillations up to 200 kv, so if the effi-
ciency can be improved, the tube should easily develop 10 mw with satura-
tion gain of 40 db. The bandwidth is less than expectod, but should be
considerably improved bý- optimization of the various circuit parameters,
C , QC , and attenuation. Average power capabilities are unknown due to
the lack of a suitable modulator to make such tests. Suffice it to say
that with no cooling of the tube body or attenuators and with as high as
30% beam interception at the tube output under full power conditions, over
2 kw of average power was obtained continuously for several hours, with no
noticeable decrease in performance.

THE CENTIPEDE TWT

An S-band high power traveling-wave tube using the centipede circuit
has given the following performance data:5 three megawatts peak power,
30 per cent efficiency, 30 db small signal gain, and approximately 18 per
cent, 3 db saturated bandwidth (from 2600 and 3100 Mc/sec at 120 kv. Typi-
cal data provided by the first tube of this type is given in Fig. 11 for
different operating voltages. The periodic elements of this tube consist
of a number of reversed loops which afford negative mutual coupling between
cavities and result in a forward-wave fundamental mode for the operating
band of the tube. The measured cold bandwidth is approximitely 40 per cent.
A number of the tube components, including the individual sections, are
shown in Fig. 12. The total tube consisted of 28 sections--14 sections in
the input end, a lossy ceramic sever, and 14 sections in the output half
of the tube. The drift tube diameter was 3/4 in. and the bean perveance
was 1.65 micropervs. During the initial tube test, oscillations were ob-
served at 4600 - 4700 Mc/sec, which were attributed to the higher frequency
loop backward-wave mode in addition to the pulse-edge oscillations at the
upper cut-off of the operating band. At the completion of the first tests,
the tube was taken apart and reassembled incorporating lossy ceramic atten-
uators in the form of disks between the sections which were so located that
the loop mode was attenuated more than the passband frequencies. This
eliminated the oscillations inihe loop mode for 120 kv operations and also
reduced the efficiency by 3 or 4 per cent due to the increased attenuation
in the operating band. Other tube performance characteristics were not
apprecidbly affected.

THE SELECTIVE ATTENUATION OF HIGHER ORDER MODES IN MEGAWATT TWT'S

In order to avoid the limiting effects of stability of tube perform-
ance, a number of different methods have been used in the tubes previously
discussed; e.g., by using severs, by placing lossy ceramic attenuators
appropriately to provide differential attenuation, and by tapering the
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velocity of the circuit. Another approach, which has been investigated by
calculations and cold tests, is the selective coupling of the troublesome
modes into an external uniform guide by means of common slots between the
periodic structure and guide., , A typical setup showing the manner in
which the structure is coupled to an external guide by the coupling slots
is shown in Fig. 13. A dispersion diagram of the centipede circuit is
shown in Fig. 14. Also shown are the dispersion diagrams of the coupled
uniform guides. For the coupling to the backward-wave loop mode the slots
are in alternate sections. This is shown by the curve labeled "waveguide
(A)." For the coupling to the forward-wave fundamental mode as well as
the loop mode, the slots are in each section (waveguide (B)). The wave-
guide width is adjusted for the proper cut-off frequency, and the guide is
loaded with dielectric to adjust the phase velocity. The slot resonant
frequency is al-tered to vary the amount of coupling by changing the slot
length. Measurements using the loop mode coupler show that complete power
transfer can be obtained with as few as two slots over a narrow frequency
region around the slot resonance. Blots in the circuit have also been used
to couple the loop mode frequencies into an external lossy region (no wave-
guide). For this case, four slots per section have given a minimum of 1.5
db per section over a 500 Mc frequency range compared to the 0.7 db per
section required for stability. This plot of attenuation vs frequency is
shown in Fig. 14. This kind of attenuation can also be achieved with the
attenuation in a waveguide with a preselected cut-off frequency above the
operating frequency range. Waveguide (B), which couples to the circuit
in the operating passband as well as the upper loop mode, would allow the
upper cut-off of the operating band to be appropriately attenuated. Cal-
culations show that the coupling of this guide to the growing wave of the
structure and beam introduces negligible attenuation to the operating mode
(typically, 3 db attenuation for 30 db total gain at synchronism) due to
the nature of the coupling in the presence of a growing wave; i.e., nega-
tive attenuation of the'beam-circuit wave.

With the above methods of coupling and attenuating the undesired modes
and frequency regions, not only can tube stability be achieved but perhaps
a more important feature -Is that the attenuators can be in the cut-off re-
gion at the operating frequency range. Thus the attenuators will not be
exposed to the high peak and average powers during tube operation. This
approach should permit the tube performance characteristics of these types
of tubes to be optimized without the Irevious limitation of stability re-
quirements.
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Fig. 13. The centipede circuit and an external waveguide
coupled by slots.
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A MEGAWAITT X-BAND TWT AMPLIFIER WITH 18% BANDWIDTH

By

T. Roumbanis and J. Needle of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
and D. K. Winslow of Stanford University

INTRODUCTION

A high-power X-band TWT has given over a megawatt peak power with more
than 12% bandwidth. The slow-wave structure is a loop-coupled cavity circuit,
known as the centipede, in which the coupling between sections is obtained
primarily by the negative mutual inductance of reversed loops, providing
a forward fundamental phase-velocity. The structure provides a cold band-
width of 35%, and an interaction impedance comparable to that of the clover-
leaf structure. X-band was chosen in order to exploit the wide bandwidth
capability of the centipede circuit in a new frequency range.

The capability of the centipede circuit had already been demonstrated
at S-band by Chodorow, Pearce and Winslow. They achieved 3 megawatts of
pulsed power, a peak efficiency of 30%, a saturated half-power bandwidth of
18% and a paturated gain of 26 db. They employed an electron gun perveance of
1.65 x 10-° using a beam voltage of 130 kv.

The X-band Sylvania-sponsored project was aimed at developing a broad-
band tube for sophisticated radar and commu. ication systems which would en-
able considerable frequency agility. High average power capability was
another important goal.

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The TWT was designed for 1.8 megawatts of peak power, a peak efficiency
of 30%, a saturated half-power bandwidth of 18% from 8.3 to 10.0 GO, and a
saturated gain of 30 db. The beam voltage was to be 130 kv with a beam
current of 47 amperes, giving a perveance of 1 x 10-6. The average r-f
power was to be greater than 10 kw.

PRELIMINARY WORK

The geometry for the centipede elements was initially determined by
scaling from the Stanford S-band design. Techniques were developed for the
accurate manufacture of X-band centipede elements, and for the precise
measurement of the velocities of propagation and the interaction impedances
of the various modes. These measurements provided necessary information for
calculation of the tube parameters.
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Beam

Voltage 130 kv
Current 47 amp
Radius 0.1125 inch
Brillouin Jkpnetic Field 1050 gauss

Baal Signal Gain Calculations (Pierce's Notation)

f(Oc) 9.0
•L 1.822
ya 1.085
Kay 27.0
QC 0.078
C 0.135
b o.786
x, 0.848
l+Cb 1.106
BC 5.65
BCN(gain/period) 1.64
ufficiency
(reduced)% 35

Figure 3.
Tube Design



Some of the results of cold test masureants are presented in Figure 1,
which shows the velocities of propagation of the various modes. Tb. cold
measurements were made by employing sweep oscillator techniques on resonant
cavities comprised of centipede elements. The resonances were identified by
perturbing the field in various ways. The lowest mode is the TWO cavity
mode, which provides the principal interaction field. The next h;r is the
TKll which, having no 2 field on the axis, can be ignored, and the top one is
the loop mode. The following results were obtained by adjusting the inner
diameter of the centipede cavity wall, and the positions, sizes, and shapes
of the loops: The TM1 mode was almost removed from the operating band; a
cavity mode cold bandwidth of approximately 35% was achieved; and adequate
separation was provided between the loop mode and the cavity mode to prevent
mode inversion and to lessen the possibility of backward-wave oscillations.
The voltages marked on the frequency versus phase shift plot correspond to
phase velocities or beam velocities which have been corrected for relativistic
values.

In Figure 2, the interaction impedance is shown in terms of the relative
frequency perturbation A f/f versus phase shift. The frequency perturbations
were taken with a 30-mll-diameter sapphire rod. Note that the impedance of
the loop mode goes to zero at * radians phase shift per period. This elimin-
ates the possibility of band edge oscillations in this mode.

Figure 3 shows the results of conventional calculations of the tube para-
meters at the mid-band frequency (9.0 Gc) based on the cold test results.
For an efficiency of 30%, a beam voltage of 130 kv and a peak r-f output
power of 1.8 megawat s, the required d-c beam power is 6 megawatts and the
perveance is 1 x 10!t. The resulting beam current is 47 amperes. Note that
ya a 1, and the interaction impedance K averaged over the beam is 27 ohms.

The structure length was based on a desired small-signal gain of 35 db
and a saturation gain of approximately 30 db. Calculations assumed a small-
signal gain of 1.5 db/structure period.

TUBE COMPONENTS AND ACCE8WRIES

The centipede elements are approximately 1/16 inch thick in the beam
region, with a calculated average r-f power-handling capability greater
than 10 kw. A major effort was required to develop techniques for manufac-
turing centipede elements to the appropriate dimensions and tolerances.

The required attenuation was obtained with two severs. As shown in
Figure 4, each sever region consists of a short circuit and drift tube
terminated with lossy ceramic rings and Kanthal-coated centipede elements.
The drift tube length is approximately 1/40 of a plasma wavelength. The
Kanthal adds approximttely 3/4 db loss to each centipede element, which in
turn lovers the phase velocity over the cold bandwidth except at the *-mode
end, where it increases the phise velocity. The stainless steel tube shown
in Figure 4 serves as a vacuum envelopm and an alignment jig for the centi-
pede element.
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The r-f input and output coaplers shown in Figure 5 consist of reduced
height rectangular waveguide transforming to a coaxial section and thence to
the slow-wave circuit. Dimensions of waveguide and coaxial sections were
designed to avoid propagation of higher order modes in the operating band
and to avoid multipactor effects. The VSWR of the couplers was maintained
at less than 2:1 over the operating band, including the o-mode. The VSWR is
less than 1.5:1 over a large part of the frequency band. The coupler per-
formance was considered satisfactory in the loop mode from 13.5 to 15.5 Gc.
The waveguides, tapering from reduced height X-band to large X-band size,
were electroformed to the coupler and to the windows, to eliminate the need
for brazing.

Figure 6 shows the input and output windows. The window configuration,
known as a waterfall design, consists of a large X-band rectangular waveguide
at either end, transformed to a circular section in the center. This window
is rated at approximately 2 kw, with pressurizing and gas flow for cooling
and for ion-sweeping across the window face. The bandwidth of the window
(with a VSWR less than 1.2:1) covers the hot bandwidth of the tube up to and
including the s-mode.

The present electron gun, shown in Figure 7, is a convergent-flow diode
gun, using a dispenser-type cathode. The beam diameter and the perveance -

are lower than the designed values. The operating perveance is 0.66 x 10-6,
giving a cathode loadigg of 6.6 amps/cm2 at 130 kv. A second gun, with a
perveance of 1.2 x 10- has been tested and will be used in the next tube.

The collector, shown in Figure 8, was designed for space-charge beam
divergence with acceptable heat distribution at high average powers. The
coolant flows around a double-start thread and the whole collector is
insulated from the tube body for monitoring collector current.

A pre-focus coil is used in the cathode region. The main focusing coils
were designed to provide a flux density of 2500 gauss. The tube envelope,
r-f couplers, and focusing coils are all liquid cooled.

TUBE DESIGN, ASSEMBLY, AND PROCESSING

The tube was designed to permit easy modification or replacement of the
major components. Figure 9 bhows a completed tube ready for processing. The
tube was evacuated by a diffusion pump system which was subsequently Valved
off by a bakable valve. The tube is now continuously pumped with a VacIon

appendage pump.

TUBE TEST

The d-c beam pulses have a 2-microsecond flat top, and rise and fall
times of less than 0.5 microsecond. The beam voltage and current are measur-
ed on an oscilloscope with an appropriate capacity divider and a current
transformer. The collector pulse current is read as a voltage drop across
a 2-ohm non-inductive resistor. The average collector power, rneasurcd by a
calorimeter, agrees closely with power calculated from the collector pulse
current, beam voltage, pulse length, and pulse repetition rate (usually 60 to
100 pps). Figure 10 is a block diagram of the input driver chain, and
Figure 11 is a diagram of the output power monitor and measurement chain.
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Figure 9. 3YT-434~1 ready for final processing.
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Excellent beam transmission (over 95%) has been achieved under satura-
tion conditions. The required focusing fields for saturated power have

averaged between 1450 and 1700 gauss (approximately 1 1/2 times the Brillouin
value) for beam voltages up to 150 kv. No cavity-!Prde band-edge oscillations,

loop-mode backward-wave oscillations, or regeneratLve oscillations have been
observed.

Figure 12 shows all of the data taken up to this time. Saturated power
was measured at 120, 140, and 150 kv at various frequencies in the range 8.5
to 9.5 Ge and should be accurate to within + 10%. The focusing fields were
optimized for each reading. At 150 kv a peak-power of 1.15 megawatts was

obtained with a peak efficiency of A4% calculated from the calorimeter read-
ings. At 120 kv the estimated saturated 3db bandwidth is 15 to 18%. This is
based on the measurements in the frequency range from 8.5 to 9.5 Gc and the

extrapolation of the curve for the higher frequencies.

The initial results from the first tube are completely satisfactory.
The second tube, under construction, will incorporate a tapered output and
a higher perveance electron gun. These improvements should allow the
second tube to provide 1.8 megawatts peak power with an efficiency of 30%
and a saturated bandwidth of 18%.
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HIGH POWER CW AMPLIFIER FOR 50-56 Gc FREQUENCY RANGE

By

John E. Nevins, Jr.

Hughes Research Laboratories

I. Introduction

During the past several years a research program devoted to developing
the millimeter wave tube technology has been conducted at the Hughes
Research Laboratories. The program whose primary objective is to apply
this technology to high power CW amplifiers and oscillators has been jointly
sponsored by the Bureau of Ships, Nobsr 81198, and the Hughes Aircraft
Company. The subject of this paper is one development of our program,
a high power CW amplifier designed to operate in the 50-56 Gc frequency
range.

Initially when this program was started, a set of objectives were laid
out to act as guide posts and seemingly would be a significant advance in the
state-of-the-art. Of course the chosen frequency range has possible system
applications, but more important, it was a branching off point where the tube
technology which we were familiar with was not adequate.

The paramount problems are the formation of a well-controlled electron
beam and the fabrication of tube parts that could be assembled to extreme
tolerances. The success of our efforts in these areas when combined have
resulted in tube performance that significantly surpassed our original
objectives and is just the prelude to more substantial results.

The ("W amplifier has produced powers in excess of 150 watts when
operated as a forward-wave oscillator, with efficiencies greater than 30
percent. The first series of amplifiers were narrow-band (4 percent)
low gain (17 db); however, the bandwidth has been increased in the latest
versions. Depressed collector operation has increased the over-all
efficiency in excess of 30 percent when the electronic efficiency was 8-10
percent.

Higher powers and increased gain will be obtained when increased gun
perveance and multiple sections internally terminated ar', itilized.
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Fig. 1. A typical coupled cavity section.

Fig. 2. The four times scale beam tester.
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II. General Discussion

When the study was initiated, the hope was to build an amplifier with CW
capability producing 50 watts of average power, 20 db gain, 10 percent
bandwidth and as high an efficiency as possible. The initial design called
for an electron gun whose perveance was 0. 1 x 10-6 to operate at 10 KV
with a nominal beam diameter of .015". At the perveance and voltage 2
chosen, the power density in the beam is approximately 0. 9 megawatt/cm
and an average beam power is I kilowatt. Of course, the beam diameter
of . 015" is a nebulous dimension in that the thermal velocities play an
important role due to the large area compression. It is necessary to over
focus the beam with a magnitude field greater than the Brillouin field and
scalloping of the beam occurs.

The cathode loading of 1. 0 amp/cm was a conservative choice and as
a result requires a relatively large area compression. If one were to use a
2 amp/cm2 cathode loading, the area compression would be reduced
accordingly and the beam would be more easily focused; however, the gun
would not be easily scaled to higher frequencies which was the intention.

Another factor that critically affects the electron optics are the
exacting tolerances. Dimensional tolerances such as the focus cup to
cathode spacing are extremely important and are of the order of . 002".
The assembly and alignment of gun and circuit are exacting when you
realize that the beam will follow a helical path if not centered in the mag-
netic field, and translaminar streams originating at the cathode rim due
to improper positioning of the cathode will effectively enlarge the electron
beam. When you consider that the rf circuit drift tube is . 020" in diameter,
focusing and tube construction must be excellent if beam interception is not
to limit the tube performance.

The decision as to the preferred rf circuit to be used was based on two
factors, heat dissipation and low voltage operation. Good heat capacity
requires not only heat conductivity but a maximum amount of metal volume
in the circuit. Low voltage is desirable for CW operation because it allows
the maximum current for a fixed power dissipation. The coupled cavity
circuit meets these two requirements most adequately since it is a very
massive copper structure and the coupled cavity operates on the (+1) space
harmonic. Pictured in Figure 1 is a typical cavity section. An aggregate
of such circuit sections are stacked together to form the rf structure. The
doubly re-entrant coaxial cavities are coupled by a slot in the transverse
wall which is oriented 180 degrees with respect to the adjacent slots.

One might consider that such an rf structure would be too difficult to
fabricate and assemble at 5 mm; however, it is possible and moreover
economical when proper tooling and mechanical design are utilized.
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III. Component Design and Operating Data

Electron Gun

The 0. 1 microperve electron gun was designed using standard methods
and constructed to four times the full scale. By so doing the gun could be
tested in both electrostatic and magnetic demountable equipment as well as
in a glass beam tester. The electrostatic tests gave the measurement of
current density as a function of axial distance so that position of the beam
minimum could be determined. The current density measurements also
can indicate translaminar electron streams which may enlarge the beam.
This was not the case with our gun.

Once the beam minimum is located the gun was tested in a 4 times
scale beam tester shown in Figure 2. A drift tube of . 080" simulated the
rf circuit. By moving the beam tester with respect to the solenoid pole
piece and by eliminating cathode flux with a bucking coil, the transmission
characteristics illustrated in Figure 3 were obtained. Ninety percent beam
transmission at approximately 700 gauss was achieved.

A full scale beam tester was assembled which consisted of a block of
copper one inch in length with a . 020" diameter drift tube machined through
it and the necessary pole pieces. Because of alignment problems and a
slight curvature of the drift tube, the effective drift tube diameter was
reduced to .019". The beam transmission achieved with this arrangement
is shown in Figure 4. Ninety percent beam transmission was achieved
with 2800 gauss.

Because of the thermal spreading of the beam there is a tail on the
current distribution; this fact has been demonstrated by previous authors
and also measured in our experiments. The beam as it travels through the
tube will scallop due to over-compensation of the space charge forces.
The beam images the cathode with a near uniform current distribution
and then scallops in. Because of this thermal spread, it is impossible
to get 100 percent transmission without increasing the drift tube diameter
to the detriment of the tube's rf performance.

RF Circuit

There are a number of components such as vacuum windows, circuit
transitions, and elbows that have to be designed. Most of the design was
accomplished at low frequencies and then scaled to the 50-60 Gc range.

The vacuum window that has been used consisted of a . 001 mica disc
approximately . 200" in diameter which was placed in a recess machined in
a stainless steel flange. A copper washer was also placed in the recess
and compressed between two flanges. The copper washer so compressed
formed a vacuum seal and also rf tuned the window. The typical VSWR of
the window is less than 1. 08:1. The assembly is shown in Figure 5.
The window assembly has withstood bakeout temperatures greater than
500OC and pressures of eleven atmosphere.
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Fig. 5. Millimeter-wave vacuum window
assembly.
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The rf transition to the coupled cavity circuit was constructed from
a step transformer, a length of narrow height waveguide, and an adjusted
iris cut in the side wall of a half cavity section. Typical X-band match
sections had a VSWR less than 1.5:1 over a 15 percent bandwidth. The
VSWR deteriorates as the transition i8 scaled a factor of 6 times to the
50-60 KMC frequency range and the maximum VSWR is increased to 1. 7: ].
Figure 6 shows the circuit transition assembly. Recent improvements in
the match have reduced the VSWR to less than 1.5:1 over the frequency
band of interest.

The basic circuit sections were fabricated in a number of ways.
Hobbing the part was attempted and after a number of design changes a
cavity section could be formed that only required a lapping operation to
restore the crowning of the section to the required flatness. Although
this method of forming the basic cavity was developed to a final design,
machining techniques were used to make our cavity sections. Using
proper tooling, the cavity sections are machined on an instrument lathe,
with all dimensions indexed from two alignment holes that are initially
punched in a circuit blank. The coupling hole is punched in the form of a
sector. The dimensions are listed below.

Cavity depth 024"
Cavity OD 109"
Cavity ID 034"
Beam Hole .0201"

Circuit Period 036"
Cavity Gap 0068"

The tube when assembled is aligned by means of stainless steel tubing
which passes through circuit sections, match sections, pole pieces and
electron gun anode. Usually after assembly the effective beam hole
diameter is reduced to . 9195" from . 020".

Pictured in Figure 7 is a tube assembly.

Operating Data

The initial design of the amplifiers was completed at X-band frequen-
cies, and scaled to operate at 50-56 kMc. One aspect of the de'ign could
not be scaled and that was circuit loss. The estimates of loss were of the
order of 0. 5 db per cavity based on data obtained from X-band amplifiers.
Actually, the loss was 0. 1 db per cavity or less, which unfortunately
reduced the expected electronic bandwidth of the amplifier. Since tooling
and the match sections were completed, the tubes were assembled with a
predicteci small sign'l bandwidth of 4 percent. The data to be presented
was for this design. Subsequently, we have increased the bandwidth to 8
percent by increasing the coupling between cavities. One factor that works
against wide bandwidth is the low value of C, (Pierce's ,ain parameter)
which is of the order of 0. 03.
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Fig. 7. A millimeter-wave power amplifier.

Fig. 8. The millimeter-wave power amplifier and
driver tube mounted in solinoids.
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Fig. 9. The small signal gain of the HAV-I. 3 millimeter-wave
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Fig. 10. The efficiency of the HAV-I. 3 when operated as self-
excited oscillator.
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Figure 8 shows the power amplifier mounted in the solenoid with a
second tube operating as a forward-wave oscillator driver. The amall
signal gain of the tube is shown in Figure 9 for several values of beam
voltage. The maximum gain was 17 db.

The tube could not be driven hard enough to get saturated power output
measurements. No adequate driver tube was available. The maximum
output power when driven by a pulsed source was 100 watts and the tube
gain was still quite linear. In order to get a measure of the output power
capability, the tube was operated with a feedback network and made to
oscillate at several frequencies by varying the beam voltage. Shown in
Figure 10 is the CW output power as a function of frequency when the tube
is operated as a forward-wave oscillator. This power measurement is the
power delivered to a load, and does not include the power in the feedback
loop or the additional loss due to the increase in surface resistivity of the
waveguide due to heating. The waveguide temperature was 80 0 C.

The tube is operated with a depressed collector. The electronic
efficiency was approximately 8 percent and the system efficiency approxi-
mately 30 percent. Shown in Figure II is the system efficiency when the
measured power output is compared to total DC power input. The values
of efficiency presented are lower than actual for the reason quoted in regard
to output power. I might add that since this data was taken the operation of
our collectors has been improved by use of transverse magnetic fields in
the collector region, which reduce secondary electron back currents.

The amount of collector depression is a function of rf power output.
Plotted in Figure 12 is the percent beam transmission as a function of
collector depression. When there is no input drive power, the collector
can be depressed to 95 percent without the beam transmission decreasing
appreciably. The tube was operated at 75 percent depression which
reduced the beam transmission to 88 percent when maximum output power
was achieved.

The tube has been operated in a permanent magnet. The beam trans-
mission was the same as with a solenoid; however, the collector could not
be depressed adequately. The one difficulty with the magnet design was the
presence of large leakage "" ids at the collector. When the collector
voltage was depressed, the body current increased excessively. -Figure
13 shows the tube and magnet package.

IV. Conclusion

The traveling-wave tube amplifier that has been described in this
paper has demonstrated that by utilizing excellent electron optics and
refined tube assembly techniques very high CW power can be obtained at
millimeter frequencies. With further developments in severed high gain
tubes and irnproved beam optics, the results presented in this paper will
be extended not only in tube performnance but also to increased frequency.
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A 100 GC HIGH-POWER BACKWARD-WAVE OSCILLATOR*

By

James W. Sedin

Watkins-Johnson Company
Palo Alto, California

The objective of the work to be described is to take a really significant step
in the direction of achieving very high power at very high frequency by conventional
beam tube techniques. The objective specifications of the particular tube being
developed are shown below in Fig. 1. The WJ-225 is a backward-wave oscillator
designed to produce 100 kw peak power and 1000 watts average power at 100 Gc.
This frequency and power level does not represent an ultimate limit but rather an
achievable goal that is an order of magnitude greater in peak power and 2 orders of
magnitude greater in average power than existing tubes. The tube operates at volt-
ages up to 200 kv and beam currents up to 11 amperes.

The research reported here was performed under Contract No. AF 33(616)-8369

and was sponsored by:

Aeronautical Systems Division
Electronic Technology Laboratory

Air Force Systems Command
United States Air Force



DEVELOPMENTAL SPECIFICATION

PERFORMANCE Typical

Power output 100 kw peak

1 kw average

Frequency range 98-101 Go

Efficiency 5 percent

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

Beam voltage 150-200 kv

Beam current 11.

Heater power 80 watts

MECHANICAL

Length 30 inches

Diameter 3 inches

Weight 30 pounds

Fig. 1 - WJ-225, 100 Gc high power voltage tunable backward-
wave oscillator.
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The reason for developing a backward-wave oscillator, which has perhaps
questionable value in systems applications, is that the over-all cost of the develop-
ment is considerably lower than it would be for an amplifier since no rf driver and
associated hardware and test equipment is required. The basic development prob-
lems associated with beam formation and focusing, circuit construction, and rf
breakdown are similar for an oscillator or an amplifier.

An experimental tube has been constructed that has produced of the order of
100 kw peak power and 50 watts of average power. Oscillations have been measured
from 94.2 to 101. 3 Gc.

In the following sections, the basic tube design will be summarized and the
Individual components of the tube will be described. Test results obtained on the
experimental tube will be presented and the direction of the continuing effort outlined.

Tube Design

The basic problems encountered in designing tubes for very high frequencies
are that the circuit structures become extremely delicate and difficult to construct
with sufficient accuracy, and the current density required from the cathode becomes
large. Both of these problems are greatly eased by designing for high voltages and
lower currents because the dimensions of the beam iole and the circuit period in-
crease with the electron velocity and the current density required from the cathode
decreases inversely as the square of the voltage for a fixed beam power, at least
where relativistic effects are unimportant. In fact, the only parameter that does not
improve with a decreased perveance is the interaction parameter C and therefore
the efficiency and gain per unit length. Fortunately, for very high power tube designs
it is possible to get reasonable C factors with relatively low perveances.

The tube that we have desifrned utilizes a perveance 0. 125 x 10-6 beamatvolt-
ages up to 200 kv. The cathode ioading at 11 amperes beam current is only 1. 5
amperes/cm 2 . The circuit used is a simple disc-loaded waveguide operated on the
first backward space harmonic just past 7r phase shift per section. The disc-loaded
wavegulde is geometrically simple and easy to construct accurately and is extremely
rugged thermally. Figure 2 is a photograph of the first experimental tube. There
are no high power windows on this tube. The rf power is dissipated in vacuum loads
and sampled by means of a 40 db directional coupler. The tube is a very high power
tube by any scaling rule. It is frequently assumed that the maximum rf power that
can be achieved at a particular frequency is given by the relation

P-2 =constant.
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If this rule is used and the fact that the efficiency of the BWO is about a factor of
three below that of an equivalent amplifier, this tube corresponds to a 30 megawatt
tube at X-band

The Gun

Figure 3 is a photograph of the electron gun. The cathode diameter is 1. 2
inches and the circuit drift tube diameter is 70 mile. The beam formed by this gun
was measured to be 40 mils diameter at 14 kv and is probably about 13 mils diameter
at 200 kv. The area convergence from 1. 2 inches to 40 mile is 900. An 11 ampere
beam 40 mils in diameter has a current density of 1350 amperes/om 2 . Beam trans-
mission was consistently better than 94. 5 percent through a 70 mil drift tube 1. 25
inches long.

The Circuit

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional drawing showing the dimensions of the disc-
loaded wavegulde circuit. The dimensions are not particularly small and the circuit
is extremely rugged thermally. A single circuit disc could withstand about 1/2 per-
cent beam interception on a 5 microsecond pulse at 200 kv. The circuit is matched
to two waveguides on each end. The double wavegulde match reduces the peak power
that must be transmitted by the waveguide and it loads the output cavity more sym-
metrically than would be possible with a single waveguide match. The entire circuit
and matching waveguides was electroformed in one piece. In this way it was possible
to hold very close tolerances on the circuit dimensions and circuit loss was reduced
to a minimum because all braze joints were eliminated. Figure 5 is a photograph of
an electroformed circuit. The internal circuit dimensions were held to within *0. 2
mile. Each match cavity contains 4 eight mil diameter pins located 4 mile away
from the cavity wall. These pins were located in the mandrel and electroformed in
place.

The w-P diagram for the disc-loaded waveguide is shown in Fig. 6. The cir-
cuit dimensions are such that the ya of the beam hole at 200 kv, which corresponds to
a frequency of about 101 Go, is 1. 9. At 140 kv, which corresponds to a frequency of
99. 6 Go, ya = 2. 34. At 110 kv, which corresponds to a frequency of 98 Go, ya = 2.64L
The impedance of the first backward space harmonic is shown in Fig. 7. It decreases
very rapidly as the beam voltage is decreased. Nevertheless, C = 0. 041 at 200 kv
and C = 0. 019 at 140 kv. Our experience with high power oscillators at lower fre-
quencies would lead us to expect efficiencies of 5 to 10 percent. The circuit
structure is about 1. 2 inches long which is Just enough for start oscillation at 140 kv.

4
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Output Waveguide

The output waveguide tapers from 0. 025 x . 080 inch at the circuit to . 122 x
.122 inch square guide. On the output arm the waveguide goes to a 40 db directional
coupler and then a high power vacuum load which was constructed by spraying stain-
less steel onto an aluminum mandrel and electroforming copper over the sprayed
stainless steel. The load is water cooled. A mica compression seal window is used
on the low power arm of the directional coupler. The terminations on the collector
end of the circuit are also sprayed stainless steel loads.

Collector

The collector is a simple copper bucket, 1. 2 inches ID and 19 inches long.
The over-all length of the tube is 30 inches.

Test Results

The first tube was tested at voltages up to 200 kv. Figure 8 is a tuning curve
for the oscillator. The rf output pulse was extremely ragged, consisting of a series
of spikes of power at different freqaencies. Figure 9 shows the applied voltage pulse
and typical rf output pulse shapes. The applied voltage pulse has a very long rise and
fall time because the tube presents a high impedance loý'I and'there is not sufficient
current available to charge the stray capacities rapidly. When the tube was examined
after tests had been completed, it was discovered that braze materials had flowed into
the waveguide and brazed the matching pins solidly to the cavity wall at the collector
end of the tube. This would account for the fact that the tube did not tune smoothly.
It would also account for the fact that oscillations were observed at voltages below
which the tube would normally oscillate.

The peak powers as measured with a calibrated crystal ranged as high as 160
kw. Efficiencies ranged up to 29 percent. The most accurate measurement made
during early testing was 74 kw at an efficiency of 9. 6 percent. During later tests,
power measurements were made with a calorimeter and the results compared with the
crystal readings, Readings made with the calorimeter actually gave higher powers
than those measured with the crystal so there is reason to believe the initial power
measurements are not greatly in eiror.

As the testing progressed, the beam transmission and the power output de-
creased and the rf pulse shape deteriorated further. After the initial tests at low
duty cycle were completed, the duty cycle was increased. The maximum average rf
output power as measured with the calorimeter was 50 watts at 99 Gc. This occurred
at a beam duty cycle of 0. 0037. The average rf output power was low because the
peak power had decreased by the time this measurement was made and the rf pulse
length was only a fraction of the applied beam pulse. The beam duty cycle was
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increased to 0. 006 at about 160 kv at which point the circuit was destroyed. The
average beam power was nearly 8 kw and the beam transmission was only 90 percent
at this time. The first 5 or 6 cavities of the circuit were destroyed by peak heating
effects.

To summarize, the significant results of the tests are:

1. The tube oscillated from 94. 2 to 101. 3 Go

2. Peak rf power of the order of 100 kw was measured.

3. An average rf power of 50 watts was measured at 99 Go.

4. A beam of nearly 8 kw average power was passed through the cir-
cuit before it was destroyed.

Plans for Continuing Work

The major design change that we are making in the next tube is to modify the
electron gun so that it will produce a larger diameter beam that will be easier to
focus. We would also like to have the beam minimum occur further from the anode
so that the pole piece can be tapered to reduce the leakage magnetic field. A larger
diameter beam will result in better interaction and more rf output power.

A second change that we plan to make is to use a silicon carbide loaded glaze
rather than a sprayed stainless steel waveguide termination. The directional coupler
will be eliminated and the mica window placed after the silicon carbide loss.

We hope to begin work on a TE0 1 circular mode high power window in the
near future.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH PERVEANCE HOýLOW BEAM GUNS

FOR SUPER-POWER TUBES

By

R. D. Harris

Litton Industries
Electron Tube Division

This paper concerns some of the characteristics of the
generation and focusing of large diameter, high perveance
hollow beams, and some test results from the guns we have
built. Studies of two distinct types of guns were undertaken
to produre the hollow beams; the first, a magnetron-injection
type gun' and, second, electrostatically focused Pierce-
derivative type guns. Most of the work to be reported here
will be on the magnetron injection gun.

Magnetron Inlection Gun Design Method

The magnetron injection guns were designed from a planar
analytical formulation, similar to that reported by Kino and
Taylor at the 1961 Electron Tube Devices Research Conference
and later published. 2 The equations of space-charge flow

dt -rE -n v x B

V20 -p/c 0 (1v = ( )
•.= o

1 - J. Hull, U.S. Patent 2,632,130; November 28, 1947.

2 - G. S. Kino and N.J. Taylor, IRE Trans. on Elect. Devices,
Vol ED-9, pp 1-11, January, 1962.

• - Work accomplished under Signal Corps Contract No.
DA 36-039 SC-87313.
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can be solved in cartesian coordinate for the case of a flat
cathode in the (x,z) plane, two uniform components of magnetic
field (By and Bz), and one-dimensional electric field (Ey).
See Fig. 1 for the basic geometry and Appendix a for a defini-
tion of symbols. The solution to this hypothetical flow is
given in p~rametric form, and in terms of the initial normal
velocity (Do) in equations 2, 3, and 4.

sin 0 U + cos e (- cos u[3- (2)

Y li sin2e 31 + YU+ gos eu.a..r~ 2 ý (3)

Z -Z o - s i n 0 o i n o s h
EZ13 fiOco - Wi~cs (u-sin u)[~ -r o] (4)

Examination of the equations will indicate that an additional

simplification is possible if (ý0) is made equal to 2J
EorjB

For convenience in the remainder of this paper this quantity
will be defined as the term A. This approximation seems quite
good if the magnetic field is large and current density is
small because the term A is then of the same order of magnitude
as the thermal velocities. For J = 0.5 A/cm2 and B - 1500
gauss,A would be equivalent to 0.06 volts. On the other hand,
if the magnetic field is below 1000 gauss A becomes very large,
namely in the order of volts. For example, if J - .5 (A/cm2 )
and B - 600 gauss the equivalent voltage for A is 2.23 volts.
This latter value is very mnrealistic for initial velocities
and certainly cannot be expected in physical guns.

The problem then arose as to how critical is the choice of
this flow parameter A. A partial answer can be obtained by
comparing the traject,,ries when ýo equals zero and when yo
equals A. Equation; , 6, 7, and 8 result and are plotted in
Fig. 2.

(1) =o 0

Y= Sin2 0 3 +cos2, (u - Sin u) (5)

Z1 Sin cos - (u-Sin u)) (6)
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(2) o=A

Y2 -Sin 0 +u (7)

Z2 = sinO cosO (8)

The two solutions are very close for small values of the angle
theta (i.e., the angle of the magnetic field). The largest
error occurring for small values of u, normalized time. For
values of initial normal velocity between zero and the ideal
value the trajectories lie between the two curves. The equa-
tions in Fig. 2 are plotted on a scale corresponding to the
physical length of the guns which have been built. If one
neglects the effect on the (y.z) trajectories of the initial
transverse velocities then since zero initial velocity is not
a true statement of thermal velocities, the assumption of a
unique value A as the initial velocity seems to be adequate
for design purposes. The noise aspects of this assumption
have not been investigated.

Accelerator Design

The planar equations of space charge flow can best be
utilized in the design of an axisymmetric electron gun by
letting the x, y and z coordinate axis correspond to the e, r
and z cylindrical coordinate respectively. Then we can con-
sider the planar flow infinite in the x direction and can find
the electrode surf aqes outside this flow by the method de-
scribed by Kirsteini. The treatment employs the method of
analytic continuation to find equipotentials outside the beam.
Fig. 3 shows some equipotential surfaces calculated by this
method. The axisymmetric accelerator (modulating anode) was
determined by first placing the planar gun model (i.e., the
cathode, zero-potential electrodes and accelerator) on the
(x,y) planar Litton Precn'ion Resistance Network Analogue and
measuring the space charge free fields at the cathode. The
geometry was then placed on the (r,z) Axisymmetric Litton
Precision Resistance Network and the accelerator position
varied until the field values at the cathode were the same as
the planar case. The cathode was tilted (i.e., made in shape
of a truncated cone) so that a uniform axial field would pro-
duce th3 proper magnetic components at the cathode surface.
Fig. 4 shows a typical gun geometry. The gun design requires
that the cathode current density and the magnetic field be

3 - P. T. Kirstein, Proc. IRE, Vol. 46, pp 1716-1722, Oct.
1958.
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specified in order to reduce the normalized equipotential to a
physical accelerator. It is possible to raise the perveance of
the gun if additional magnetic field is available. To see this
fact one can calculate an approximate radius at a constant Z
value for the equipotentials shown in Fig. 3, and then use this
radius together with the largest cathode radius in the Hull
magnetron cut-off equation. The magnetic field value thus
obtained can be plotted against the gun perveance. Fig. 5 is
a plot of perveance versus cut-off field for a two-inch dia-
meter cathode, one inch long, and having cathode loading of 0.5
amps/cm2 . The larger the value of perveance desired, the
greater will be the magnetic field necessary to cut off the
accelerator current. For a given gun with fixed accelerator
dimensions the perveance decreases with increased magnetic
field. However, the increase in perveance from a reduction of
accelerator diameter more than compensates for the decrease in
perveance caused by the increased magnetic field required to
cut-off current to the reduced diameter accelerator.

For example, in the two-inch gun mentioned above the per-
veance of a 3300 volt electrode was 41 jipervs with a Hull cut-
off magnetic field of 650 gauss. A 4400 volt electrode, a
different equipotential line which will give the same
current flow, would have a perveance of only 27 ppervs and a
magnetic cut-off field of 533 gauss. Thus, by increasing the
magnetic field 20% we have been able to increase the perveance
50%.

There is obviously one other way to increase the perveance
and that is to increase the length of the cathode while keep-
ing the accelerator voltage constant. For the case above, the
cathode length would need to be increased 50%. It appears
that this scheme soon reaches the point of diminishing returns.
Uniform cathode loading requires the accelerator to have a
continually decreasing diameter toward the exit of the gun.
In addition, the beam is continually increasing in diameter
and if the gun is too long a higher potential must be used
and/or a higher value of magnetic field to prevent current
interception. Both of which decrease the perveance.

A quantitative feeling for the values of magnetic field
strengths we have been discussing is readily available from
one of the guns mentioned above. The perveance 41 gun had a
beam diameter of 2.09 inches, thickness .120 inches, and the
beam was injected into a 6000 volt drift tube of 3.6. inch
diameter. The beam is thin with respect to the beam diameter
and the assumption can be made that the space charge density
is constant and the axial velocity variation small across the
beam. The beam voltage can then be determined from equation 9,
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" 33B + In rDT - "n '(9)Irb rb - ra_

where rb is the beam outside radius and rb is inner radius.
Inserting in the above mentioned values yields a beam voltage
of 3650 Volts. This value in turn can be substituted in the
formula for a Samuel magnetic field

1
12B 4 ]2L(10)

1.205 x 103 (_a)_ rb - ()

to give 200 gauss. The magnetic field required to cut off
accelerator current in.the experimental tests was just under
800 gauss; or 4 times the hollow-beam Brillouin value. For
perveance-30 guns the magnetic field has been about 50% greater
than design value and 25% greater than Hull cut-off value. As
the perveance is decrease5 the magnetic field can also be
lowered. Kino and Taylor operating a gun with a perveance of
10 pLpervs, were able to reduce the magnetic field down to
Brillouin values.

Generally, "immersed" magnetically focused beams have
sufficient stiffness between 1.5 and 2 times Brillouin magnetic
field strength to give sa-tisfactory tube operation. But once
the hollow beam has been formed In a magnetron injection gun
any change in the magnetic field will change the beam diameter.
Therefore, if the cathode and drift tube diameters are approxi-
mately the same, the magnetic field value above the cathode
must be continued the length of the tube. The extreme stiff-
ness of these high-perveance beams provides a favorable condi-
tion for super-power applications. Whenever cathode loading
is a problem, one can make larger diameter cathode and then
magnetically converge the beam in diameter to fit the circuit.
In one test the diamttier was reduced 20% without affecting the
beam thickness.

Focus Electrode Considerations

Applications of beams to super powers require that a mini-
mum of the total energy be in the rotational form because
rotational energy is not useful for interaction and also is
difficult to recover ii depressed collectors. Rotational
energy inside the magnetron gun can be as high as 30% of the
total energy. Even with a post acceleration region, where the
beam is presumed accelerated in the axial direction only, the
percentage of rotational power in the beam is excessive for
super powers. An experiment was conducted to determine the
amount of rotation in a magnetron injection gun beam. A small
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wire was placed through the diameter of the beam close to the
exit of the gun and the beam then observed on a movable carbon
screen. The screen was capable of axial movement corresponding
to four ripple wavelengths. Calculations indicated that if the
beam was rotating around the axis a certain amount of rotation
would be detectable. However, there was no observed rotation
and the distortion of the wire shadow was almost negligible.
These results seemed to indicate an immersed focused condition.
The next step was to trace some electron trajectories on the
Litton Precision Resistance Network Analogue. The trajectories
were plotted with space charge simulated in the gun region, but
without space charge in the transition region. Although there
is at present, still considerable difficulty in accurately
plotting the trajectories in crossed-electric and magnetic
fields with the network board (in particular, the scale of
these plots is too small for really good accuracy) the results
do yield a valid description of the general type of motion
involved. Fig. 6 shows plots of R versus e for trajectories of
electrons emitted from the front, back, and middle of the
cathode, as they emerge from the gun. Not shown is the
electron rotation inside the gun region, but is rotation around
the axis as in a magnetron. The electron rotates between 50
and 90 degrees, depending upon its initial position, before
leaving the gun. As the electric field decreases from the high
value between accelerator and front focus electrode at the gun
exit, the beam shrinks in diameter due to the stronger magnetic
forces and the motion changes from rotation around the axis to
rotation around a flux line. Thus, the beams produced from
magnetron injection guns of perveances greater than 20 pLpervs
are ultimately in a magnetically "immersed focused" condition
when passing through the circuit. Although guns with per-
veances less than 20 [Lpervs have not been studied, it is be-
lieved that the same focusing mechanism holds for them. Fig. 6
also shows the decrease in the cycloid amplitudes due to an
increased magnetic field. Fig. 7 is an R-9 plot for different
drift tube voltages (i.e. axial velocity values).

One magnetron injection gun, designed according to the
design procedure here presented, has been placed in a very-
high-power klystron. The gun perveance was designed for 25
[Ipervs and has been operating at 28 [tpervs. The beam trans-
mission with no rf drive is over 99% up to 30 megawatts beam
power. Original design values for the beam were 10 megawatts
at 180 KV. Operating at saturated gain and 8 megawatts the
transmijsion is 97% with 40% tube efficiency.

The amplitude of the ripple on convergent magnetically-
confined flow electron guns is dependent upon the position and
direction of entry into the uniorm magnetic field region. It
should then be expected that the ripple in a beam generated by
magnetron injection gun would depend upon the transition
geometry. Three different front focus electrode shapes were
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placed on the resistance network analogue, and electron tra-
jectories were traced through the transition region to see the
effect on the beam. The electrodes consisted of a round dome,
a blunt nose, and a linear tapered nose. The trajectories from
either end and middle of the cathode are shown in Fig. 8 for
the blunt and tapered front focus electrodes. The trajectories
for the round and tapered noses are approximately the same and
only one case is given. The blunt nose produces a 10% beam
ripple. The radius of the focus electrode is 12.9 units. The
trajectories are plotted space charge-free, but since all are
approximately in phase the only effect of space charge inclu-
sion would be to spread the trajectories apart where they are
bunched together. The ripple on the beam from the tapered
nose is about 8% but since the trajectories are out of phase
the inclusion of space charge would very greatly smooth out the
ripples. There is, however, another characteristic of the
plots which should be considered. If the axial velocity versus
axial distance is plotted, as in Fig. 9, we see that the elec-
trons slow down as they leave the gun for the cases of the
round and tapered focus electrodes. There is a space charge
build-up for the particular drift tube voltage indicated at
the gun exit which reduces the beam current. Note also that
for lower drift tube voltages the potential depression is even
greater and the beam current less. The variation of beam
cur-rent with drift tube voltage for two magnetron injection
guns is shown in Fig. 10. The slope of the curves is relative-
ly constant up to the point where all the gun current is pulled
away and down the tube. Higher values of drift tube voltage
result in end emission from the front cathode section and de-
creased slope of the curve. The cathode axial loading uni-
formity also deteriorates. For normal applications the space
charge build-up will reduce slightly the gun perveance if the
transition from gun to tube is not properly designed. In
addition, because of the excess charge, more magnetic field is
required to cut off the accelerator current. This charge
build-up is evident In switch tubes utilizing magnetron in-
jection guns. The ideal current-voltage characteristic of
switch tubes is flat' 4 D the knee of the curve, as in a pentode,
but in switch tubes using magnetron injection guns the current
starts decreasing slowly before this knee is reached, if the
collector voltage is decreased below a certain level. This is
because of the excess charge at the gun exit. The value of col-
lector voltage at which this changre of slope occurs depends
upon the specific design of the tube.

Inverted Magnetron Gun Considerations

An inverted magnetron injection gun (cathode radius greater
than accelerator radius) is also being Investigated for the
production of hollow beams. It can be shown by analyzing the

4 - Quarterly Report No. 4, U. S. Army Signal Corps

Contract No. DA 36-039 SC-87313.
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focusing forces, that in a uniform magnetic field the inverted
gun produces a beam of the same diameter as a conventional gun,
if both cathodes are the same size. The inverted gun has the
proper geometry to utilize the fringing field of a solenoid to
an advantage. By allowing the magnetic field to fringe through
the gun region, a stronger magnetic force is produced in the
direction to push the electrons out of the gun. In addition,
if the flow is laminar the electrons from the back of the
cathode form the inner beam diameter, and must not rotate for
proper focusing. The inner beam edge would then be at the
ultimate diameter of the flux line which passed through the
back of the cathode, which would be at a smaller diameter in
a fringing field than in a uniform field. Thus, there is no
advantage over a conventional gun in a uniform magnetic field,
but in a fringing magnetic field the inverted gun has a natural
convergence mechanism. In cases of high cathode loading, this
convergence would allow the designer to increase the cathode
diameter, lowering the cathode current density, and still have
adequate beam current.

Electrostatic Gun

An electrostatically focused hollow beam gun is the second
approach to the high perveance beam generation. The gun is
designed on the resistance network for a beam perveance of
15 ý±pervs, a beam voltage of 100 KV and an area convergence of
25. The space charge flow is electrostatically focused inside
the gun region. For rotational energy considerations the beam
outside the gun is "immersed" focused. Fig. II is a schematic
of the various electrodes and the beam profile. This gun is
now in testing.

Recognition is given to the U. S. Army Signal Corps under
whose support and sponsorship this work has been undertaken.
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Appendix A

Definition of Symbols

S= e/m (charge to mass ratio of electrons)

B = magnetic field

Jc = cathode current density

Eo = permativity of free space

w = TB

u = wt = normalized time

e = arctan (By/BZ)

Yo - initial normal velocity

A0  = 1Jc/eow
2

X,Y,Z,R = normalized coordinates

ra = beam inner radius

rb = beam outer radius

OB = average beam voltage
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APPLICATION OF MAGNETRON INJECTION GUNS

IN

HIGH-POWER MICROWAVE TUBES

By

William E. Waters

Microwave Electronics Corporation
4061 Transport Street
Palo Alto, California

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for many years that the use of a dense, radially-thin,
hollow electron beam in an 0-type microwave tube will result in RF perform-
ance which is superior to to that which can be achieved with a solid round
beam. For example, in a traveling-wave tube, the use of a high-density
hollow beam results in a stronger interaction between the electrons and the
electromagnetic wave traveling on the circuit. With suitable design it is
possible to greatly increase the beam-to-circuit coupling (i.e., obtain a
higher value of the Pierce interaction parameter C) over that obtained with a
conventional solid beam, yet at the same time minimize problems associated
with longitudinal space-charge debunching (i.e., avoid problems associated
with high values of QC). In multicavity klystron amplifiers the use of a thin
hollow-beam accomplishes two desirable objectives; first, the gap coupling
coefficient is increased, resulting in a higher electronic conversion
efficiency, and second, the RF beam susceptance is increased. It is well
recognized that any design change which increases beam susceptance will, if
properly exploited, result in increased RF bandwidth of a klystron.

A major problem, which has prevented full exploitation of the attractive
possibilities of hollow-beams in high-power microwave tubes, has been the
lack of a systematic design procedure for satisfactory electron guns.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF GUN

During the past three years much progress has been made in the develop-
ment of design procedures for a type of hollow-beam electron gun known as a
"Magnetron Injection Gun," or MIG for short. Figure I illustrates a typical
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gun in cross-section. The cathode is a section of a cone, and emission
arises from the conical surface. In its most usual form, the gun is immersed
in an approximately uniform axial magnetic field, which may be generated
either by a solenoid or with permanent magnets of suitable design. Sur-
rounding the cathode is a curvilinear beam-forming anode, also often called
the modulation anode. The purpose of this anode is to create an electric
field in the vicinity of the cathode, so as to draw off a space charge limited
current on the one hand, and to impart an ordered longitudinal motion on the
other, thereby causing the beam to be ejected from the gun.

In Figure 2, we have depicted in schematic form the basic features of an
electron optical system employing an MIG; in an actual microwave tube, the
electrode labelled "drift tube" would be replaced by an RF interaction circuit,
such as a sequence of klystron cavities, a helix, or a coupled-cavity slow-
wave circuit. The magnetic field has been depicted as axial and uniform;
however, there is no theoretical reason to prevent the use of other configura-
tions of magnetic field, such as field-reversals, or even periodic permanent
magnetic fields. In fact, PPM focusing of a 5 watt CW X-band amplifier
using an MIG has been used with a high degree of success by the author, at
Microwave Electronics Corporation.

III. PROPERTIES OF A BEAM PRODUCED BY AN MIG

A. Radial Thickness.

It is possible to demonstrate that a hollow electron beam, which is
injected from a gun into a focusing system such as a uniform or periodic
magnetic field, will remain hollow only if a finite magnetic field strength
exists at and near the cathode surface. An MIG satisfies this requirement,
in view of the fact that the cathode is immersed in a magnetic field, it may
further be demonstrated that, in a uniform field, the inner diameter of the
hollow-beam will be equal to the diameter of the small end of the conical
cathode. The outer diameter of the beam, far from the cathode , will exceed
the diameter of the large end of the cathode because of the presence of a
finite amount of space-charge in the beam. By proper choice of the cathode
half angle, the magnetic field strength, and the cathode emission density,
one may arrive at designs in which, at one extreme, the outer beam diameter,
and hence the radial thickness of the beam is determined almost entirely by
the amount of beam current, and at the other extreme almost entirely by the
shape of the cathode and the flux lines. The designer also possesses a
large degree of control over the transit time of electrons through tl.i gun; this
is a very important consideration relating to the noisiness of the beam. Very
briefly it may be stated that, to reduce beam noisiness, the transit time of
the electron through the gun should be as small as possible; this is most
easily accomplished 1y increasing the half angle of the cathode. In guns
intended for high power tubes, a reduction of transit time through the gun
also reduces the likelihood of back bombardment of the cathode; this effect
is believed to be a major contribution to excess noise.
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B. Cathode Area Consideration.

Consider the surface areas of (a) one end of, and (b) the cylindrical
surface of, a cylinder of diameter d and axial lengtht', as depicted in Fig. 3(a).
The end area is7Td"/4 , and the cylindrical area is 7roIX . These areas
are equal if d14 ; it is clear that a cylinder having these proportions would
be considered very "short." The design of an MIG is straightforward even
for a conical cathode whose length is eight (8) to ten (10) times the base
diameter, as depicted in Fig. 3 (b). However, the surface area of a'cone
having base diameter d and axil length is smaller than a corresponding
cylinder by the ratio It-(d/A,44for a cone half angle less than about 200 (a
rather large angle for an MIG) "his ratio is very nearly 1/2. Despite this
apparent disadvantage, the conical cathode is easily designed to possess a
much larger emitting area than would a disk having the same diameter. This
is a consideration of paramount importance for any electron gun which is to be
immersed in a magnetic field.

C. Property of Confined Flow.

The fact that the cathode is immersed in a magnetic field may be
summarized by the statement that the space-charge flow arising from an MIG
is a type of confined flow. To the tube designer this statement means that,
well beyond the gun, i.e., in the RF interaction region, in order to maintain
a beam having a given diameter, voltage and current, a higher magnetic field
will be required than if the cathode were completely shielded from magnetic
flux. The advantage to be gained from the higher magnetic field is stiffer
beam focusing, a characteristic which is extremely desirable in high-power
O-type microwave tubes, in which radial debunching made possible by low-
beam stiffness can be a serious problem.

D. Convergence and Perveance Definitions.

The beam area convergence and gun perveance which may be designed
into an MIG can both be high. To a first approximation, for gun designs in
which the radial thickness of the emergent beam is determined only slightly by
space-charge, the area convergence is very nearly equal to the reciprocal of
the half-angle of the cathode, provided that angle is less than about 300.
For extremely small angles, and in the limit, for a cylindrical cathode, the
radial thickness of the emergent beam will be determined largely by space-
charge and by thermal emission velocities of the electrons. We have built
and tested a gun in waich the calculated area convergence was 220 in the
absence of thermal velocities; an approximate treatment including thermal
velocities predicts that the convergence should be some 10% smaller.

One must proceed cautiously in speaking of the perveance of the
beam generated by an MIG, as there are several equdlly-usable definitions
of perveance. Referring to Fig. 1, it is seen that, in the vicinity of the
cathode, each electron rather quickly moves outward to a position of constant
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radius; because such motion has resulted in the cutting of magnetic flux, an
appreciable portion of the kinetic energy will be associated with motion
around the axis, and the remaining kinetic energy will be associated with
longitudinal motion. Finally, far from the cathode the entire beam may have
been accelerated to a potential greatly different from that existing in the gun
proper. Thus, one may define the perveance of the beam in the interaction
region (drift tube) to be the current divided by the 3/2 power of the drift tube
potential (this is defined to be the interaction perveance). In the gun itself,
the perveance may be defined in terms of the anode potential (anopde perveance),
the total potential in the beam (total gun perveance), or the potential
associated with longitudinal motion only (longitudinal perveance).

It is possible to show that the total _gu0n pervýaance can be as high
as, but no higher than, 44.4 micropervs; similarly, one may show that there
is no upper limit to the longitudinal perveance. We have built a number of
different guns having total perveances between 10 and 38 micropervs; the gun
mentioned previously, having an area convergence of 220, possessed an
anode microperveance of 19, and a calculated total microperveance of about
28. In this gun the cathode was cylindrical, and the emergent hollow-beam
thickness was determined primarily by space-charge, with thermal velocities
supplying a small correction.

E. Absence of Electrode Interception.

in addition to being capable of high area convergence and high per-
veance, a further extremely attractive characteristic of an MIG is that, with
proper design, theoretically correct electrodes which will actually produce a
given flow pattern need not intersect the electron trajectories. Thus, no
interception of current will occur on any electrode of a well designed MIG.
The gun may be thought of loo6s-y as a magnetron operating below itý Atuff
parabola, so that no current reaches the anode. One may contrast this type
of behavior to that of a conventional convergent gun, d so-called "Pierce
Gun," particularly of the gridded variety. In such guns, the grid and anode
may both intercept appreciable curre-'t. Secondly, theoretically the anode
surface should intersect the beam; the problem of compensating for the hole
in the anode, in a practical design, is notoriously well-known.

For purposes of comparison the important characteristics of an MIG
and a conventional convergent gun are formulated in Table I.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF MAGNETRON INJECTION GUN AND PIERCE GUN

Magnetron
Characteristic Injection Gun Pierce Gun

Maximum Perveance 44 x 10.6 5 to 6 x 10.6
Area Compression 220 or greater 100 to 200
Cathode Magnetic Field Yes No
Grid Interception No Grid 4% to 15%
Anode Interception 0 1/4% to 3%
Application to Hollow-Beam Excellent Poor

Generation
Type of Beam Compression Longitudinal Radial
Cathode Subject to
(a) Back Bombardment Possibly No.
(b) Ion Bombardment No Yes
Required Design Tools Tabulated Data Only Tabulated Data

plus Electrolytic
Tank

IV. STATE OF DEVELOPMENT OF MIG THEORY

The state-of-the-art pertaining to design procedures for MIG's is highly
advanced. Apparently the first solution of the necessary space-charge
equations, for the special case of a conical cathode in a uniform field, was
derived by the author, while working at the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Labora-
tories, about three years ago. Soon afterward a more general type of solution,
still utilizing a conical cathode, but permitting the radial and longitudinal
components of the (axially-symmetric) magnetic field to be given by an infinite
number of combinations of Legendre polynomials, was derived by P. T. Kirstein?

Finahy, a theoretica!ly-exact method for calculating the shapes of elec-
trodes which will actually produce a given flow pattern was developed in
detail by K. J. Harker at Stanfcrd University3 Additional work on the theory
of MIG's, and/or numerical solution of both the space-charge flow equations
and the electrode design problem, have been carried out by various workers.
A number ol major publications on the subject have been, or are soon to be,
published. ,4, 5 A new theoretical treatment of thermal velocities have been
developed by Kirstein;6 this theory is currently being adapted in detail to
M IG' s.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding discussion we have reviewed the basically important
properties of a magnetron injection gun, with particular reference to a high-
power microwave tube. We have shown that it is possible to design such a
gun to produce a dense hollow-beam, that the gun perveance can be
approximately an order of magnitude higher than that attainable with a con-
ventional convergent gun, that no current interception is to be expected on
any gun electrode, particularly the anode, that high current convergence is
possible, and finally, that the available literature relating to the theory and
design of magnetron injection guns is, or soon will be, in an advanced state.
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THE CURRENT AND VELOCITL DISTRIBUTIONS IN A VELOCITY-MODULATED,

BRILLOUIN-FOCUSED ELECTRON BEAM

By

A. S. Gilmour, Jr.

School of Electrical Engineering
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

ABSTRACT

From the extensive analytical studies of Brillouin electron beams since
World War II, the theoretical small signal behavior of these beams is well
understood. Until recently, however, there was very little experimental
data, which could be used to verify the theoretical predictions. This paper
presents the results of measurements of the small signal r-f current and
velocity distributions in a Brillouin-focused electron beam and compares
these results with those predicted by theory.

The beam analyzer used to make the measurements, and the state of the
d-c Brillouin beam are described in order to emphasize the care that was
taken in producing the beam. Some of the important features of the beam
analyzer are: (1) its capability to be pulse operated at beam voltages up to
10 kv and beam currents up to 1 ampere; (2) a multipurpose nonresonant probe
that may be positioned so as to make d-c and r-f current and velocity measure-
ments at any point in the electron beam; (3) a ball valve placed between the
electron gun and the drift region, which makes it possible to keep the cathode
at pressures below 1 x 1C"? Hg at all times, including periods when the drift
tube is exposed to air and when changes are being made in the beam-measuring
apparatus; and (4) a beam-seanning and recording scheme which eliminates the
necessity for taking point-by-point measurements in the beam. Some of the
effects, such as those of stray magnetic fields, that were eliminated in
perfecting the beam are shown by electron beam cross sections taken with an
automatic recorder. Plots are given of the cyclotron wavelength, scallop
wavelength, and beam diameter as functions of the magnetic focusing field and
the beam voltage.

The first r-f results presented are small signal measurements taken with
the magnetic focusing field adjusted for minimum scalloping (less than 2 per
cent). The velocity standing-wave pattern on the beam (obtained by placing
negative potentials on the Faraday cage to stop the electrons) is shown to be-
have very much like the standing-wave pattern on a lossy transmission line
with the maxima decreasing slightly as a function of distance. The minima of
the pattern are shown to be greater than the d-c velocity of the beam and to
vary with distance. Surprising enough it is found that a confined flow theory
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Fig. I. Beamn analyzer

Fi.2Electron beam cross sections taken before and after solenoid and
electron gun were nldgneticdliy shielded.
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which includes the effects of higher-ranking waves predicts the behavior of
the velocity pattern on the Brillouin beam. Data showing the small signal
distribution of the r-f current on the beam is then presented and agree well
with the predictions of Brillouin-flow theories; that isp the r-f current is
found to be concentrated at the edge of the beam in the form of a surface
current. The amplitude of the surface current density is shown to be nearly
constant, while the thickness of the current ring varies as a l'unction of
distance along the beam.

I* :;TRODUCTION

In recent years, many experimental and theoretical studies have been
made of the current distribution in velocity-modulated electron beams. The
major drawback of the experimental investigations has been that no careful
examination was made of the state of the direct-current beam before mod-
ulation. A knowledge of the state of the unperturbed beam is important, be-
cause most theories that describe the r-f behavior of a beam are based on an
ideal beam; i.e., one that is laminar, free from scalloping or other varia-
tions in the axial direction, and having a charge density that is constant in
the radial and angular directions. Since the major purpose of this study was
to compare theoretical predictions with the actual beam behavior, it was
necessary to produce a beam that approximated the ideal beam as closely as
possible. Moreover, it was desirable to produce a beam similar to those used
in commerical linear-beam tubes, so that any results obtained would have a
direct bearing on the design and operation of comnerical tubes.

II. DESCRIPTION OF ANALYZER

Shown in Figure 1 is a photograph of the beam analyzer used in this
study. The electron gun, a Pierce gun with a micro-perveance of 1.15 normal-
ly operated at 5400 volts, is contained in the short cylindrical magnetic
shield attached to the upper right-hand side of the analyzer. This gun was
obtained from a Sperry STL-100 traveling-wave tube which was one of five do-
nated to the School of Electrical Engineering at Cornell by the Sperry Gyro-
scope Company. The vacuum chamber in which beam measurements were made was
surrounded by the focusing solenoid which is the long large-diameter cylinder
in the upper right corner of the picture. A ball valve was used between the
electron gun and the beam measurement region. When in the open position, the
valve permitted the beam to pass through the ball. When the valve was closed,
chances could be made in the measuring apparatus without affecting the oxide-
coated cathode of the electron gun, since the gun was maintained at pressures
below 1 x 10-7 -m Hg by an ion pump. It is estimated that the drift tube was
opened to air more than 50 times during the course of the study without
damaging the cathode. Motion inside the primary vacuum system was accomplish-
ed by using polished stainless steel rods that passed through O-ring vacuum
seals. By using the secondary vacuum system shown to the left, pressures
lower than 5 x 10-7 mm Hg could be maintained in the primary system, including
periods when the rods were being moved into the vacuum system.

The magnetic field in the solenoid rose from sero to the average value
on the axis of the solenoid in an axial distance of less than one beam die-
meter and then varied less than 2 per cent as a function of axial position.
It was found that stray magnetic fields, even though they were only a few per
cent of the main solenoid field, had large effects on the beam. Figure 2 shows
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electron beam arose sections taken before and after the solenoid and the
electron gun were magnetically shielded. After shielding, the magnetic field
in the cathode region was found to be less than one-half percent of the field
in the drift tube and was reasonably uniform over the cathode surfaceo

Figure 3 shows the part of the beam-scanning mechanism inside the an-
alysers Most of the electron beam was collected by the beam-collecting plate,
which was carbonized to reduce the emission of secondary electrons. A sall
portion, however, was allowed to pass through the 0.010-inch aperture in the
center of the plate to a Faraday cage attached to the end of the center
conductor of a coaxial line. The electron current from the cage went through
a coaxial vacuum feed-through in the bottom control rod to an indicating
device outside the analyzer. The collecting plate was positioned in the
plane perpendicular to the axis of the solenoid by rotations of the two con-
trol rods. As is shown in the sketch, the plate could be moved horizontally
by rotating the bottom rod. Vertical motion was produced in a similar manner
by rotating the side rod. Although rotational motions were converted to
translational motions in positioning the cage, they could be considered to be
linear, since the distances moved were small compared to the length of the
lever arms.

III. D. C. BEAM PROPERTIES

To determine how well standard Brillouin beam theories define the be-
havior of a Brillouin beam of the type used in linear beam tubes, data sim-
ilar to that shown in Figure 4 were taken on the STL-100 beam. These data
were obtained by recording the current from the Faraday cage at various axial
positions in the beam as the cage was moved horizontally across the beam on a
beam diameter. The curves in Figure 4b are the beam profiles for a beam
voltage of 5 kv and a magnetic field level that produced very little scallop-
ing. The curves in Figure 4a were also taken at 5 kv, but the magnetic field
was 1.33 times the value required for no scalloping. The periodic variations
in the widths of the profiles indicate the scalloping of the beam. Shown in
Figure 5 are the 5-kv beam radii containing 95 per cent of the beam current
as functions of the axial position in the drift tube and of the magnetic field.
Notice that at 285 gauss, which is within 2 per cent of the computed Brillouin
flow value, the beam diameter varied less than 2 per cent.

Shown in Figure 6 is the center position of the beam as a function of
magnetic field and axial position. Motion of the beam center position is
thought to have arisen from a misalignment of the cathode. In taking data, it
was interesting to observe that when complete cross sections of the beam were
taken as a function of the axial position, the center position was found to
move in the clockwise direction about the axis of the solenoid when the
current flowed through the solenoid in one direction and in the counterclock-
wise direction when the solenoid current was reversed.

Figure 7 shows the wavelengths of the motion of the center of the beam
(cyclotron wavelength) and the scallop wavelengths as functions of the
magnetic field and the beam voltage for the beam from the STL-100 gun. Table
I compares the values of the cyclotron wavelength at 200 gauss obtained from
Figure 7 with the calculated values.
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Table I. Experimental and Calculated Cyclotron Wavelengths

Beam Voltage A from Figure 7 Calculated 0
(inches) (inches)

6000 3.01 3.06
5000 2.77 2.79
4o000 2.45 2.50
3000 2.09 2.16

For the calculated values, the velocity variation along the axis of the drift
tube was taken into account. This variation was snail, amounting to less than
1 per cent when the collector was near the gun end of the drift tube, and
amounting to about 5 per cent when the collector was more than one drift-tub.
diameter from the gun end. The calculation of the velocity variation as a
function of distance is given in detail elsewhere.

The scallop wavelength curves nearly lie along straight line. having a
slope of -1, therefore the flux in the cathode region was small. Because of
this, the scallop wavelength should have been related to the cyclotron wave-
length through A - -2ý. The ratio A/Ae obtained for the STL-100 beam was
1.31 instead by ý" which represents aA error of about 7 per cent. This
error is thought to have been caused partially by a small amount of flux
linking the cathode and partially by the electrons in the low current density
"tails" shown in Figure 8. These "tails" were found to move into and out of
the beam in the manner shown in Figure 9, which is similar to the arrow
development in an electron beam described by Johnson. Since the tails were
outside the beam in regions where the bulk of the beam was scalloping outward,
and inside the beam in regions where the beam was scalloping inward, they
could have altered the space-charge force in the beam so as to reduce the
scallop wavelength from to 1.31A.

Shown in Figure 10 is the equilibrium radius of the beam as a function of
the magnetic field. The data points represent the average beam radii that con-
tained 93 per cent of the beam current and the straight lines give the beam
radii predicted by theory. The error between the two is less than 3 per cent.
The 95 per cent diameter was found to be greater than the theoretical value by
about 6 per cent and the 90 per cent diameter was found to be less by about 6
per cent.

IV. R. F. HEAM PROPERTIES

The first r-f measurements made on the Brillouin beam were of the veloc-
ity modulation on the beam resulting from a doubly-reentrant cavity tuned to
1940 mc and driven at various signal levels. The method used to measure the
peak velocity of the electron beam was that of applying a negative potential
to the Faraday cage which was just large enough to repel the electrons
approaching the cage from the aperture in the movable beam collector. Since
the current to the cage dropped rapidly from a constant value to sero as the
cage potential was varied froat the beam voltage plus a few volts to the beam
voltage minus a few volts (see Figure 11), small changes in the beam velocity
could be easily detected by observing tMe curve of the cage current versus

voltage. The reason the curve of current versus voltage did not have a
sharper cut-off than shown in Figure ll is because the "beam voltage" was a
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16.7# sec duration pulse (rise time - .2,&sec, fall time -. 3,*sec) applied to
the cathode of the beam tester, and the pulse droop was about 50 volts.

To make automatic recording of the velocity possible, the circuit shown
in Figure 12 was devised. This circuit is essentially a voltage divider in
which a fraction of the current approaching the cage was used to build up a
bias voltage across the 10,000 Mjnresistor in series with the input resist-
ance of the electrometer. This bias voltage in turn repelled the remaining
part of the current approaching the cage and returned it to the beam collect-
or. Sixteen 300-volt batteries were used to provide a cage bias just below
the d-c beam voltage of 5000 volts. Therefore the voltage required across
the 10,000 MAresistor was the difference between 48OO volts and the voltage
equivalent of the peak velocity of the beam. At a beam voltage of 5000 volts,
the bias current required was .02,,A a, which represented only two per cent of
the total current of l1 a passing through the aperture under Brillouin flow
conditions. As can be seen in Figure 11, the cage potential at a cage cur-
rent of . 0 2

go a was essential ly the peak voltage in the beam. When velocity
modulation was applied to the beam, the peak velocity of the beam increased,
therefore the current necessary to bias the cage increased. In addition,
the voltage-current characteristic became more sloping, so that with 500 volts
of modulation on the beam, the bias current was .07? a and the error in
measuring the peak voltage was about 5 per cent. This error could have been
reduced by using a resistor larger than 10 kWA, but then the time constants
involved would have been too large to permit data to be taken in a reasonable
time interval.

SThe input resistance switch of the electrometer was normally set on the
lO8 -ohm position so that the voltage into the electrometer was .01 of the
voltage across the 10 ki4ALresistor. The output current from the electro-
meter was passed through a lOOOSLresistor to provide a voltage input to the
X-Y recorder.

Data, similar to that shown in Figure 13, were obtained by recording the
d-c and the peak r-f beam velocities at various axial positions in the beam as
the Faraday cage was moved horizontally through the beam diameter. This data
was taken at drive levels ranging fromoC- .015 to o( .30. In all cases, it
was found that the variations in the peak velocity as a function of the radial
position in the beam were small. In particular,, under small-signal conditions
(Figure 10 is a good example), the peak r-f velocity as a function or radius
was found to be nearly constant.

As a result, the velocity of the entire beam was very nearly that shown
by the curves in Figure 14. These were obtained by moving the cage to the
center of the beam and by plotting the peak velocity as a function of axial
position. The important points to notice about the standing waves shown in
Figure 14 are (1) that at small-signal levels, the second velocity maxima is
greater than the first, and succeeding maxima decrease as a function of
distance, (2) that the nulls do not reach the d-c benm level, and (3) that at
large-signal levels the amplitude decreases rapidly, and the shape of the
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standing-wave pattern deviates considerably from a series of half sinusoids.
It is interesting to observe that the first two of these items can be explain-
ed with confined flow space-charge wave theory containing the effects of high-
er ranking waves. The sero-, first-, and second-rank waves are shown in
Figure 15 and the sum of these waves is shown in Figure 170 The total veloc-
ity is shown by the solid curve and it is seen that the higher-rank waves
cause the second velocity maxima to be greater than the first and that
succeeding maxima decrease with distance. It must be noted, however, that
the initial increase in the maxima is larger than that found experimentally.
The percentage decrease in the succeeding maxima is predicted to be about 8
per cent by the confined flow theory, and is found to be closer to 10 per
cent in the experimental results. The ratio of the minimum to the maximum
velocity is predicted to be 0.11 and this is the same as the average of the
small-signal experimental results. The major difference between the predicted
and actual minima is that those shown in Figure 17 are not all at the same
level, whereas the minima resulting from the small-signal measurements are all
at the same level.

At large-signal levels, Figure 14 shows that there is no initial increase
in the velocity maxima. Also the percentage decrease in the maxima is nearly
20 per cent as compared to 10 per cent at small-signal levels. Since the
shape of the standing-wave pattern is no longer a series of half sinusoids at
high-signal levels, it is to be expected that at least a second-order theory
would be required to analyze these results.

In addition to the Brillouin beam investigation, measurements were made
of the peak electron velocities in a scalloping d-c beam, which was velocity
modulated. Plots of the beam velocity as a function of axial position and of
drive power for a magnetic field 25 per cent greater than the Brillouin value.
are shown in Figure 18. With the exception of the decrease in wavelength,
these curves are not much different from those shown in Figure 14 for the
Brillouin flow case.

A plot of reduced plasma half-wavelength as a function of the magnetic
field is shown in Figure 19. The slope of the line fitting most of the data
points is -0.45. However, at 200 gauss, the slope changes to -1 and the re-
duced plasma half-wavelength becomes equal to the scallop wavelength. The
explanation for this must be that the periodic d-c electric field, which is
caused by the d-c scalloping of the beam, forces the regions of high electron
density resulting from the velocity modulation to move into the regions of low
density on the scalloping beam. This action is similar to the pulling of the
frequency of an oscillator by a retonant circuit, where the reduced plasma
frequency corresponds to the oscillaý.or frequency and the d-c scalloping beam
corresponds to the resonant circuit.

Plots of the beam velocity as a function of axial position and of drive
power for magnetic fields 25 per cent and 35 per cent belmi the Brillouin
value are shown in Figures 20 and 21. The effect of the d-c beam minima on
the velocity curves in Figure 20 is to depress the right-hand side of each
half sinusoid.' In Figure 21, where the reduced plasma half-wavelength is
shown equal to the scallop wavelength, the right-hand sides of some of the
half sinusoids are actually depressed to the minima of the velocity standing
wave by the d-c beam minima.
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Measurements were made of the fundamental current in the Brillouin beam
by using the non-resonant coaxial probe shown in Figure 3. Figure 22 shows
average and fundamental current density plots as functions of the horizontal
and axial position in the Brillouin beam for a depth of the modulationW?
o(- .041. The average current plot is similar to the d-c Brillouin flow plot
since the r-f drive level was not high enough to cause the beam to change
appreciably. The fundamental current data displays the surface current shell
that is predicted by Brillouin beam theories to result from modulation t7 a
gridless gap cavity. The center plane in the gap in the cavity is indicated
by the zero axial position point. Notice that the current density becomes.
zero at a distance of 3.3 inches from the cavity and that the zero repeats
every 3.3 inches, which is the reduced-plasma half wavelength. These veros
occur at the maxima of the velocity standing wave and the points of maximum
current density occur at the minima of the velocity wave as is predicted by
theory. Shown again in Figure 23 are curves of the average and the funda-
mental current densities, but these were obtained for OC - .083. The major
observations to be made here are; (1) that the average current contours are
widened slightly by the r-f current wave and (2) that both the amplitude and
the width of the fundamental current contours have increased. The increase
in the width of the current ring is understandable from the simple Brillouin
flow theory which assumes the d-c current density as a function of radial
position is rectangular in shape. The increase in amplitude of the current
ring, howe, r, stems from the fact that the d-c current density as a function
of radial position is more nearly trapezoidal than rectangular in shape. This
effect has been observed and reported by Donald K. Winslow at Stanford Unive -
sity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it may be said that the most important new development in
the beam analyzer described here is the bull valve between the electron gun
and the drift tube. This valve has ride it possible to carry out a large
number of measurements in a single electron beam, even though the drift tube
was opened to air numerous times for alterations to be made in the beam-scann-
ing apparatus.

The beam formed through the use of the analyzer was very nearly an ideal
Brilouin beam since the density of the magnetic flux in the cathode region
was less than one-half per cent of that in the drift region, and since the
beam scalloped less than 2 per cent when the magnetic field was within 2 per
cent of the calculated Brillouin flow value. The RF behavior of this
Brillouin beam, both in terms of velocity and current agreed with the theoret-
ical predictions very well.

VIb AC=40WIEDGENTS

This work is part of a study of the RF characteristics of electron beams
which is being conducted under the sponsorship of the Rome Air Dev. Center
of the Air Res. and Dev. Commandp USAF (R.F. Transmitter and High Power Tube
Branch).
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MEASUREMENT OF THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF A SOLID

UNDER ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT

By

Elliot Silverman

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

One severe limitation in the generation of super high power is the
evaporation of materials from surfaces subjected to high intensity pulsed
electron beam bombardment. The kinetic energy of the beam impinging
on the surface is converted into thermal energy resulting in local heating
of the material to high temperatures. The metal vapors liberated can
limit peak power output by

a) inducing vacuum voltage breakdown
b) coating insulators within the tube vacuum with metal
c) cathode poisoning
d) changing critical dimensions of the RF structure.

Heat generated by a pulse of a few microseconds duration appears
as surface heating of the metal since the time constant for heat flow away
from the surface may be long compared to the pulse duration. Surface
damage due to the thermal stresses produced by the pulsed heating may
result even at power levels insufficient to cause melting.

A program has been in progress at Lincoln Laboratory to obtain
quantitative information on the temperature rise of materials under various
conditions of pulsed electron bombardment. Of particular interest is the
single pulse heating of the metal.

This paper will first review the analytical results obtained, then de-
scribe briefly the series of experiments conducted to measure the surface
heating and finally will make a comparison of the predicted and measured
surface temperatures for the metals investigated.

A theoretical solution of the heat flow problem has been made by
Dr. G. Vibrans of our laboratory. The energy distribution with depth has
been calculated and inserted as a distribution of heat sources in an appro-
priate solution of the heat-conduction equation. The single pulse surface

*Operated with support from the U. S. Advanced Research Projects Agency.
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temperature vs. time for any solid is plotted in one diagram with pulse
voltage as the parameter. The analysis shows that materials with high
thermal conductivity, specific heat and density will exhibit the lowest
transient temperature rise. For our initial investigation, OFHC copper,
nickel and chromium were studied.

In Fig. I we have plottecr the predicted single pulse surface tempera-
ture vs. time for OFHC copper with pulse voltage as parameter. The four
horizontal lines do not apply to this analysis. The peak power density
assumed is 1 Mw/cm 2 . This curve shows how the temperature first rises
linearly with time, then goes through a transition and finally approaches
the square-root law. However, as can be seen from the curves, 200 kv
electrons at 10 Iksec are still in the transition part of the curve.

For comparison, the volume heating temperature rise derived on the
assumption that the beam energy is uniformly distributed over a depth
equal to the practical range of 25 kev electrons is shown as a dashed line
with slope I near the left corner of the chart. However, if one assumes
that all the energy is dissiated at the surface of a semi-infinite slab, one
obtains tile well known ltine curve shown as a dashed line with slope 1/2.
As seen from these curves the predicted temperature is always less than
the idealized volume and surface heating curves at any given voltage.

Since the calculated temperature rise is directly proportional to the
beam power density impinging on the target, one may calculate for any
assumed time interval, a family of curves with power density as parameter.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the predicted surface temperature as a
function of pulse beam voltage for beam power densities between 0. 25
Mw/cm 2 and 2. 5 Mw/cm 2 assuming a pulse duration of 10 jisec, the pulse
duration used throughout our experiments. The material is OFHC copper.
It is interesting to note that the surface temperature decreases slowly for
higher pulse voltages due to penetration of the electron beam into the
metal. No consideration of the thermodynamic phase change of the metal
is included in this analysis and therefore surface temperatures exceeding
the melting point are predicted.

A similar group of curves are plotted for nickel and chromium and
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. Here we observe a greater
dependency of surface temperature on the pulse voltage.

To investigate experimentally the materials which had been analyti-
cally evaluated, a special tube was designed which permitted targets of
different materials to be tested within the same vacuum chamber and under
the same pulsed conditions. The experimental set-up for observing the
temperature rise of the bombarded target is shown in Fig. 5.

Basically the tube is a diode employing a production type VA87
cathode assembly and a water cooled collector. Beam perveance is
1. 8 x 10-6. The target assembly consisting of four separate targets is
fastened on a copper block which in turn is clamped to the water cooled
collector by a clamping shaft. With the tube placed in a horizontal posi-
tion, and the clamping shaft unlocked, the target assembly is free to
rotate 3600 about its axis. Any one of the four targets may be chosen by
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simply rotating the tube until the desired target appears in position. The
shaft is then locked assuring good thermal contact between the target
assembly and water-cooled collector. The tube incorporates demountable
vacuum flanges which permit rapid changing of target assemblies. Prior
to changing of a target assembly, dry nitrogen is admitted into the tube
via the vacuum manifold to prevent poisoning of the cathode when the tube
is opened to air. During the course of our experiments, the tube was let
down to dry nitrogen and reprocessed three times with no measurable
loss of cathode emission. A S liter /sec. ion pumfp is attached to the tube
maintaining a steady state vacuum better than 10- Torr. Interlock cir-
cuitry on the pump prevents pulsing the tube if instantaneous pressure
exceeds 10-5 Torr. during beam bombardment.

Provision has been made in the tube design to observe the target
visually during pulse bombardment. A mirror, mounted on the tube base
and placed between the focusing coil and tube glass envelope, permits
viewing the bombarded surface from a position directly above the lead
shield surrounding the tube. Extreme care has been taken to shield both
personnel and viewing equipaient frorn the X-rays produced. For tem-
perature measurements the photoelectric pyrometer is placed in position
as shown.

A schunieatic diagrani ii t1 h ,c k&:tQ'ccctr i: pyroinetcr is shown in
Fig. 6. An iniage of the target is vicA:'vel Ihrouthi the ocular eyepiece lens
and focused by a movable objective lens onto a beaniisplitter mirror tilted
450 to the optic axis. Radiant energy from the target passes through the
objective lens and strikes the cathode of the 7102 photomultiplier tube.
The spectral response of the 7102 photornultiplier is in the infrared region
peaking at approximately 0. 8 microns. The operator sees a magnified
image of the spot through the ocular eyepiece permitting him to focus and
position the photoelectric pyrometer on the desired area. Directly in
front of the 7102 tube is a long pass interference filter whose cutoff wave-
length is 0. 7 micron. Undesirable luminescence is filtered out. The out-
put of the photomultiplier is fed through the cathode follower to a dual
beam oscilloscope.

The photoelectric pyrometer is calibrated against a commercial
optical pyrometer using a tungsten ribbon lamp and a rotating sectored
disk.

A typical pulse for copper as viewed at the phlotomultiplier output
for single pulse beam voltages up to 58 kv. is shown in Fig. 7. Both the
photomultiplier output pulse and the corresponding target current pulse
are shown superimposed. The horizontal time scale is 5 ptsec/cm. Above
58 kv a spike appears near the trailing edge of the pulse as shown in Fig. 8.

In a series of repeated experiments, measurements were carried
out on both nickel and chromium targets with results similar to that shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, with the one difference that the spike now appears at
pulse voltages lower than that observed for copper. Plotting only the amp-
litude of the flat portion of the output pulse from the photomultiplier as a
function of the peak pulse voltage, one obtains the curves shown in Fig. 9.

The measured data show no significant difference in pulse tempera-
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ture for the three materials. Theoretical calculations indicate that the
temperature rise for copper, under the pulsed conditions used, should be
approximately one half that of nickel and chromium. During this investi-
gation it was observed that the bombarded target emitted visible light of
greenish color which could not be explained by thermal emission. One
concludes that the flat region of the pulse is due to a radiation that is rela-
tively insensitive to the thermal characteristics of the material under bom-
bardment. One possible explanation would be that this light in the visible
and the infrared spectrum is part of the bremsstrahlung that one usually
observes in the X-ray region of the spectrum, where most of the energy is
emitted.

Figure 10 shows the bremsstrahlung intensity as a function of wave-
length for 40 kilovolt electrons. Calculations have been made of the
bremsstrahlung intensity in the range from 0. 5 to 1. 0 microns and the re-
sults indicate that the radiation in the infrared region is of the same order
of magnitude as the black-body radiation for temperatures and voltages in
the ranges used during the experiments, and could account for the flat por-
tion of the observed pulse.

Experiments to investigate this radiation were conducted. An addi-
tional achromatic objective lens was inserted in line with reflecting mirror
mounted on the tube base and the photomultiplier objective lens, increasing
the amount of radiation impinging on the 2 photomultiplier. While the copper
target was single-pulsed at 0.13 Mw/cm power density, 28 kv pulse volt-
age, photographs of the photomultiplier pulse were taken with a series of
narrow band optical filters interposed. The results show that the radia-
tion is a continuous spectrum within the wavelength limits of the photo-
multiplier instrumentation (i. e., 0. 7 microns - 1. 1 microns). Therefore,
any attempt to filter out this undesired radiation would also reduce the
thermal radiation from the bombarded area.

Since it is shown that the flat portion of the pulse is not related to
the thermal radiation, experiments were conducted to investigate the ampli-
tude of the spike above the flat region. The target materials were again
copper, nickel and chronmium.

As the beam V, :age and consequently the beam power density is in-
creased, the ratio of the spike amplitude to flat amplitude also increases
as shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for nickel targets. Again, the photomultiplier
pulse is shown with the corresponding target current pulse.

In Fig. 11 the pulse voltage was 50 kv corresponding to 0. 61 Mw/cmz
power density and in Fig. 12 the pulse voltage was 58 kv corresponding to
0.87 Mw/cmr. Horizontal time scale is 5 ý±sec/cm. While the flat is
still discernible on the pulse, its amplitude has been reduced due to the
change in scope sensitivity requiried to view the spike amplitude.

Assuming that the spike is due to the thermal radiation, one con-
verts the spike amplitude to the corresponding temperature. In calcu-
lating the measured and predicted temperature, a beam area of 1. 41 sq. cm
was used based on a beam diameter of 0. 53 inches at the target surface.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 showing temperature vs. pulse voltage were
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calculated assuming con stant beam power density. Replotting these
curves for the three metals, taking into account that the beam density im -pinging on the target varies as (voltage) 5 12- power, one then obtains the
predicted temperature for copper as shown in Fig. 13. The pulse duration
is 10 lisec. The measured temperaturesB are shown as open points. The
honrm nower density at 38 kv is 0. 28 Mw/cm 2 and at 85 kv - 2.2Z5 Mw/cmZ.
The experimental data agree within 30 per cent uf Lthe pi~fdi ctcd tommpcra-
tu r es.

-Here we obiserve that at voltages above 75 kv the measured tempera-
ture does exceed the Melting point of copper. One possible explanation
would be that the surface doesn't melt during this short pulse duration blut
is superheated.

Th( ", '-- ;,nd measured temperatures for nickel are shown in
Fig. 14. :'~.ewe obgeirvc :- agreerritent between the measured and
predcli( di (1 I.ta.

he: pi-'-ricted and measured surface temperature for chj> rn.*uir Pre
shown n i.15. Again the, measured data are represented by the open
points.

At stated previously the beam area used in our calculations was
based! o- -- beam diamete'r of 0. 53 inches. The experimental arrangement
for in i4uring this diameter iii shown in Fig. 16.

ItC..........the brernsstrahlung intensity is directly proportional to the
pvý rretlt donsity at any point on the beam, one may obtain a beam pro-

.11 '.can~ning a blue scn~iitive photornultiplier tube across the bombarded
s..\n achromatic lens (focal length 10 inch) and a second mirrov were

Sr'ý 1 ;is shown in the diagram. The lens was placed at a distance from
!"I, * et to produce a 1:1 image/object size ratio. The image was focused

)r '. 025" pinhole aperture mounted directly on the photomrultiplier
.Pr pectral response peaked at 0. 44 microns. A curve showing the

~7.;c' !f.,utiplier output as a function of radial distance is plotted, in Fig. 17.
1n t:.ýierves that the beamn current density is relatively uni-forrn over the

11 diameter.

IL. qNtutld bt. pointed out that while the photomnultiplivr output pulse
indicate the instantaneous heating for a single pulso duratin ti
*1.i'gedovr te ea-n diameter. E~xperimients are in progress at
* .T.2-f 2  r * nictutrc Ilh instantaneous temperature for a single

-~ ~~ rui~ Y -~:i~ceacross the beam.

Cumulative effects of ma~ny repetiti-vt 13 K amg
*-'.ve also been investigated. A photograph of a copper, ';ri-

.it a 300 pulse per second rate, Z8 kilowatt pulse voltag(., 0. 13 Mw c
beam power diensity, 10 IJ.sec pulse duration and for a total of 1.0, 000 pulses
is shown in Fig. 18. Physical dAmage to the target is quite evident after
o,.ly 33 secondq of pulse. bombardment corresponding to 1.0-1 scc. of actual
beam on time.

TIhe component parts of thec impulse heating tubie are shown in
-;.il9, namely , the cat~hode, w'.at er cooled anode, sight glass assembly,
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der ountable flanges, water cooled collector and target assembly.

Figure 20 shows the test setup used during these experiments.
Shown in the photograph are pulse modulator, DC power supply, pulse
transformer, photoelectric pyrometer placed in position over the lead
shield, focusing magnet and auxiliary viewing equipment.
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DESIGN FOR A BROADBAND, S-BAND VERY HIGH

POWER CROSSED-FIELD AMPLIFIER

By

P. N. Hess and G. P. Kooyers

Litton Industries
Electron Tube Division

Previous work on injected-beam crossed-field amplifiers
has resulted in tubes having broad bandwidth, high power out-
put, good efficiency and moderate gain. Until recently, most
of the work on this type of device was done on tubes of
circular geometry. Such geometry limits the gain of the ampli-
fiers because of the many possible modes of rf feedback from
output to input. Recent work on the linear form of such ampli-
fiers has greatly reduced the feedback problem and, when
coupled with severed circuit techniques, has put the injected-
beam crossed-field amplifier in the same high gain class as
the conventional O-type traveling-wave tube and the multiple-
cavity klystron.

A typical two-section, linear, injected-beam amplifier is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. Note the individual
sections of slow-wave structure separated by a severed drift
region and the depressed collector at the output end. With
single sever tubes such as this, stable saturated gain of
25 db is easy to achieve. A representative tube Is shown in
Fig. 2. It is a 1 KW CW, X-band amplifier having 25 db gain
and 30% bandwidth. The electronic interaction of tubes of
this type is well understood and the operational characteris-
tics, both small-signal and saturated, very accurately pre,
dicted by a large-signal analysis which has been developed(I)*.
This design tool is commonly used to design such tubes for any
desired frequency and power level within the capability of
the device. The most recent work on this linear tube has re-
sulted in the achievement of section-to-section isolation of
more than 40 db over 50% bandwidths. Therefore, multi-section
tubes can be built with saturated gains as high as desired

*Numbers refer to references listed at the end of this paper.
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without the problem of oscillation instability in the absence
of rf drive. The only remaining limit in the gain of this
tube now is the noise figure of the crossed-field guns. Tests
which we have made indicate that saturated gain of 40 db
should be possible with noise levels similiar to that of other
high gain broadband amplifiers.

Crossed-field amplifiers of the injected-beam type may
be operated either pulse or CW. The perveance one can use in
this device is about the same as that commonly used in kly-
strons or traveling-wave tubes, and in order to achieve high
peak power in this device one must use the same relatively
high voltage which one must use for high pulse power linear
beam tubes.

Concurrent with the progress in injected-beam crossed-
field amplifiers, there has been similiar progress in dis-
tributed-emission amplifiers. To achieve high peak power, it
is desirable to use this type of interaction where the beam
perveances are typically one to two orders of magnitude
greater than injected-beam crossed-field amplifiers or linear
beam devices.

As in the case of injected-beam tubes, most of the
earlier work has been done with tubes of circular design where
rf feedback limits the gain and bandwidths to moderate values.
The advantages of the linear format apply to this type of
crossed-field amplifier as well as to the injected-beam type.
A typical example is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. Dis-
tributed-emission cros3ed-field amplifiers have achieved
pulse power output of hundreds of kilowatts at X-band with
10-12 db gain and 20% bandwidths.

In addition to their high peak power capability, distri-
buted-emission tubes have the further advantage of cold-
cathode operation if some means of starting the secondary-
emission process is included. The advantage of this Class B
type operation, especially in a linear, non-reentrant device
which does not oscillace in the absence ofi drive, lies in the
simplicity of the dc power supplies; no pulse modulator is
needed.

The most recent advancement in the magnetron amplifier
field has been the idea of combining these two devices in the
same vacuum envelope. The result will be a very high power
amplifier capable of high gain, broad bandwidth, high ef-
ficiency and Class B operation. In addition, the injected-
beam acts as the secondary-emission trigger for the high power
distributed-emission section and greatly reduces starting
Jitter compared to ordinary distributed-emission devices. A
diagrammatic sketch is shown in Fig. 4. Note the section of
injected-beam amplification giving high gain, the sever and
build-up section and the final section of distributed-emissiQn
amplification. Note, also, that all electrodes operate from
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a dc power supply except the accelerator of the injected-beam
gun. Thus, only a non power-consuming pulser is needed for
complete pulse operation of the tube.

The remainder of this paper will describe the electrical
and mechanical design features of a combination injected-beam,
distributed-emission amplifier recently started and having
the following specifications as a goal:

Peak power 10 megawatts
Average power 200 kilowatts
Pulse length 200 p seconds.
Center frequency 2800 mc/s
Bandwidth 25%
Gain 35 db
Efficiency 70%

Electrical Design

The injected-beam portion of the amplifier has been de-
signed according to the large-signal computer analysis
previously mentioned. The only difference between the design
procedure for the injected-beam portion of a combination tube
and a conventional injected-beam tube is the requirement that
the design be compatible with the distributed-emission section
of the combination. In the present case, this means only that
both cathodes operate at the same potential. In general, it
could mean equal beam velocities, equal structure impedance or
perhaps equal electronic efficiencies.

In the present design it was desired to limit the length
of the injected-beam section to that length which would cause
the beginning of saturation at the desired input power level.
In this way, maximum rf energy is carried across the sever on
the beam and is available to drive the distributed-emission
section. The peak power output from the first section is
plotted vs. length of interaction in Fig. 5. Note that the
build-up section beyond the sever re-establishes the circuit
wave at a high power level before distributed-emission inter-
action takes place. Within this build-up section a portion of
the injected-beam is collected on the slow-wave structure.
Other electrons find themselves in an unfavorable phase posi-
tion and move towards the sole electrode. It is these un-
collected electrons which initiate the secondary-emission from
the distributed-emission cathode. In this specific design,
the power level at the beginning of the distributed-emission
section is 500 KW representing a power gain to this point of
23 db.

It is not necessary that'the slow-wave structure pitch
be the same on both sides of the sever. Indeed, in the
specific desAgn to be presented, the two structures are of
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different types and have different impedances. The velocity
of the beam may be adiabatically changed across the sever
region to match any structure wave velocity by gradual
tapering of either the electric field or the magnetic field.

For the present design, the input injected-beam section
of the amplifier uses the slow-wave structure shown in Fig. 6.
It is a fundamental backward-wave structure with excellent
thermal dissipation properties, good bandwidth and relatively
high space-harmonic interaction impedance. The dimensions of
the structure for this S-band high power application are as
shown in the figure. We call this structure the split-folded
waveguide.

The slow-wave structure used in the build-up and distri-
buted-emission sections is shown in Fig. 7. It is similiar
to the previous structure except that the vane tips are
continued across the structure to the opposite side. It also
is a fundamental backward-wave structure. For the same fre-
quency range, this structure is approximately one and one-half
times larger than the split-folded waveguide and has a second
space-harmonic interaction impedance about two-thirds as
large. Its advantage lies in its large size and thermal
dissipation ability. If necessary, liquid cooling can be
provided at the vane tips. This structure has been named the
slot-coupled vaned structure. Its dimensions for the present
application are shown in the figure.

The distributed-emission section of the tube is designed
to provide an additional 13 db gain, Raising the peak power
level from 500 KW to 10 MW and the average power level from
10 KW to 200 KW.. In order to handle the structure dis-
sipation at this power level, it is necessary to spread the
electron collection over a large area. One must limit the
average dissipation/unit area to a relatively low value so
that the impulse heating associated with the relatively long
pulse lengths (200 4 seconds) does nuL become excessive. In
the present design, this is accomplished by a tapered inter-
action impedance. The Interaction is allowed to proceed from
the beginning of the distrIbuted-emission section to an
intermediate level at constant impedance and exponential
power growth. When the exponential power growth has reached
the value corresponding to the allowable dissipation per unit
area, the interaction impedance is lowered so as to maintain
this level of power operation at a constant value. This
impedance taper is continued to the output end of the distri-
buted-emission section. Hence, over an extended length of
interaction, the power growth Is linear and the structure
dissipation is constant.

This design approach is illustrated in Fig. 8. Note that
constant-impedance interaction takes place to a circuit power
level of 3.5 MW. At this point the average dissipation/unit
area is 235 watts/cm2 . Linear power growth is then employed
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at this dissipation level to the desired 10 megawatts at the
output. The mid-band impedance of the structure is 15 ohms
at the beginning of the taper. It varies inversely propor-
tional to the distance to a value of 5.2 ohms at the output.

The impedance of this structure may be varied with no
degradation of either synchronous velocity or dc focusing by
changing the geometry of the slots between cavities. Since
the impedance is lowered progressively towards the output, the
synchronous bandwidth will increase beyond the desired 25%.

Two general methods have been used to arrive at the elec-
trical design of the distributed-emission section shown in
Fig. 8. The first is a large-signal computer analysis similiar
to that already described for the injected-beam interaction.
It has beepwecently presented by G. P. Kooyers of our
Laboratorykk2 ). Experimental verification of all phases of this
analysis has not yet been completed. For this reaso an
"equivalent" magnetron analysis previously developed u) was
also used to check the design. This approach is based upon
subdividing the crossed-field amplifier interaction space into
a number of incremental lengths which are then replaced with
equivalent magnetrons. Under conditions of Identical dc
electric and magnetic fields, identical rC fields and identical
dimensional parameters, the electronic interaction process is
the same in any distributed-emission tube whether it is an
amplifier or an oscillator as long as the gain through the
incremental length is small. In addition, under these condi-
tions, the same real and reactive power per unit area will
be delivered to the rf wave in the amplifier or the oscillator.
This approach Is valid for the large-signal regions of inter-
action. Obviously, in the present design, it is valid for all
regions except the initial bunching region where the injected-
beam triggers the distributed-emission cathode.

It is again noted 'hat the foregoing design employs a
linear format. Such a geometry allows severed-circuit
techniques and secondary-emission triggering by the injected-
beam of the first bection; however, it precludes the possi-
bility of reentrant beam operation. It has already been noted
that non-reentrant beam, crossed-field amplifiers allow higher
stable gain and wider bandwidths than their reentrant beam
equivalents; however, their efficiency will be less unless
the energy in the spent beam is recovered. Fortunately, this
can be accomplished by a relatively simple depressed-collector.
Such a device is simple because all electrons enter it at the
same axial velocity and because, in crossed-field focused
beams, no electrons can be turned around and returned to the
interaction space.

Previous work on depressed collectors for injected-beam
amplifiers has resulted in Improvements in efficiency by
factors of 1.3 to 1.5. These collectors were designed on the
basis of a known electron potentlal distribution at the
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collector entrance plane( 4 ). The large-signal analysis of
injected-beam interaction was used to determine this potential
distribution. Similiar work is currently in progress for the
distributed-emission interaction. We are confident that the
efficiency can be made comparable to reentrant beam devices
by a suitable depressed collector.

Mechanical Design

The mechanical design of the amplifier is shown in
Fig. 9. From left to right is shown the injected-beam gun,
the input rf coupler, the first section slow-wave structure,
the first section output rf coupler, the sever and the sever
termination, the build-up section, the distributed-emission
section with slow-wave structure and emitting sole, the rf
output coupler and, finally, the depressed collector. Details
of the mechanical design are evident from the figure.

Of particular importance are the rf couplers and the
waveguide windows. The injected-beam section which uses the
split-folded waveguide structure makes use of a scaled
version of the ridged waveguide coupler and window used on the
Litton X-band crossed-field amplifier. Typically, such
couplers provide a match through the tube whose VSWR is
better than 1.5.to 1 over 40% bandwidth. This match is
measured at the input coupler with all other couplers ter-
minated with matched loads. At X-band, the windows and
couplers have operated without cooling at 600 KW peak power
and 1500 watts average power. The scaled version .will be
completely adequate for the first section of the S-band affipli-
fier. The details of this window are shown in Fig. 10.

Several approaches are being considered and evaluated for
the output window design. The scaled window already des-
cribed is one of the more promising. For the high average
power requirement the alumina will be replaced with beryllia.
A heat flow calculation based upon the geometry shown indi-
cates a temperature gradient of less than 100 C for 200 KW
average power flow when the outside of the window is held at
ambient by water cooling. This is well below the run-away
point and indicates that dielectric loss heating will not be
a problem. No multipactor problems or other electron bom-
bardment problems have been encountered with this window at
X-band and none are anticipated in the present design.

It is presently planned to use a Charles "short" gun for
the injected-beam. However, the cathode loading for 200 p.
second pulses is quite high, being on the order of 7 amps/cm2

For this reason, we are also designing a Kino gun for this
part of the beam.
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The distributed-emission cathode is made up of several
segments of Phillips-type cathode material. We have pre-
viously found that a "warm", i.e., well-below thermionic,
emission temperature Phillips cathode makes an excellent
secondary-emission cathode. Initially, heaters will be in-.
cluded but heat sink designs will eventually make them
unnecessary.

The present design is a laboratory model and will be
tested in an electromagnet. However, the basic design is
amenable to packaging in permanent magnets with very little
additional work.

The program outlined in this paper has just gotten under
way. We have demonstrated both the injected-beam interaction
and the non-reentrant distributed-emission interaction
separately at much higher frequencies. We are confident that
the specifications for this amplifier will be met within the
two and one-half years programmed for the development.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the
Rome Air Development Center under Contract No. AF 30(602)2792.
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HIGH-POWER WAVEGUIDE WINDOWS

By

Delos B. Churchill

Sperry Electronic Tube Division
Sperry Rand Corporation

Great Neck, L.I., New York

INTRODUCTION

A waveguide window is a gas pressure barrier that is transparent to
the flow of microwave power. For most applications, a window must be
absolutely vacuum tight. Practical considerations require that it also be
rugged, compact, and capable of withstanding high temperatures.

Simple, low-pressure windows for low-power applications were
developed early in the microwave art, and their design presents no special
problems. The widely used glass and mica windows are inexiiensive and
easily installed. But window problems have grown with the development of
the high-power microwave tubes that use window-sealed output waveguides
as integral parts of their vacuum envelopes (Figs. 1, 2, and 3).

Almost every manufacturer of high-power tubes has experienced
window failures. The window, frequently an afterthought in the tube develop-
ment program, has suffered from the improper use of dielectric materials,
inadequate sealing techniques, and even a misunderstanding of the microwave
network problem involved. In 1959, the Sperry Gyroscope Company Was
awarded a contract, administered by the U.S. Army Signal Research and
Development Laboratory, to investigate waveguide-window failure mechanisms
and develop improved windows. This program is presently in its third year.
An industry-wide survey disclosed that there had been a very meager ex-
change of information on window problems and, in consequence, a consider-
able duplication of effort.

WINDOW TYPES

At least twelve different window configurations have been developed for
use on medium-power and high-power tubes (Fig 4). The designer's choice
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Fig. I Pill-Box window on L-band
klystron tube. 
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Fig. 4 Currently used window
designs.

Fig. 2 Thin-disc, filter-type
window on S-band klystron

tube.
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Fig. 3 Double-disc, filter-type
window on X-band klystron

tube.

Fig. 5 Punctured window frqm
Stanftrd linear accelerator,

input side.

Incident Surface
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is guided by the electrical and mechanical requirements and, necessrily,
by the cost of development and fabrication. But cheap windows have caused
expensive tube failures, and since reports of window failures became
numerous, window materials and configurations have been selected with more
care.

The coaxial and waveguide "corner junction" windows (a, b, and c) are
commonly used on tubes operating at frequencies below 2 Gc. In terms of
power density averaged over the normal waveguide cross section, these
windows have only modest power-handling capacity because high local fields
are produced at the corners. In the coaxial line-to-waveguide models (a and
b) the shape of the dielectric element favors a strong seal. One commer-
cially produced model of the waveguide-to-waveguide corner junction window
(c) uses a bowl of high-temperature glass, and has operated successfully on
a 5-megawatt L-band for several years. All other window types shown in
Fig. 4 have been fabricated.with ceramic dielectric elements.

The type illustrated by sketch (d) deserves special mention. This
window, developed in England by Barrington and Hyman, 2 is unusual for its
operation in a higher order waveguide mode. The contoured corners are
TIT(. - TM0 mode transducers, and the wave impedances of the
regions within the circular section, are equalized. The dielectric disc
transmits the TM0 L mode with a negligible reflective loss over a wide
band of frequencies. However, despite its bandwidth, the window has not
been widely adapted because of the practical difficulties associated with
producing a pure TM0 mode.

01

Sketches (e, f, and g) illustrate windows that have been widely used on
S-, C-, and X-band tubes. The elliptical or circular dielectric plate is
brazed to a metal frame that is oriented normal to, or canted with respect
to, the axis of power propagation. The disc and frame comprise a
resonator; with a suitable choice of materials and dimensions, the
resonator Q is low and the window transmits a broad band of frequencies.
A great many failures were experienced with self-resonant windows of this
type. The electric field at the disc is increased by the condition of
resonance, reducing the threshold of arcing. In the canted position, the
window is subject to heavy multipactor loading which produces excessive
heating. More will be said later about multipactor at windows.

The circular-cone window shown in sketch (h) has very wide trans-
mission bandwidth; but the cost of development and fabrication of this
window is relatively high. The dimensions of the cone and the tapered
TEO0 - TE°P transitions require careful adjustment and close
tolerances. Thin-walled cones of sintered alumina ceramic are com-
mercially available in some sizes. Usually it is necessary to incorporate
vanes of lossy material in the circular section to damp out spurious modes.
At high power levels, cone windows also are troubled by multipactor loading.
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If the dielectric element fills the waveguide cross section, and its
plane surfaces are normal to the waveguide axis, then the principal
electric field is continuous through the interfaces, and mode purity is
preserved. The simplest window that operates in a pure, dominant mode
is the rectangular block window illustrated in sketch (i). A half-wave-thick
dielectric block is longitudinally resonant and exhibits a negligible trans-
mission loss at the resonant frequency. However, its bandwidth is narrow
unless additionAl matching elements, such as the irises shown in sketch (I),
are inserted. With the proper irises, this window functions as a waveguide
filter and has a bandwidth of 20 percent or more. It has been slow in gaining
popularity because its bandwidth potential was not appreciated.

Sketch (j) illustrates a broadband version of the rectangular block
window that makes use of -quarter-wave steps for impedance matching. How-
ever, in the regions of the steps, mode purity is lost and the corner fields
are high. Consequently, the power-handling capacity is lower than that of
the iris-matched block. Once a popular design, this window is now seldom
used.

The "pill-box" window of sketch (k) is widely used on high-power tubes
covering a large part of the microwave spectrum.The dielectric disc is
sealed in a short cylindrical section, and the transitions are essentially flat
flanges with small radii on the corners. The broad bandwidth and simple
mechanical construction account for the popularity of this window.

Many pill-box windows have failed on tubes due to arcing on the output
sides. The thin disc is relatively close to the flange corners,, and arcs that
start in the load waveguide frequently flash back to the disc surface. In high-
average-power applications, a steady arc between the flange corner and the
disc causes intense local heating that may crack the disc.

Although simple in appearance, the pill-box window requires careful
design for broadband operation. It can operate either in a TE-type mode or
in a TM-type mode; broadband models operate in both modes in different
parts of the band. TM-mode operation is characterized by normally di-
rected fields at the dielectric surfaces, which leads to multipactor loading at
high powers. The relatively abrupt flange corners located close to the disc
increase the probability of multipactor.

The last sketch of Fig. 4 illustrates a double-disc window of recent
design. 3 Tests have shown that this window has the highest power capability
of any of those illustrated, as well as veqy wide bandwidth. This is a
filter-type window, similar in principle to the half-wave-thick block with
symmetrical irises. The matching elements are the short, conical transi-
tions, and the pair of discs comprises the half-wave resonator. Non-
propagating modes developed at the transitions decay to negligible ampli-
tudes before reaching the discs. Consequently, the electric field at the
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Fig. 8 Photomicrograph of window
of Fig. 5.

Fig. 9 C-band window punctured in
ring resonator tests.

Fig. 10 20X photornicrograph of
window of Fig. 9.
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dielectric surfaces is essentially that of the pure TEI mode. With
reasonable mechanical tolerances, this window does not require mode
suppressors.

The double-disc design has mechanical as well as electrical advan-
tages. The disc thickness is more or less arbitrary, different thickness
being compensated by different spacing between discs. Thus, the thickness
may be chosen with the principal consideration of optimizing the seal. This
usually leads to a disc thickness that is considerably greater than that of the
pill-box window, but less than one-quarter wavelength thick. It should also
be pointed out that the space between the discs is a gas cell that can be
pressurized and pinched off. Thus, if the vacuum seal at the first disc is
ruptured, the tube acquires only the gas contained in the cell, which, in
many cases, renders the cube salvable.

WINDOW FAILURES

The findings pertaining to window failures will now be summarized.
Data were gathered from field and laboratory operation of tubes, as well as
from tests with window-sealed, evacuated waveguide sections ("windowtrons")
in high-power simulators.

Nearly all the reported instances of failure involved windows that used
ceramic dielectric elements. The remainder involved glass and mica
windows that were pressed into service beyond their ratings. The most com-
monly used ceramic body was dense, sintered alumina. Alumina is available
with a purity up to 99.5 percent; but, as far as could be deterdhined, the
bodies used in the damaged windows ranged only up to 96 percent purity.
The predominant form of failure was cracking of the dielectric element.
Others exhibited the gross puncture of heavy arcing confined to a small area;
and some others had numerous microscopic puncture channels distributed
over a larger area. In a few cases the dielectric element was not damaged,
but the window lost its transmission capability because a deposit of metal
was formed on the inner (vacuum side) surface.

The alumina window of Figs. 5 through 8 was punctured while operating
on a 20-megawatt, S-band klystron used to drive the linear accelerator at
Standford University. 4 Figures 5 and 6 show the tube side and load side,
respectively, and Fig. 7 was photographed by light transmitted through the
disc. The large amount of opaque material inside the dielectric body is
clearly evident. After this window was sectioned, the material was identified
as carbon. Figure 8 is a photomicrograph'showing some of the surface
craters. Although many of the craters are larger than 0.001 Inch, the
puncture channels they terminate are much smaller, and wander through the
body in various directions.



Fig. II 200X photomicrograph of
window of Fig. 9.

°- Fig. 12 Sapphire C-band window
with metal deposits from arcing.

Fig. 13 Window of Fig. 12, showing
detail of seal area.
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The alumina window of Figs. 9 and 10 was punctured while operating
on an evacuated test section in a C-band ring resonator at a peak power
level of approximately 5 megawatts. 5 The cratered area was entirely
on the vacuum side; the pressurized side showed no evidence of damage.
There was no carbon deposit inside the body, but a test with a penetrating
dye revealed that the damaged area was porous. The individual craters
are very similar to those of the Stanford window.

The polished sapphire window of Figs. 11, 12, and 13 shows a
feathery, metal deposit that was produced by vacuum-side arcing. The arc
started at the seal und increased in extent as the deposited metal spread
over the window surface. The sapphire itself was not damaged, but the
window became highly reflective to r-f energy.

Analysis and study of these failures and the circumstances under which
they occurred led to the following conclusions. The total heat developed in
the dielectric element is always greater than that due to its dielectric loss
factor alone. The additional heat is attributed partly to electronic discharge
and partly to seal-area losses. At high powers, electronic discharge is the
predominant heat-producing mechanism, and involves secondary electron
resonance (multipactor) at the dielectric surface. It is not certain whether
the metallic walls are involved in the multipactor discharge, or serve only
as sources of cold-emitted primary electrons. Windows that operate with a
component of the electric field normal to the dielectric surflAce experience
greater multipactor heating. However, there is good evidence that multi-
pactor does occur at the surfaces of ceramic windows having a purely
tangential electric field of large amplitude. A theory explaining this finding
has been developed, but is beyond the scope of this paper.

The lower the purity of the alumina, the greater is its dielectric
loss factor and the more intense is the multipactor discharge at its
surface. The latter finding is explained on the basis of the higher
secondary-emission coefficients of the various silicates and oxides that
constitute the principal impurities. The presence of gaseous hydrocarbons
and organic contaminants (particularly vacuum-pump oil vapor) greatly in-
creases the multipactor losses and accelerates the mechanism of charge
migration that leads to multiple puncture. Crater formation of the type
shown in Figs. 5 through 10 has occurred only to ceramic bodies of lesser
purity, and is the result of the excessively high secondary yields of these
bodies. Polished crystalline sapphire windows operate at very much lower
temperatures than ceramic windows of the same configurations. Attempts
to puncture sapphire windows by high-power operation have failed, and none
of the windows tested exhibited craters or any other form of erosion.

Arcing at the window seal, is a serious problem that requires careful
attention to fabrication techniques. The situation that leads to arcing is
illustrated by the first sketch of Fig. 14. A large fillet of brazing material
forms a strong seal, but it presents a sharp edge to the tangential electric
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Fig. 14 Sketches showing braze
details of edge-sealed windows.

Fig. 15 Proposed coupled-mode
window.
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field on the window surface. By using a compliant waveguide wall, a tight
seal can be formed with a minimum of brazing material confined to the
periphery of the window. Owing to the difference in the expansion coeffici-
ents of the metal and the dielectric body, and the use of a restraining band
(a strip of molybdenum) around the window region during the brazing pro-
cess, the compliant wall assumes the shape indicated in the second sketch
of Fig. 14 after the parts reach room temperature. This shape favors
multipactor by distorting the tangential field at the window surface, and
should be altered by machining or spinning the wall back to its original
shape.

IMPROVED HIGH-POWER WINDOWS

In consideration of the findings of this study, it is concluded that many
window failures could have been avoided by choosing better dielectric
materials. Some of the favorite window configurations are not wisely
chosen for new tubes of increased power. High power-handling capability is
provided by windows with a high degree of dominant mode purity, either
circular or rectangular, throughout the dielectric-filled region.

A new approach that offers even higher handling capacity is the
coupled-mode window illustrated in Fig. I5. This window, based on the
principles of total-power-transfer couplers developed by Cook6 and Fox, 7

has dielectric material located only in regions of low electric field. Con-
sequently, the power density in the dielectric material, which is distributed
over a relatively large area, is reduced. A mode of this window has been
constructed, and, although it has not yet been tested at high power levels,
its transmission characteristics were satisfactory. The principal drawback
of this window is its size; nevertheless, for the super-power tubes of the
next generation, it may offer a practical solution to the window problem.
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SUPERPOWER RESONANT RING

by

Floyd 0. Johnson

Varian Associates

ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the problems of designing and testing of a superpower

waveguide traveling wave resonant ring. Certain design criteria were established

which required that the circuit be operable to at least 50 megawatts peak and 1 mega-

watt average, the waveguide evacuable to 10- 6 Torr or better and pressurable to 3

atmospheres. The circuit would be tunable over a 10 per cent band in WR 340 wave-

guide in order to allow tuning by frequency variation. A minimum power gain of 25

was required.

Test results are given showing the highest power obtained to date with a long

duty cycle is 80 megawatts peak and 580 kilowatts average. Short duty cycle opera-

tion has resulted in peak powers up to 225 megawatts. Gains in excess of 100 times

the power input have been measured. Results of waveguide pressurized with Freon
12 are also given.

A new waveguide vacuum flange design is discussed and is shown to be a :most

reliable seal as well as a properly functioning, low loss, waveguide joint.

Certain high power tube output window test results are given with one window

performing well up to 60 megawatts peak and 300 kilowatts average power. It is ex-

pected that continuing experiments with this circuit will be performed at power levels
far in excess of 50 megawatts peak and up to 1 megawatt average.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traveling wave ring resonators applied in microwave testing are barely a decade
old but are finding a continued increase in acceptance and use. Varian Associates
now has two such ring circuits, one in WR 112 (X-Band) and one in WR 340 (S-Band).
Figure 1 is a photograph of the WR 340 rhig as it now exists. The purpose of this

paper is to present some of the considerations in its design along with pertinent test
results on waveguide components, such ;s high power vacuum tube output windows.
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The initial power level design goal was 50 megawatts peak, 1 megawatt average
simultaneous transmission. This power level is substantially higher than that which
had been achieved and therefore raised several major considerations in the ring
design. These are waveguide evacuation or pressurization, waveguide component
cooling, effect of power losses and impedance mismatch, ring driving source, band-
width and also instrumentation just to name several of the broader problems involved.

U. DESIGN CRITERIA AND TEST CONDITIONS

A. Attenuation

As pointed out by S. J. Miller, 1 attenuation is one of the major considerations
in a high gain ring circuit. After careful consideration of practical materials such
as brass, aluminum, silver plating and copper, OFHC copper was chosen as being
the best despite its obviously poor mechanical strength characteristics in the annealed
state. At 2700 Mc, the low end of the desired band, losses theoretically are .004 db
per foot. Estimated ring length was 18 feet maximum with a minimum of 6 flange
connections, each with approximately. 003 db loss. Total calculated loss came to
0. 1 db which, as results given later will show, was very conservative.

Subsequent calculation of the voltage coupling coefficient for the optimum gain
indicated a 17 db coupler should be used. As overcoupling would be advantageous if
the losses should exceed the estimated amount, the sidewall directional coupler
decided upon was to have 15 db coupling.

B. Ring Evacuation and Pressurization

Because of the high power capabilities desired for this circuit, the rated 4 mega-
watts (100 per cent safety factor) in air at atmospheric pressure must be increased.
The waveguide must be able to withstand a pressure differential. The WR 340 OFHC
waveguide chosen for this project had a 1/8 inch wali which would bulge out as much
as 0. 10 inch with 1 atmosphere of pressure. Therefore, stainless steel reinforce-
ments were designed to hold the waveguide dimensions within tolerance with a pressure
greater than 3 atmospheres.

The use of an evacuated ring posed a different set of problems. A vacuum of
10-6 Torr or better was considered adequate for high R. F. voltage testing, but, to
obtain this vacuum required that all components be completely sealed and built from
low vapor pressure materials, i.e. an all metal system. An all metal R. F. and
vacuum waveguide flange (described later) was designed which could also withstand
bakeout to at least 500 0 C and still be vacuum tight. Subsequent tests have shown that
this flange is as good as the waveguide itself in handling high power.

All published information on resonant rings indicate that it Is most desirable to
have a system which includes a means of varying the input coupling along with the

1. S. J. Miller, "The Traveling Wave Resonator and High Power Microwave Testing,"
Microwave Journal. Vol. 3, No. 9, pp. 50-58, September 1960.
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phase and the impedance in the ring. Because of the very difficult task of designing
continuously variable, vacuum tight components to vary these parameters and at the
same time handle 50 megawatts of peak power, it was decided to make the ring as
simple as possible. The coupling was fixed, phase variations used to resonate the
circuit were abandoned in favor of tuning by frequency variations and the need for
variable impedance matching eliminated by design of nearly reflectionless components.

Reference to the ring circuit block diagram in Figure 2 will show the entire
system as used to obtain much of the experimental data.

C. Waveguide and Component Cooling

Initial estimates of expected losses (. 1 db) when transmitting 1 megawatt of
average power indicated that about 1. 2 kw (1200 joule/sec) of energy would be dis-
sipated per foot of waveguide. Due to the high thermal conductivity of copper,
removing this energy in the form of heat was considered to be no problem. The
waveguide reinforcement previously mentioned served as self jigging for 1/4 inch
0. D. water cooling tubing brazed to the side of the waveguide.

Calibrated flow rate meters and thermometers were provided to monitor the
temperature rise and thus give the heat dissipation in the windows being tested.

D. Ring Driver and Instrumentation

A broadband driver for this circuit was needed because of the decision to use
frequency variation tuning rather than selecting an exact frequency and then tuning
the ring to resonance with a phase shifter. Also, with a power gain of only 25, it
would require having a tube delivering 2 Mw peak and 40 kw average power. All of
these requirements, with the exception of average power, are provided by the Varian
VA-839 which delivers 5 Mw peak at 10 kw average. This tube has been used as the
driver for all of the tests to date.

A 60 db, high directivity, sidewall directional coupler was built to sample ring
power. Although at full power, 80 db coupling would have been an optimum value, a
compromise was made in order tnat the circuit could be used at lower power levels
as well. Additional 20 db padding of the 60 db coupler fulfills the full power require-
ments.

Pressurization or evacuation of only the high power ring portion was accomplished
with the use of broadband pressure windows capable of passing as much power as the
VA-839 can deliver. It is imperative that the VSWR of these windows be very low so
that the circuit operation is not upset by spurious responses due to high random
phased reflected power.

E. Waveguide Vacuum Flange

Because of the need for an all metal, bakeable waveguide system, a waveguide
vacuum flange was developed. A cross sectional drawing showing the assembly is
shown in Figure 3. With this type of seal, the standard cover flange dimensions and
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hole layouts can be maintained. If necessary or desirable, this type of flange can
also be mated with a standard cover flange by simply using a gasket one half as thick
as normal.

Losses in both standard cover flange connections were measured by a method
given in a Varian Technical Memorandum and in an article published by F. Johnson. 2
The vacuum flange was measured to have less loss than the cover flange connection
at the lower end of the band as seen in Figure 4. This of course might be expected
because the R. F. currents are localized to the immediate vicinity of the seal whereas
in a cover flange currents can exist anywhere on its face. These flange connections
have been found to be completely reliable after repeated use and repeated high tem-
perature heat cycling.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Low Power Performance of the Ring Circuit

Initial experiments with the ring circuit once it was assembled, were at relative-
ly low power levels. During the preliminary preparations for these experiments,
careful attention was paid to directional coupler and attenuator calibration. Frequen-
cies at which the circuit is resonant can be calculated knowing the physical length of
the waveguide run. Without any test piece, the minimum ring length is 8. 7 feet and
is resonant at 3 frequencies within the driver tubes bandwidth. With a maximum of
1 kilowatt peak power (. 01 duty cycle) available the ring tuning was established after
various trials. The most successful tuning method is described as follows.

After the desired frequency has been selected, all the power sampling thermis-
tors or crystals must be tuned at that frequency to introduce minimum standing
waves in the ring. For example the two output arms of the sampler coupler are
terminated with thermistors. These terminations must be reflectionless at the
operating frequency and are made to look so by the use of double stub or slide screw
tuners.

The next step in the tuning procedure is to maximize the forward power by vary-
ing the frequency. A hybrid phase shifter in the input coupler loaded arm, is then
tuned to minimize the ring reflected power. These last two adjustments interact
and therefore must be repeated alternately until optimum performance is achieved.
If the loaded arm were reflectionless, this method would probably not work because
no small reflected wave could be sent back with the proper phase to cancel the inter-
nal reflected wave in the ring.

Depending on frequency of operation, duty cycle and care in tuning the low level
power gains measured ranged from 40 to 120. One consistent result also reported

2. F. 0. Johnson, "Measurements of Very Small Losses in Waveguides," Micro-
waves, p. 16, August 1962.
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by S. J. Miller 3 became apparent for either the low or high level gain measure-
ments. Under certain loss conditions where coupling becomes critical, the longer
pulses produce higher gains. The very high gains and extremely low losses which
were shown by these experiments indicate that the estimated. 1 db losses are at
least 100 per cent too high. This fact, in addition to the highly overcoupled state of
the resonant circuit, produces a ring pulse which for all practical purposes is an
exact reproduction of the input pulse. This simplifies the peak power calculations
using average power data. From top to bottom in Figure 5 can be seen the input
pulse and the pulse shape within the ring.

B. High Power Transmission in Pressurized Guide

Calculating from the curves and equations provided by L. Gould, 4 the maximum
pulsed power that WR 340 airfilled waveguide can handle, at atmospheric pressure,
is 8. 16 megawatts. The first high power experiment was made to test this calculation.
By slowly increasing the power to breakdown it was found that arcing occurred
throughout the ring at power levels between 8 and 10 megawatts. The variations in
level of breakdown are believed due to differences in tuning of the circuit.

A series of experiments designed to evaluate waveguide power transmission
when filled with Freon 12 was performed. To be sure that the waveguide contained
Freon 12 only and no air, the system was evacuated first and then let down to Freon.
Peak power versus gas pressure is shown plotted in Figure 6. As can be seen, even
with waveguide filled with Freon at atmospheric pressure, the breakdown level is
improved substantially. It should be noted that variations from the plotted break-
downs did occur and seemed to be a function of frequency of operation, and mismatch
in the ring.

C. High Power Transmission in an Evacuated Waveguide

Very little published data seems to exist concerning R. F. power breakdown and
breakdown initiated X-rays in evacuated waveguide. It Is true that at Varian among
others, high power vacuum tube techniques are quite advanced but once the power
has been generated and coupled to the waveguide through a window, evacuated systems
are rarely used. Of course, most applications eventually require propagation of
this energy into the outside world but between the generator and the antenna evacu-
ated waveguide does offer at least one advantage as evidenced by experimental results.
(See Table 1.) That is its extremely good transmission of very high peak and average
power levels.

In Table 1 is listed a few of the more pertinent bits of experimental data accumu-
lated with the WR 340 ring resonator to date.

3. S. J. Miller, "An Additional Consideration in the Design of Traveling Wave
Resonators," Massachusetts Institute of Technology, October 26, 1960.

4. L. Gould, "Handbook on Breakdown of Air in Waveguide Systems, " Microwave
Associates, Inc., Burlington, Massachusetts.
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TABLE I

POWER LEVELS ATTAINED WITH WR 340 RESONANT RING

Pulse Pulse
Test Peak Average Width Rep. Rate
No. Power (Mw) Power (kw) (ssec) (c. 1.a.) Waveguide Pressure

1 225 50 2 111 10-5 to 10-7 Torr'varying
(breakdown at flange)

2 80 580 6 1200 2 x 10-7 Torr steady
(no breakdown)

3 120 300 5 500 4 x 10-7 Torr steady
(no breakdown)

In tests 2 and 3 the maximum powers were not attained simply because of
insufficient drive to the ring. Breakdown was observed, with the aid of waveguide
viewing ports in the vicinity of one of the waveguide junctions during test 1 producing
very strong X-ray radiation as indicated on the radiation monitor. No radiation was
apparent at any time except when visible breakdown was seen.

D. High Power Testing of Waveguide Windows

A rather extensive series of high power waveguide windows are now being
evaluated using the "S" band, WR-340 ring circuit. Only preliminary results are
available at this time but they are significant considering the power levels at which
these windows broke. Half wavelength, (Ag/2) alumina oxide ceramic blocks metal-
lized and sealed to copper waveguides comprise the basic window. Water cooling
was used around the window edges where the waveguide thickness is reduced to
approximately 30 thousandths of an inch. The bandwidth of this window exceeds 10
per cent and is mode free. Resonant modes are excluded from the operating band
by the proper choice of reduced waveguide height and width.

Two AL 300 alumina oxide windows have been tested to destruction at power
levels of 50 Mw peak, 200 kw average and 60 Mw peak 300 kw average respectively.
Subsequent investigation has shown that neither of these windows was being. cooled
enough at the time of fracture because the flow rate was only 25 per cent of what it
should have been.

Coolant water input and output temperatures were continuously monitored in
order that heat dissipation could be calculated. Some localized hot spots in the ring
circuit itself did develop and reached temperatures as high as 60 0 C (140 0 F). It is
expected that in the near future windows built with beryllium oxide and lower loss
aluminas will be tested with the goal of transmitting 1 Mw average power through
them. Acquisition of a higher powered driver will be necessary.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The principles of a resonant ring circuit are relatively simple and if the
circuit itself can be kept simple it has been shown that extremely high powers can be
circulated in waveguide. It should be reiterated that simplicity means that the ring
is limited to waveguide and nothing else. The only modifications required to this
rule is of course the power coupling holes of the sidewall coupler.

The circuits uses are manifold. Besides the tests described above it can
be used to investigate other phenomena in high power R. F. fields such as the effect
of strong magnetic fields on breakdown, multipactor, electron bombardment and
others. However, It is not the intent of this paper to report on these subjects. It
is merely pointing out that the ring circuit can and will be a very useful tool in
broadening the state of the art in the high power microwave field.
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HIGH AVERAGE POWER MICROWAVE WINDOW STUDY AT L-BAND

By

A.J .Prommer
A.J.Smith

J.J.Haruff

Litton Industries

Part I

ABSTRACT - This paper discusses approaches which have been used in the eval-
uation of different window designs for a 5 MW peak, 300 kW average power L-
band klystron. Because of the comparatively low peak power the window prob-
lem in this case is due mainly to thermal stresses caused by excessive and
non-uniform dissipation of RF.energy. A short review of the basic design con-
cepts for high average power windows and a summary of their theoretically pre-
dicted behavior will be presented first. Next an analog technique is discus-
sed which has been used to solve the steady state temperature distribution for
different window modes. This technique uses a resistance network analog to
solve the heat flow equation which in this case has the form of a Poisson
equation.

INTRODUCTION - One of the major problems in extending the art of high power
klystrons to higher power levels is the limited power handling capacity of
microwave windows. Due to the physical properties of dielectric materials
there is a theoretical power limitation to even the best window design but in
practical applications window problems are usually experienced considerably
below this fundamental limit.

The problem is accentuated by difficulties in evaluating window perfor-
mance without experimenting on full power tubes which is an extremely costly
approach. Because the complexity of the problem excludes an analytical eval-
uation, techniques which allow the evaluation of a specific window design*
without the building of tubes are of great importance. This paper will dis-
cuss two experimental techniques which have been found very useful in analyz-
ing and evaluating microwave windows.

The first method is an analog method which is used to solve the thermal
gradient problem and the second method is the testing of windows under simu-
lated high power conditions in a ring resonator. The paper will be given in
two parts. In the first part we will present a short introduction into our
specific window problem and describe the analog method. The second part will
be given by C. Pappae 1 and it will discuss the work on the ring resonator.

The problem which stimulated this specific window program is the output
window for a 5 MW peak-, 300 kW average-power, L-band klystron. The tube
which is designated L-3401 is shown in Figure 1. The tube is tunable over
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FIGURE 1 -L-3401 5MW/300 kw Klystron
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+ 5%, centered at 1320 Mc. This tube has been developed by Litton Industries
under subcontract from RCA for the Tradex L-band transmitter. The work has
been under the technical guidance of the Army Ordnance Missile Center and is
sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects Agency.

The extremely high average power of this tube at a comparatively low
peak power suggests that the window problem will be an average power problem.
This means that its capability will be limited by thermal stresses. The sus-
ceptibility of ceramic materials to thermal stress and thermal shock failure
is one of the main factors limiting their utility. The thermal shock problem
can be controlled with proper transient schedules and is therefore not a fun-
damental problem. At these large duty cycles one can also ignore thermal
shocks from impulse heating. Thermal stresses are however in general unavoid-
able but they have to be reduced to the smallest possible value. This can be
done by proper choice of window materials, window configurations and cooling
methods.

Heat is generated in microwave windows by two causes: dielectric losses
and electron bombardment. The portion of the dielectric loss which is due to
the RF fields which are necessary to transmit power through the window is. un-
avoidable and can only be controlled by selection of the proper RF-mode. "In
most practical applications however, window performance is limited by para-
sitic or anamolous effects like heating due to unnecessary RF fields and elec-
tron bombardment.

The two window configurations which we have investigated so far are shown in
Figure 2. On the left side is a schematic view of what we call the broadface
window and on the right we show a pillbox type window. As window materials
we us alumina and beryllia ceramics manufactured by Wesgo and Coors. Figure
3 shows a broadface window on an actual tube, Figure 4 a pillbox type window
section ready for testing on the ring resonator.

So far the broadface window has shown the better performance on operating
tubes. Full power operation of the L-3401 with 300 kW of average power
through the window has been achieved with the broadface window. The develop-
ment of the pillbox type window has been started as a backup program and so
far excellent results have been achieved in the ring resonator but we have not
been able to repeat this performance on operating tubes.

THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS - Thermal stresses which are the limiting factor for
high average power windows are caused by nonuniform temperature distributions.
Nonuniform temperature distributions are due to nonuniform heating and to heat
conduction. There are two problems to solve. First, one has to find for a
given distribution of heat sources the corresponding temperature distribution
and then one has to find from this temperature distribution the corresponding
thermal stress distribution, specifically the point of maximum tensile stress.
The maximum tensile strength is the fracture controlling quantity in ceramic
materials.

The temperature distribution as a function of the heating is in the
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general case described by a differential equation which is of the form of a
poisson equation. The driving term of the equation is a function of the heat
which is generated minus the power which is taken away by cooling. An analy-
tical solution of this problem is difficult even for simple driving functions
and it is vifLually impossible to find an analytic solution for heating pro-
duced by the RF-mode patterns. We therefore, use an analog technique to

solve the temperature distribution problem.

In the analog method a physical problem is solved by solving an analog
problem which is described by the same mathematical formulism but for which
tile results can be easily measured. The solution of the problem appears
therefore always as a physical magnitude. The accuracy of the method depends
on the accuracy of the measurement and the tolerance of the analog. The ana-

log technique which we use is a resistance network analog which, compared
with other analog techniques, has the advantage of high accuracy and of ex-
pediency in setting up a problem.

As ,ai example which demonstrates the method, we take the commonly en-
countered problem of the temperature distribution in a ceramic disc due to
the dielectric loss of the TEll mode. It is assumed that the disc is cooled
at the edge only. Figure 5 shows the set-up of this problem on a resistance
network analog. The problem is considered two dimensional and the set-up
shows only a quarter of the disc because of the symmetry of the problem. The
boundary of the disc is kept at a constant potential corresponding to a con-
stant temperature and the lines which are connected to the inside of the disc
feed in currents which are simulating the driving terms of the differential
equation. In our case the driving term is given by the heat which is gen-
erated by the TEll mode. Figure 6 shows a schematic picture of the power
density distribution and it gives the formula which is used to compute it.

Figure 7 shows the solution, namely the temperature distribution as a function
of radius at two different planes. One is the plane of maximum electric
field, the other is a plane rotated by 900.

This method can and has been applied to much more complicated driving
functions. It is especially useful for evaluation of air cooling patterns.

As an example it can be used to find a thermal stress free cooling arrange-
ment.

After one has found the temperature distribution one has to find the
corresponding stress and strain. The usual procedure is to compute the
strain due to the thermal expansion and then use Hook's law to find the
stress.

5
The thermal stress at any given point consists of : (1) a uniform ten-

sion or compression in the plane of the disc which entirely suppresses ther-
mal expansion; and, (2) a stress produced by body forces in radial direction
together with normal edge forces.

For the example of the TEll mode one can approximate the solution by as-

suming that the temperature distribution is axially symmetric. For this case
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the thermal stress is given by the following expression:

b r

= E -Trdr - Trdr+ (1)
7r o -

E( T + b-2fTr -1f rdr) (2)

where (r and 0 0 are stresses in the r and 0 direction, a is the thermal
expansion coefficient, E the modulus of elasticity, b is the outside radius
of the disc and T the temperature. Using the results of Figure 7 and equa-
tions (1) and (2) we find that the maximum stress in this case is a tangential
stress at the outer boundary of the disc in the plane of maxim electric
field. Its numerical value is given approximately by:

UO aETM (3)I
TM is the maximum temperature at the center of the disc which depends on the
loss factor of the material, its thermal conductivity and the power flow
through the window.

The technique which has been demonstrated here for the simple TEll mode
configuration can be applied to any desired mode combined with any desired
cooling arrangement. The results which one gets for the maximam stress will
however always involve the same material constants multiplied by different
form factors. it appears therefore advantageous to lump all these constants
together in a figure of merit. The figure of merit which is proposed is:

Fw - S x FT x FR

where:

6 - Form factor
FT " Thermal gradient factor - K

FR - Thermal stress resistance -mx

S is a form factor which depends on the mode pattern and the cooling method.

FT, the thermal gradient factor, depends on the thermal conductivity K and the
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loss tangent. It is a measure for the amount of gradient which is developed
for a certain heat generation. FR is the thermal stress resistance it depends
on the maximuim tensile strength ma the modulus of rupture R, the thermal
expansion coefficient and the modulus of elasticity E. It is a measure
for the temperature gradient which- the material-can stand before rupture.
This figure of merit has the dimension cal/cm sec. It varies strongly with
temperature due to the temperature dependence of the physical constants in its
definition. Based on published data we compute the following figure of merits
normalized by the form factor and the modulus of rupture.

Material AL-300(Wesgo) AL-995(Wesgo) Bd-98(Coors)

FWN (cal/cm se) 18.3 171 93.2

S xR

Based on this data it appears that 99.57. pure Alumina is the best window
material at room temperature for high average power windows mainly due to its
low dielectric loss.
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HIGH AVERAGE POWER MICROWAVE WINDOW STUDY
AT L-BAND - PART II

By

C. Pappas

Radio Corporation of America

INTRODUCTION - Before discussing the material in this paper it is necessary to
point out that this paper is Part II of an overall paper. Part I is being presented by
the Electron Tube Division of Litton Industries and covers the theoretical require-
ments and experimental techniques 1 for the design of the windows discussed herein.
Part II, which is this paper, covers the evaluation of the windows in an RCA reso-
nant ring at Moorestown, New Jersey. For purposes of orientation and in order to
preserve some continuity between Part I and Part II of this paper there is presented
a brief review of Part I. Those who desire a more complete treatment of the theoret-
ical requirements should refer to Part I. The end-product of this overall study pro-
gram is the development of a microwave window for the L-3401 klystron2 which is used
in the TRADEX L-band transmitter developed under contract DA-36-034-ORD3063RD
and sponsored by ARPA. Finally sufficient material is presented herein on the reso-
nant ring and the related driving transmitter to permit some understanding of the test
set-up and interpretation of the test results. Sufficient theory on the design and oper-
ation of resonant rings exists in technical literature and as such no material is
presented on this item.

SUMMARY - The objective of the overall study program is the development of a
microwave window for a 5 MW, 300 KW average power L-band (1320 * 5% Me)
klystron2 for TRADEX. The overall study program is divided into two parts. Part I
discusses the theory, and Part II is the evaluation of the windows. As previously
noted in the Introduction of this paper only the evaluation of the windows in a resonant
ring3 Is presented In this part of the paper. Briefly summarized two windows have
been evaluated to date. Window #1 is a pillbox design incorporating a 5/16 inch thick
Wesgo AL-300 Alumina window with peripheral water cooling. This device was
tested to 300 KW average power in an air-to-air environment and performed well.
Analysis of this window after the test indicated that rounding of the flange corners may
be helpful in eliminating arcing; and this device has the capability of handling large
average power. The brazing techniques and the cylindrical configuration appear to
be sound. Performance with respect to multipactor, thermal shock, etc. remain to
be determined. Window #2 is a dual broadface design incorporating a vacuum section
between, the windows. One window is a 1/4 inch thick Wesgo AL-300 Alumina disc
and the other is a 1/4 inch thick Coors BD-96 Beryllia disc. The alumina window in
this device cracked at an average power of 204 KW, whereas the Beryllia window
was sound after the test. Further tests on devices similar In configuration or parts
thereof to the dual broadface assembly are necessary before meaningful results can
be derived from this particular test. 277



REVIEW OF THEORETICAL REQUIREMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
PART 11 - One of the major problems in extending the art of high power klystrons to
hiierpower levels is the limited power handling capacity of microwave windows.

Unfortunately, the theoretical understanding is not adequate for a comparative evalu-
ation of different window designs and experimental techniques have to be employed.
The large cost of evaluating window performance on full power tubes puts great em-
phasis on techniques which allow evaluation of window designs under simulated con-
ditions. This paper discusses approaches which have been used in the evaluation of
different window designs for a 5 MW peak, 300 KW average power L-band klystron.
Because of the comparatively low peak power the window problem in this case is due
mainly to thermal stresses caused by excessive and non-uniform dissipation of RF
energy. A short review of the basic design concepts for high average power windows
and a summary of their theoretically predicted behavior will be presented first. Next
an analog technique is discussed which has been used to solve the steady state temper-
ature distribution for different window modes. This technique uses a resistance net-
work analog to solve the heat flow equation which in this case has the form of a Poisson
equation.

Two devices, a dual broadface window and a pillbox window, have been designed
and fabricated. The performance of these windows is evaluated in a high power reso-
nant ring at RCA and the results discussed in Part 1I of this paper.

RESULTS OF WINDOW TESTS AT RCA - The results of the window tests at RCA
together with related material now follows:

PILLBOX WINDOW TESTING - A cross section of the pillbox window design is
shown in Figure 1. It consists basically of a large cylinder mounted to two large flat
stainless steel flanges. The alumina window (Wesgo AL-300) is 5/16 inch thick and is
brazed to the cylinder. The outside of the cylinder has a peripheral water cooling
jacket made of copper. Figures 2 and 3 show this unit mounted in the resonant ring.
Some test data taken on this window is given in Table 1.

TABLE I
Alumina Pillbox Window No. 1

Ring RF Waveguide Hotspot

F PRF PW AVG POWER A T Pressure (g) Q Temp.

MC pps usec Du KW 6C #/in2  GPM 0C

1276 1500 40 0.06 300 2.0 15 1.0 118

1350 1500 40 0.06 300 3.25 15 1.0 124

Test data as a function of time is plotted in Figures 4 and 5. From Figure 4 it can
ba seen that the window operated at 290 KW or above for about two hours at 1276 MC.
From Figure 5 it is seen that this same window operated at 290 KW or above for about
three hours at 1350 MC. Operation was in the resonant ring pressurized with air on
both sides of the window. One interruption believed due to the transmitter occurred
during this latter operation. Maximum observed hotspots were 106°C on the wave-
guide adaptor pieces and 124°C at the junction of the stainless steel flange and the
square mounting flange. The overall operation of this device was good. The alumina
window did not break after five hours of operation at 5 MW and 300 KW. However,
one small burn mark (Figure 6) close to the window center and the size of a pin head
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wvas observed, and] appeared to be the start of a puncture. Somec arcing- occurred
a]long the periphery and is shown in Figure 7. The other side of the xvildow is elemii
and is showvn in Figure 8. The RF was Incident on this side (if [tic \ViI1(ow.

STAINLESS STEEL - PERIPHERAL COOLING
MOUNTING FLANGERIG(OP )

(2 REQD)

ALUMINA WINDOW/ ALUMINUM ADAPTER
31/4 X 6 1/2 (2 REQ'D)

Figure 1 - Cross Section of Alumina Pillbox Window #1 Tested at RCA

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE- 124e C:

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: 1060if

Figure 2 - Alumina Pillbox Window fl.
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Figure 3 - Alumina Pillbox Window #1
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Figure 4 - Resonant Ring Testing of Litton L-3401 Klystron Window (Alumina
Pillbox Window #1)
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Figure 5 - Resonant Ring Testing of Litton L-3401 Klystron Window (Alumina
Pillbox Window #1)
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Figure 6 - Alumina Pillbox Window #1 Tested at RCA (5/16" WESGO AL-300)
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COURTESY ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, LITTON INDUSTRIES

Figure 7 - Alumina Pillbox Window #1 Tested at RCA Showing Are Pitting
Along Periphery

AI

COURTESY ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, LITTON INDUSTRIES

Figure 8 - Reverse Side of Alumina Pillbox Window #1. This side of
Window is Clear (See Figures 6 and 7.)
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BROADFACE WINDOW TESTING - The cross section of a dual broadface unit with
a vacuum section is shown in Figure 9. It consists of an alumina window (Weago
AL-300) and a beryllia window (Coors BD-96) connected by means of a vacuum sec-
tion. A vac-ion connection is provided to monitor operation of the device. Both
windows are 0.25 inch thick. Water cooling was provided for the window periphery
only during the test of this unit. A photograph of the unit is shown in Figure 10. Test
data taken on this window is given in Table H.

TABLE H

Dual Broadface Window Assembly Number 2

Ring RF Waveguide Hotspot
F PRF PW AVG POWER A T Pressure (g) Q Temp.

MC pps usec Du KW 0C #/in 2  GPM 6C

1350 1500 40 0.06 150 1.0 20 3.0 116*

*Occurred at about 30* from vertical on weld flanges on both the Al and Be windows.
The maximum recorded temperature was 143° on the Be window.

The broadface unit suffered a cracked alumina window at a power level of 204 KW
average. Failure occurred as soon as this power level was reached. The Beryllia
window suffered no visible damage. Total RF power operation of this tube prior to
failure was about one hour at a power level of about 150 KW average. A plot of
operation vs. time is given in Figure 11. A representation of the cracked window is
given in Figure 12. Photographs 13, 14, and 15 show the failure in detail. Failure of
the window was indicated by a sharp audible crack, inability to achieve high power in
the ring thereafter and pegging of the vac-ion gauge.

/BLOCKED COOLII G WATER LINE VAC- ION

[/AIR 

P p

Sz'2NARROW W.G.
..... SECTION. I* 16B •BrRLI•_

ALUMINA UNDER VACUUM BERYLLIAWINDOW 
_ WINDOW

RES.

RING

Figure 9 - Cross Section of Dual Broadface Window #2 Tested at RCA
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PT. A "MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE -143e C AT 204 KW

Figure 10 - Dual Broadface Window (Al and Be)
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wj W180 0- 120
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Figure 11 - Resonant Ring Testing Litton Dual Broadface Window (Al and Be) #2
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Figure 12 - Fracture Pattern of Broadface Window (Alumina, AL 300)

FRACTURE OCCURRED AT 204 KW AVERAGE POWER
LEVEL IN RESONANT RING. PHOTO SHOWS THE
ALUMINA WINDOW PORTION OF THE DUAL
BROADFACE ASSEMBLY

COURTESY ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, LITTON INDUSTRIES

Figure 13 - Closeup View of the Alumina Broadface Window #2 Tested at RCA
(1/4" WESGO AL-300)
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L-BAND RESONANT RING DESCRIPTION - The resonant ring is designed to
operate in the frequency band of 1320 + 5% MC. Powerwise it Is rated at 5 MW peak
and 300 KW average at a 0.06 duty cycle. The nominal power gain in 20 with a rated
input power of 0.25 MW peak and 15 KW average. A photograph of the unit is shown
in Figure 16 and a block diagram is given in Figure 17.

The resonant ring is constructed primarily of a standard WR-650 aluminum wave-
guide. Epoxy resin bonded fins have been added to increase the pressure capability
and to radiate the heat due to the normal waveguide attenuation. Predicted hotapot
temperature is 820, measured is 63%, for rigid waveguide at 320 KW average power.
Parker seals are used at each flange to insure the pressure capability of the ring.

Using Figure 17, the operation of this ring is as follows. The transmitter output
is through a ferrite isolator with a maximum insertion loss of 0.5 db. It is used to
protect the transmitter klystron from long line effects and resonant ring tuning
variations. The ring input is through a variable coupler A. This unit consists of
three hybrid sections and variable waveguide bucket shorts. The output of the coupler
section is to the resonant ring or to a matched high power dummy load (rated 17 KW
average). The control of the variable coupler is remote and can vary the transmitter
power from the dummy load into the ring section.

At each end of the ring are located variable tuners, B and C. These units are used
as VSWR tuners to eliminate any reflections and insure a true power test on the sys-
tem. The test area is adjustable and can accommodate units up to 15 feet in length
with a minimum of assembly effort.

The control panel allows remote control of the VSWR tuners and the variable
coupler network. It also provides meters for monitoring the transmitter forward and
reverse power, the ring forward and reverse power, and the power coupled into the
dummy load. Indicator dials provide a memory of the bucket short positions for ease
of tuning.

With the use of calibrated coaxial pads, thermistor mount and power bridge, it is
possible to measure the following:

Coupler #1 - Transmitter output forward or reverse power
Coupler #2 - Transmitter output from the isolator
Coupler #3 - Power into dummy load
Coupler #4 - Ring power forward or reverse
Coupler #5 - Ring power forward or reverse

Monitoring of the above powers completely defines the characteristics of the test
facility. Figure 18 is a theoretical curve of ring power buildup as a function of
coupling for a family of line losses.

A brief summary of typical units tested in the resonant ring at an RF pulse width
of 40 microseconds and a PRF of 1500 pps follows:

a. Rotary joints at ring peak power of 2.8 MW, ring average power of 168 KW
using air at 10 PSIG. The ring buildup was 16 - 22.

b. Waveguide (Finned)-(Rigid and Flexible) at ring peak power of 5.3 MW, and
average power of 320 KW using air at 15 PSIG. The ring buildup was 24 - 26.
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c. Ferrite Circulator at ring peak power of 2. 5 MW, ring average power of 150 KW
using air at 15 PSIC. The ring buildup was 1.0 - 12.

d. Klystron windows at ring peak power of 5.0 MW, ring average power of 300 KW
using air at 15 PSIG. The ring buildup was 19 - 22.

TRANSMITTER. - The transmitter for the L-band Resonant Ring uses a line-type
modulator circuit with a GL-7890 hydrogen thyratron as a charging triode and a
GL-7890 as the discharge tube. A block diagram is given in Figure 19. The final
RF amplifier tube is an L-3486 klystron. The RF Exciter Unit uses an L-a465
magnetron. The transmitter has a nominal power output rating of 15 KW average
and 250 KW peak at an R" duty cycle of 0.06. It is designed to operate at an RF
pulse width of 40 microseconds and a PRF of 15,)0 pps. The transmitter operates in
the frequency band of 1320 MC ± 5%. The transmitter feeds the L-band resonant ring
via a ferrite isolator to protect the transmitter from high reflected power.

AliI

Figure 16 - RCA L-Band Resonant Ring
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Figure 17 - Block Diagram of L-Band Resonant Ring
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Figure 19 - Simplified Block Diagram of Transmitter for Resonant Ring
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DUAL STAGE AMPLITRON FOR SUPER POWER

By

Curtis M. Hellenbrand

Raytheon Company

Introduction

About two years ago, RADC was interested in and sponsored a feasibility study
program for the generation of one megawatt of average or CW rf power at X-band.
Raytheon's technical approach toward this objective was the multi-stage Amplitron
concept. Briefly stated, these were the considerations that led to the aforementioned
recommendation.

The limiting factor on power output for X-band continuous-cathode, crossed-
field devices is an anode consideration rather than a cathode consideration. Obtaining
sufficient emission in continuous-cathode, crossed-field devices is rarely a limitation
of these devices. The dissipation of the cathode back bombardment power is taken
care of by the unique but proven cathode design of the proposed tube, permitting ade-
quate cooling of the 2% thoriated tungsten cathode.

In generating large amounts of rf power in a device where anode dissipation
from electron bombardment is the limiting factor, it is noted that the rf power which
is generated inside the tube is a function of three factors: (1) area of that portion of
the anode where electron bombardment occurs, (2) the dissipation density that can
be applied to that area, and (3) the dc-to-rf energy conversion efficiency, Is

These items are related in the formula:

RF Power Anode Dissipation 1e
Generated Area Density 17e

The rf power generated is not the same as the rf power output from the tube
since there are circuit losses and cathode back bombardment losses which must be
subtracted from the generated rf power. In general, these can be made low so that
the output power presents most of the generated power.

Because the circuit efficiency, 77c and the back bombardment efficiency, 1)%
are so great, both being about 97% in this X-band design, it is immediately evident
from the above equation that for a maximum obtainable electronic efficiency, %e
dissipation density and anode area are the only two factors left that make it possible
to further increase the rf output power. Again, having obtained a maximum dissipa-
tion der.sity, then the only factor left is the anode area. The anode area now becomes
the most important factor in the consideration for the generation of super power at
X-band. This paper, however, will discuss only the first generation of the multi-stage
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concept, that is, the dual-stage Amplitron, which is presently company-funded at a
moderate rate.

In the dual-stage Amplitron, the anode structure, consisting of two separate
circuits, is placed concentrically around one common circular cathode of large
dimensions so that the anode-cathode structure generally retains the simplicity of the
conventional Amplitron structure. The connecting together of these circuits is done
in such a way as to promote rf stability. This is accomplished by the use of a hybrid
T junction in the Amplitron output arms and a hybrid T junction with differential phase
shifters in the Amplitron input arms respectively.

Figure 1 represents schematically the structure of the conventional Amplitron.
There is a cathode in the center surrounded by a two-terminal-pair network with the
"in" and "out" terminals indicated. The properties of this device are such that there
is rf gain in the "in" to "out" direction and neither gain nor significant loss in the
"out" to "in" direction. Using the terminology of Figure 1, we may now portray the
circuits of the dual-stage Amplitron by the schematic also shown in Figure 1. The
interpretation of Figure 1 then is that we have two circuits which are identical in their
characteristics, each having a gain in the "in" to "out" direction. They are of equal
length and are arranged symmetrically around a large-central cathode.

The construction of one of these circuits is shown in Figures 2 and 3. The
structure is a strapped network of vanes similar to those used in the conventional
Amplitron, and has a similar phase shift and impedance behavior as a function of
frequency. The vanes are sufficiently long so that the ends may be covered over
and the cavities, therefore, become short-circuited sections of waveguide. This
arrangement makes it possible to connect the straps by means of a waveguide feed in
which two of the vanes form the wall of the waveguides. A photograph of a two-section
anode designed with this type of unit circuit is shown in Figure 4. This new structure
has the advantage of much larger mechanical dimensions, and is amenable to very
effective cooling. Its electrical characteristics result in a very clean passband, that
is, a passband characteristic free from interfering resonances, end cavity modes,
backwall modes, and interference common to other circuits. Because the location of
the electromagnetic field is well defined, it is possible to obtain valid analytic ex-
pressions for the phase and -haracteristic impedance functions.

Figure 5 indicates schematically how the two sections of Figure 1 are coupled
together to a common input and output. This schematic of Figure 5 is an example of
what is known in network theory as a series connection of two-terminal-pair network.

It is, of course, important that the line connections shown between the waveguide
connection and the network connections themselves be of equal length and preferably,
but not necessarily, have the same characteristic impedance as the network sections.

Because the unit rf circuit and the interconnection of the circuit is such an im-
portant feature in this design, a great deal of effort has been devoted to the study of
the circuits, both from the theoretical and experimental point of view. An analysis
of the unit circuit is given later, also the result of an experimental cold test verifica-
tion of the analysti and the results of the study of the interconnection of these circuits.
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These studies included consideration of operational stability, both from the theoreti-
cal point of view and from an experimental one, in the latter case by operating two
Amplitrons in parallel. In this experiment, two QK622 Amplitrons were connected
in parallel, having hybrid T sections both on their output and input terminals. Their
combined outputs were measured in a common load on the output arm of the hybrid T
section. To provide maximum power to the output load, it is essential that the power
generated by the Amplitrons be balanced in phase and amplitude. Adequate phase
balance was obtained readily across the full band simply by using waveguide sections
of equal physical dimensions for the two branches of the circuit. The signal ampli-
tude produced by each Amplitron is of importance, but less critical than phase bal-
ance for effective signal addition in the hybrid T. The test data indicated that more
than 98% of the total rf output power of the parallel operated Amplitrons was measured
in the common output load, whereas, the remaining rf power was measured as the
out-of-phase power in the auxiliary arm of the output hybrid T. The experiments
vividly demonstrate the capability of successfully operating two Amplitrons in parallel,
and therefore lend credence to the application of this principle to the proposed dual-
circuit Amplitron.

Figure 6 indicates schematically how connections are made between the slow-
wave sections of the network structure and the output waveguide. Here we show the
connections only on the output side of the tube. Similar connections are made on the
input side of the tube, and in addition, a differential ferrite phase shifter is included
in each of the two rf input feeds as shown in Figure 7. The differential phase shifter
will effectively prevent any in phase reflected power feedback while still making it
possible for the driving energy to be passed relatively unattenuated to the input of the
Amplitron sections.

By dividing up a large number of vanes into two separate structures which are-
electrically isolated from each other within the tube itself, an anode area of suffi-
ciently large size has been obtained for the intended application. Isolation is also
maintained between the inputs of these sections by means of the hybrid section which
permits driving energy to reach the slow-wave structures while the damping out of
any feedback is accomplished by the use of the differential phase shift sections which
guide reverse directed power into the auxiliary load of the input hybrid section.
Isolating the section by this practice insures stable operation of the device. An anode
structure of this size also makes it possible to provide a cathode of sufficient size to
absorb the back bombardment power.

Figure 8 is a three-dimensional portrayal of the specific tube design under dis-
cussion. The output feeds are connected through a hybrid junction. The common
output has a radome type vacuum seal. The auxiliary arm of the hybrid section and
the two input feed arms have standard vacuum seals. The cathode support bushing
may be seen on the bottom side of the anode. Figure 9 shows the internal con-
struction of the tube, shown without the combining hybrid sections. The tube consists
of two main subassemblies, the anode-waveguide subassembly and the cathode sub-
assembly. The most important feature of the anode portion of the anode-waveguide
subassembly is the slow-wave structure which consists of 50 vanes divided into two
sections of 25 vanes each. Each section is isolated from the other rf-wise. Each of
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the individual vanes has a single channel cooling system. The total anode dissipation
capability will be about 150 kilowatts after allowing for dissipation distributed about
the anode. The anode cooling area is thirty square centimeters and, therefore, a
dissipation density of five kilowatts per square centimeter is the contemplated tube
operation. This is indeed a conservative dissipation density requirement as com-
pared to what has already been achieved in operating tubes in the super power S-band
program.

Figure 10 shows a graph of the flow rate versus anode pressure drop of the
anode as shown in Figure 4. A water flow of ten gallons per minute was measured
through the anode, while thie iiressure drop across the anode was 365 pounds. With
this much water flow, the anode should be fully capable of dissipating 150 kilowatts
of power. 0.65 horsepower is required to circulate this much water flow. Taking
into account pump inefficiencies, perhaps a two horsepower pump will be adequate.
Pump pressure and water flow far in excess of these requirements are readily
available here.

Again, referring to Figure 9. the most important feature in the cathode sub-
assembly, is the cathode which consists of a solid piece of tungsten. The way in
which this cathode is heated to emission temperature is made clear by referring to
Figure 11. In this figure, it will be seen that the central portion of the cathode is
heated by the passage of large amounts of current through it. The temperature drop
from the central portion to the peripheral emitting surface of the cathode will be
limited to a few hundred degrees so that enough thermionic emission will occur to
permit the secondary emission operation to build up. Because the Amplitron operates
on secondary emission principle, no heater power is required during full operation.
The bulk of the heat resulting from back bombardment power flows back through the
annular disc of tungsten and then divides and flows into equal parts to the water-cooled
copper supports at either end of the tungsten cathode. The remaining amount of heat
is directly radiated.

In the proposed tube under discussion, the cathode is almost identical in size
with the cathode used in the QR849--the super power CW S-band Amplitron designed
for operation in the range of 400 kilowatts. This cathode has shown excellent per-
formance in this tube and no particular problems are anticipated with it in the X-band
design. Figure 12 shows a picture of the directly-heated cathode assembly as will be
used in the dual-stage Amplitron. Test data of a diode built with this cathode has
shown a total cathode dissipation capability of more than 11 kilowatts can be obtained
without adverse affect to the cathode. With a cathode back bombardment power of 3%
of the generated rf power, the dissipation measurements indicate that this cathode
should be fully capable of 400 kilowatts of CW power operation, which by far exceeds
the contemplated output power of the dual-section Amplitron.

From the analysis of the circuit theory of the network, equations yielding phase
shift and the characteristic network impedance as a function of frequency, for a given
set of geometric configurations, can be obtained. Figure 13 shows in abbreviated
form the network analysis with the resultant general network expressions. These
general expressions can be further defined in terms of the specific network geometry.
This is shown in Figure 14.
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The geometry of the network design was chosen so as to yield a lower cutoff
frequency around 8000 megacycles per second. Figures 15 and 16 show the
calculated phase shift and network impedance as a function of frequency. They also
show how these functions vary as the strap factor k is reduced which is accomplished
by more tightly coupling the straps to the network.

The cold test model was built and tested. Test data revealed that the lower
cutoff frequency of the network was at 7200 megacycles per second, or about 10%
lower than the calculated values. Figure 17 shows the test results. Despite the
discrepancy between the theoretically predicted phase shift and the measured values,
the agreement is sufficiently good to make the analysis a good working tool. When
the resonator length ar was reduced from 1. 000 to 0. 800", the desired phase shift
was obtained. The cold test match in percent reflected voltage of this network as
well as transmission characteristics is shown in Figure 18. A broadband match of
better than 20% is obtained, well beyond the contemplated operating band of the tube,
whereas transmission over this band is better than 90%.

Figure 19 shows plots of Hartree voltage as a function of magnetic flux density
both from the 1800 and 5400 mode of operation. When operating with a magnetic
field strength of 4500 gauss, operation in the 1800 mode would require 22 kilovolts,
whereas operation in the 5400 mode would require 24 kilovolts of anode potential.
Figure 20 is an w-0 plot. The slope of the straight lines coming from the origin and
intercepting the w-9 diagram are proportional to the anode voltages necessary for
operating in a given mode.

The Vo and Bo used in calculating the Hartree equations are 2.45 kV and 906
gauss respectively when the operating wavelength of the 1800 phase shift mode is at
8300 megacycles per second.

Experimental Test Results

The cold test data, hydraulic measurements of the anode, dissipation measure-
ments of the cathode, the parallel operation of two Amplitrons and other work were
sufficiently encouraging to warrant the construction of an operating tube with this
type of circuit, having an ultimate goal of 200 kilowatts of CW power at X-band. This
two-section Amplitron is labeled QKS976 and is company-funded at a moderate rate.
Figure 21 is a photograph of the constructed tube. The tube is built with four vacuum
loads, since in the early testing stage the tube will be operated as a free-running
oscillator.

The first hot tube was tested under pulsed conditions and showed tube operation
at 8200 megacycles per second, or in the 1800 mode. The magnetic field was 3500
gauss and anode voltage of 17. 2 kilovolts with peak anode current of 40 amperes.
Peak power output of 275 kilowatts was obtained. The tube was then operated under
CW conditions. With an anode current of two imperes and 16 kilovolts of anode
voltage, the output power was 10 kilowatts and rising when the tube failed. Sub-
sequent analysis indicated a vane failure due to defective raw material. This was
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due to a material control problem rather than a basic design problem. There was
also an indication of possible multipactor discharge in the straps. The material
control problem has been easily resolved by adequate inspection and specification.
In order to assure that no limitations due to multipactor discharges across the straps
will occur, changes in the strap spacing consistent with cold test data has been
accomplished. A second tube with these changes is presently awaiting processing
and testing.
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